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WHY
MADE IN
PLATFORM?
Arts

MADE IN is a research, design and heritage platform that proposes new collaborative practices
and knowledge exchange between the traditional craftspeople and contemporary designers.
It engages craftspeople, designers, researchers, curators and theoreticians on a quest to
pose relevant questions about the topics of heritage and production in today’s society through
research and archiving of local crafts, conducting workshops and residencies and promoting
ideas through a travelling exhibition.
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FOREWORD
BY PROJECT PARTNERS
MADE IN is a research, design and heritage platform that proposes new collaborative practices and knowledge exchange between the traditional craftspeople
and contemporary designers. It engages craftspeople, designers, researchers,
curators and theoreticians on a quest to pose relevant questions about the topics
of heritage and production in today's society through research and archiving of
local crafts, conducting workshops and residencies and promoting ideas through
a travelling exhibition.
MADE IN was conceived in 2014 by Croatian Art and Design Collective
OAZA as a social design project Made in Ilica / Old School Ilica — a reaction to
the process of the disappearance of small crafts and manufacturing workshops
from the City Centre of Zagreb, and was firstly showcased within a larger topic
of nanotourism1 during BIO 50 exhibition in Ljubljana, organised by the Museum
of Architecture and Design. This and other intersections around the topics of
mapping and archiving the local crafts and the position and relationship between design and crafts in contemporary society, led towards partnership between six organisations and institutions that belong to the similar geographical,
historical, cultural and social context (Austria, Croatia, Slovenia, Serbia) and
eventually towards the formation of a regional platform, whose first iteration
and a two year long research and outputs are presented in this publication.
Partnering institutions vary in size and in their core social functions. The
Museum of Arts and Crafts in Zagreb is one of the largest Croatian museums
dedicated to preserving the local craft, art and design heritage. The Slovene national Museum of Architecture and Design is one of the oldest museums for architecture and design in Europe, established in 1972. The museum collects, stores,
studies, objects and presents exhibitions in the fields of architecture and design,
organises Biennial of Design — an international platform for new approaches
in design and is also leading the Centre for Creativity, an interdisciplinary platform that connects, promotes and supports the activities and development of
Slovenia’s cultural and creative sector. Werkraum Bregenzerwald is a craft and
trade association established in 1999, uniting craftspeople of different guilds,
promoting cooperation and exchange of ideas. Today, it consists of around 100
members representing different crafts and trades such as carpentry, cabinet

making, metal work, plumbing, electrical engineering, upholstery, construction,
clothing, shoemaking, goldsmithing and other service sectors. Nova Iskra and Mikser from Belgrade both function as platforms dedicated to connecting designers
and manufacturers and craftspeople and are promoters of young talents and
organizers of festivals and other cultural and educational events; and independent
Art and Design Collective OAZA from Zagreb, is characterised by self-initiated
multidisciplinary projects in the domain of critical and social design practices.
WHY MADE IN?
In spite of the various functions and purposes within the cultural fields, all of the
actors are linked by projects that are from different positions approaching the
matter of production within the field of design, which is further explained in the
introduction to this publication. The MADE IN syntagma in the title carries a reference to anonymous and to some extent non-human production of today, which is
taking place in the countries of the Far East. It emphasizes the position of design
within the current market oriented neo-liberal capitalist paradigm, with a reference to its source — craftsmanship and making, from which the discipline was
inseparable up until the advent of industrialization. Today, on the brink of a technological revolution there seems to be a need to pose the questions about our
physical and virtual space again: WHERE is it made? WHO is it made by? WHAT
is it made of? FOR whom is it made? WHERE does it come from? And so on.
CRAFTS ARCHIVE
In order to understand the values that crafts carry for the future, but also
to problematize the fact that most of the traditional crafts knowledge and skills,
especially those referring to the embodied knowledge transferred from the
master to the apprentice, are disappearing, the Crafts Archive presented in the
second part of this publication brings a selection of 40 knowledge holders and
their traditional crafts from Croatia, Slovenia, Austria and Serbia, documented
through texts based on unstructured interviews and photography, explaining
their background, history, materials, tools, techniques, processes and key products. This starting selection of craftspeople — ten per each country — although
small, serves as a showcase for status of local crafts in four countries. The participating craftspeople were selected by several criteria. They were chosen for
their superior craft knowledge, the level of endangerment of their craft, their
representativeness for the area, but also for their geographical position. Thus,
the research area varied from state-wide to regional, as covered in Slovenia and
Austria, to smaller distribution throughout city quarters in cases of Serbia and
Croatia. Texts by experts precede each specific chapter, giving insights into the
local specificities and context.

1 Nanotourism is a new, constructed term describing a creative critique to the current environmental, social and economic downsides of conventional tourism, as a participatory, locally oriented, bottom-up alternative. Nanotourism was one of
the themes within a curated BIO50 exhibition, formulated and mentored by architect Tina Gregorič and Aljoša Dekleva.
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CRAFTS — DESIGN NARRATIVES
Crafts — Design Narratives refers to eight specific projects that emerged
through a two-year process, carried by each country separately, addressing
issues specific to the local production context. The narratives are results of the
workshops and residencies conducted through collaborations of design professionals and craftspeople, mediated, co-mentored and curated by individuals
from the involved partnering organisations, and are presented through different
formats and media.
“CAN SOCIAL DESIGN STIMULATE LOCAL PRODUCTION IN ORDER TO BUILD
A STRONGER COMMUNITY?”, conducted by Italian designer Andrea de Chirico (SUPERLOCAL) and Art and Design Collective OAZA from Zagreb opens the
topic of production in an attempt to mobilize remaining local crafts community
in the City of Zagreb to engage with young designers and new technologies, and
thus contribute to the debate on the need for establishing new models of collaboration that address the reactivation of production in the urban zones.
“HOW CAN DESIGN AND NEW TECHNOLOGIES CHANGE OUR RELATIONSHIP TOWARDS PRESERVATION OF CRAFTS?” is manifested through a short
film by Studio Unfold and Alexandre Humbert A Combmaker’s Tale, in “which we
follow the story of two passionate makers: Antun Penezić (82), Croatian last living
comb maker who will retire this year without a successor, and Franka, a brand
new robot, dedicated to follow in his footsteps and learn as much as it can from
Antun in order to preserve this age old craft from disappearing”.
“HOW CAN RESEARCH INTO LOCALLY SOURCED MATERIALS ADDRESS
WIDER SOCIAL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND POLITICAL CONDITIONS?” focuses on
the issue of raw materials, particularly earth, from sourcing, legislation, production to social and financial networks behind its cycles of research and use. The
workshop Crafting Data led by designer Lukas Wegwerth resulted in two interconnected parts: the sourcing of raw material and experiments conducted by
workshop participants and craftsman Urban Magušar and the research film by
artist Giulia Bruno.
“CAN DESIGN RECONNECT WITH RAW MATERIALS THROUGH CRAFT?”
questions the sourcing, processing and exploitation of metals from metal ores and
their use in our everyday life. Designers mischer’traxler together with stonemason
Beno Ogrin created a series of objects that work as communication tools revealing tangible data about stones and their hidden metallic mineral components.

and creates long lasting relationships between objects and subjects. The workshop Crafting, Cleaning & Caring by Dutch designer Rianne Makkink explored the
materiality and immateriality of such relationships and looked into methodologies
of doing things informed by the practical knowledge and the daily work routine
of craftspeople. In collaboration with local craftspeople, producers and makers,
the participants worked with and experimented with traditional techniques.
“HOW CAN DESIGNERS REINTERPRET TRADITIONAL CRAFTS BY USING
NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES OF THE REGION?” is based on extensive research by design studio chmara.rosinke that sought to include specific
traits of the Bregenzerwald in their design process from the perspective of
reinterpretation. Together with a group of craftspeople, they designed a formal
kitchen setting that showcases the characteristics of the region’s landscape and
its architectural language.
“WHAT MAKES AN EQUAL AND INVESTIGATIVE DESIGN — CRAFT RELATIONSHIP?” puts the topic of human touch and empathy at the center of collaborative
interaction. In the workshop named Design<by>Doing, which was mentored by
Serbian designer Tamara Panić, design students and Belgrade craftspeople left
their individual presuppositions aside and opened the space for genuine understanding of “the other”.
“CAN OBJECTS CAPTURE THE ESSENCE OF DESIGN — CRAFT COLLABORATIONS?” focuses on the position of design in the context of increasingly problematic mass production in contemporary society and the need to remodel the
designers' aspirations towards meaningful and socially aware design processes
through diverse collaborations with master craftspeople. The topic is illustrated
by perfume The Ghost, made through collaboration of Swedish designer Jenny
Nordberg and Belgrade perfumery Sava.
The eight chapters form a basis for the travelling exhibition which is going to be
presented in each of the four partnering countries, but also tends to grow in size.
Thus, the curatorial concept is built upon the idea of expending the MADE IN platform through future exhibitions. The potential hosts are encouraged to contribute to the Crafts Archive by mapping locally specific crafts and conducting new
craft — design collaborations.

“WHAT CAN DESIGNERS LEARN FROM THE PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE OF
CRAFTSPEOPLE AND THEIR LONG-LASTING RELATIONS TO OBJECTS?”
explores repairing and maintaining of crafted objects, which adds layers of patina
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MUSEUM OF ARTS
AND CRAFTS (MUO),
ZAGREB
MUSEUMS AND
PRESERVATION
OF CRAFTS

the craftsperson’s eyes (not to mention — hands — as the museum objects are
too valuable to be touched). Today, those objects of the past teach us of cultural
context, of social and historical moment in which they were created. They serve
to teach the public of the bygone times. They serve to teach us of everything, but
of the craftsperson who made them: the tools, the process, the knowledge, the
time invested in production of the piece are all hidden from the viewer.
Museums are unique type of archives — unlike other records they collect
three-dimensional objects; they are primarily object banks. However, to present
that which is lost, or is about to be lost, they should also become archives of craft
processes and knowledge. The craftmanship is defined, among other things, by
transmission of knowledge from master to apprentice. But what happens when
that link is broken, and the knowledge is (about to be) lost? While museums, of
course, cannot take over the artisan’s teaching role, they could try to preserve
the knowledge of the process, the tools and artisan workspace.
Contemporary media technology does provide us with tools to capture
the motion, the story, the knowledge of the tools used in the process. One of the
most important museum objectives is preservation of local material heritage.
That heritage, to be truly meaningful, should encapsulate the process, as well.

KORALJKA VLAJO
The Museum of Arts and Crafts in Zagreb, founded in 1880, is a typical representative of many such museums founded in Europe during the second half of
the 19th century with a purpose of preserving the local crafts. Faced with the
unrelenting advancement of industrial age, and based on theoretical postulates
of the Arts & Crafts movement, the museums were given the responsibility to
preserve the local cultural heritage, and to document national craft achievements for future generations. However, at the same time museum collections
were supposed to serve as an educational tool — a repository of patterns and
specimens for local master artisans and their apprentices, a reminder of high
standard of quality to which they should aspire. At the time, those collections
were still very much part of the living world of crafts, coexisting with receding,
but still existing local craft tradition.
However, what is the role of those collections today when many of the crafts
seem irreversibly lost or on the brink of extinction? Are the museums even invested in craft preservation anymore? And if yes, should they adapt their presentation of crafted object in order to reach the contemporary viewer?
The crafted objects of yesteryear displayed in contemporary museums, by
simple fact of being displayed, inevitably gain the aura of untouchability, sanctity, Art, which displaces them even further away from their original profane,
everyday usage. That distance inexorably diminishes the public experience of the
object. There are not many (if any) who are able to look at the crafted object with
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OAZA, ZAGREB
TOWARDS SOCIAL
DESIGN:
MADE IN ILICA
IVANA BOROVNJAK
In 1972 Viktor Papanek declared that there are only a few professions more
harmful than industrial design. At the time, one of those was advertising design;
today this claim can be extended to many other design disciplines. From its early
days, and the emergence of modernism, industrial design has become a tool in
the production of goods and meanings intended for the market, i.e. consumer,
and designer has become a clerk in the service of capitalism, often having very
little to do with the actual process of making. This idea was very much at odds
with the idea of crafts, which up until that moment embodied the entire making
process. In most cases, craftspeople produce the same product over the years,
whereas in the case of design, the market decides what to produce. In other
words, craft is not market driven. According to Jean Baudrillard: “The artisan
class is defined as a mode of social relations in which not only is the process
of production controlled by the producer but in which the collective process
remains internal to the group, and in which producers and consumers are the
same people, above all defined through the reciprocity of the group.” 1
The general trend of moving European production towards east since the
90’s, and conditions of transition in which the industry was swept away by the processes of privatisation, left very little space for professional designers in Croatia
to exercise design in practice. Out of necessity, some designers turned towards
production on their own, and some saw the opportunities in collaboration with
the remaining craftspeople. This fact that the whole process of designing, making
and selling was again, brought back to designers and that they could identify with
a precarious situation, might have been a trigger for members of Art and Design
Collective OAZA to obsessively invest themselves in establishing communication
with fellow neighbourhood craftspeople in the vicinity of their studio in Zagreb.

In 2013 OAZA started mapping the remaining small workshops along Ilica
street, and continued working on the development of the project within BIO 50,
nanotourism theme during 2014. Extensive research and establishing on-going
dialogue with craftspeople, led to shifting the focus of the project from mere
willingness to produce new objects, towards Old School Ilica educational model
in which all of the parties sharing geolocation and working and living situation
could benefit off. In practice it meant that we were developing a network based
on collaboration and co-creation and were using knowledge as an exchange
currency between local craftspeople, designers and residents through various
formats of open days, workshops, talks and exhibitions. On a larger scale it also
meant that the project is investigating impacts of bottom-up strategies on the
economy of Ilica street in Zagreb, and consequently on sustaining its identity. In
its current stage the project proposes a model for self-sustainable development
of the local community by means of social design.
The initiative to form a MADE IN platform on a larger European scale, for
OAZA meant an organic continuation of the project started in 2013, with the
intention of drawing attention of the public and the policy makers to the impact
that different cultural organisations (namely museums and NGO’s) and individuals (designers, craftspeople, curators) can have in posing questions and forming
opinions about the topics of heritage and production in today’s society.

1 Jean Baudrillard, The Mirror of Production, Telos Press, St. Louis, MO, 1975, p. 96.
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MUSEUM OF
ARCHITECTURE
AND DESIGN (MAO),
LJUBLJANA
MUSEUM, DESIGN
AND CRAFT:
COLLABORATIVE
PRODUCTION OF
KNOWLEDGE
MAJA VARDJAN
The Museum of Architecture and Design in Ljubljana, established in 1972 as the
Architecture Museum of Ljubljana, maintains a valuable and extensive collection of objects related to architecture, design and photography of the 20th and
21st centuries. The collection represents a diverse selection of objects, projects
and documents that have shaped our environment and co-create, still today, our
everyday lives. The museum preserves and investigates not only the meaning
of objects, their contexts and the processes in which they were made, but also
their relevance to the current social, environmental and political conditions. The
collection is therefore not considered a simple repository of objects, facts and
certainties of the past, but a space of continuous inquiry and questioning of the
past from the critical position of the present.
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Despite the fact that the core of the museum’s collection is related to 20th century
projects of modernisation, which saw architecture and design as tools with which
to construct a new, better kind of society, MAO has also been dealing with traditional and semi-industrial crafts, mainly through the ongoing Biennial of Design
(BIO) project and the Centre for Creativity (CzK). BIO, the oldest design biennial
in the world, which was established in 1963 as a comparative international exhibition of good design, was recently transformed into a multidisciplinary platform
for the production of alternatives to established systems that shape our daily
existence. The fixed, object-driven design event was remodeled into an experimental, process-driven platform, where teams of designers are engaged in
collaborations that address the topical issues of the day, yet which also deals with
the Slovenia’s rich tradition of craft. At a time when our world is moving toward
one in which industrial mass-production may no longer be a viable solution, design
is gradually adapting to local contexts and realities where traditional crafts — in
their methods, techniques and materials — are gaining more and more relevance.
How can a museum and the Biennial of Design take action and intervene
in the vulnerable, confined and often rigid world of traditional craft? Just as we
deal with the museum collection, BIO projects consider the traditional crafts as
standing in opposition to established models of preservation and archival practice. The knowledge and skills immanent to traditional crafts are re-activated by
the present in order to release new relationships and scenarios for the future.
When craftspeople's traditional knowledge is challenged by designers and various other external influences, projects tend to envision — and realise — new
possibilities for both the craft and design processes of today. Compared to the
utilitarian and sometime decorative side of traditional crafts, such projects can
often serve to broaden our notion of usefulness, to one that is not limited solely
to function and problem solving, but also proves useful in triggering a discourse,
formulating questions and opening up opportunities that go far beyond nostalgia
and a mere longing for the past.
Through the exchange of ideas that arise from engagement with the local
context and its relation to the international, sometimes global dimension, the
impact of such projects can extend far beyond the limited realm of the biennial
into fields as diverse as economics, tourism, marketing, social development,
policymaking, etc.
BIO projects (as well as those under MADE IN: Crafts — Design Narratives, which shares a similar scheme) built on sharing and collaboration might
be considered small actions and initiatives, but they have ability to influence,
perhaps transform the wider social and cultural systems. By injecting a dose of
potential into an existing situation, they offer a viable departure from the established modes of thinking and a leap into a possible, more inclusive future.
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WERKRAUM
BREGENZERWALD,
ANDELSBUCH
CRAFTSPEOPLE
AS AGENTS
OF CHANGE
MIRIAM KATHREIN
What happens if you replace competition by collaboration? What happens if you
swap common capitalist market logic for the idea of cooperation and inclusion?
Twenty years ago, craftspeople from the rural Bregenzerwald region decided to
work together, to pool their knowledge and skills from different guilds and create
an association for the promotion of the crafts and their impact on society beyond
the regional borders.
Twenty years ago, these people were acting on concept that we are discussing in a neighbouring field of practice today, namely the field of (social) design:
the role of design and its impact on society, the potential of design to change
something for the better.
The members of Werkraum Bregenzerwald have incorporated the principles of social design in their approach to craft. This principle states that innovation — and new products — arise and originate from self-organised collaborations of like minded people (see Martina Fineder, Harald Gruendl, Ulrike Haele,
CityFactory. New Work. New Design. IDRV/MAK, Vienna 2017, p. 124). This is also
true for craft and Werkraum Bregenzerwald. Collaboration builds the very foundation of this association. The capability of the region’s craftspeople is palpable,
resulting in high quality objects and modes of operation through which workplaces become exceptionally appealing. Attributes such as resource-friendly
and local production become core values. Craftspeople share knowledge and
skills and even their production facilities and workforce. Consumers can form
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longterm relationships with producers, resulting in a deeper understanding of
products and fostering sustainability and longevity.
Its fundamental understanding of the potential that the practice of crafts
holds for our society made Werkraum Bregenzerald a beacon for regional development on a national and international level and led to the further development of
creative skills which are not seen as a pretty add-on to a craft, but as an integral
part of craftsmanship itself.
This becomes particularly evident in the triennial Handwerk + Form (craft
and form) competition. Ever since 1999, international designers have been invited
to collaborate with local craftspeople on the development of new prototypes.
The objects are then assessed and selected by an international jury of acclaimed
experts in the field of culture, architecture and design. Products stemming from
this competition are further developed into goods for everyday use, while the
prototypes are added to the Werkraumdepot permanent collection, which is
part of Vorarlberg Museum, the state art and cultural museum of the Austrian
federal state of Vorarlberg.
Furthermore, the commitment of Werkraum Bregenzerwald to form and
foster an identity for craft, to preserve and develop craft knowledge and to follow
a collaborative approach substantially contributed to its inclusion into UNESCO’s
Register of Good Safeguarding Practice in December, 2016.
The association’s general approach of pro-active change also took things a
step further. Knowing that young people are desperately needed to not only carry
on the region’s legacy but for creating a future for local crafts and setting new
benchmarks for the role of crafts and craftsmanship in our society, the members
of Werkraum did not wait for the (educational) system to change. Instead, they
created their very own school for future craftspeople in 2016.
Ultimately, if designers can be agents of change, so can craftspeople. Werkraum Bregenzerwald strives for a sustainable development of the region’s
crafts and trades. Maintaining and creating jobs and training opportunities in
the region means economic sustainability. Producing lasting goods for daily use
generates ecological sustainability. And finally, establishing trust and personal
connections strengthens social sustainability. This approach has an exceedingly
positive effect on regional development and the power to increase in the quality
of life in the region and beyond.
The future truly is in our hands, and craftspeople are leading the way.
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NOVA ISKRA,
BELGRADE
BRIDGING
KNOWLEDGE AND
PEOPLE
RELJA BOBIĆ
Since the formation of Nova Iskra in 2012, we have been dedicated to supporting
emerging, young designers and building capacities within the creative and design
scenes of Belgrade, Serbia and the wider region. Initial concept of our platform
was dedicated to connecting designers and manufacturers or SMEs, and establishing fruitful connections with the creative sector, connections that will help
young creators pursue personal and professional development, fullfilment and
sustainability within the creative fields of their choice. At the same time, we have
always striven to do this with a social impact in mind, and to build upon the traditions and legacies of the creators and makers from our recent and distant past.
Aware of our common heritage that is slowly but surely dying away, we set
out to create a space, a playground for new values to emerge: new initiatives,
projects and collaborations at the crossroads of design, making and entrepreneurship, that would shed new light upon the valuable but understated creativity
and skills of the traditional makers from across the Balkans. We were aware of
the potential and vast knowledge available among the few but dedicated makers who were, and still are. One of the initial concepts that put us on the path
of exploring and experiencing the rich heritage of crafts in our country was the
idea of setting up a social enterprise that would activate traditional makers on
one side, and the emerging designers from all over the Balkans on the other. A
couple of years down the line, after numerous research trips and encounters
with various workshops spread across our country, FOLKK was born, a design
accessory brand and a social enterprise.
In many ways a romantic initiative, FOLKK taught us so much that we did
not know or did not consider when thinking about craftspeople and their po-
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sition within the society of mass production and consumption that all of us are
inhabiting for some time now. Creating new, beautiful, carefully crafted objects
was not really all there was to it. The current state of crafts in Serbia is a mirror
image of several decades of social, cultural and economic tribulations and shifts
that we were, and still are facing on a daily level. We set out to meet some of the
forgotten makers around our country and learned that.
After a lengthy mapping exercise and work on product development concepts with designers, the vast journey of moving a concept towards a prototype,
the final product and a design accessory that is available worldwide unfolded
before us, alongside all the challenges that come with such a process in a country such as Serbia. Yet, another path to our traditional makers actually came
as a signal from the outside. Each year, we host several international designers
or makers as a part of our Designer in Residence program in Belgrade. Many
of them are hailing from Sweden, a country in which handmaking is nowadays
valued more than ever before. The infatuation of our guests with particular
craftspeople and techniques in Serbia highlighted the exceptional potential that
was around us, and we were proud of each tangible connection we were able to
create between them.
From all these directions, crafts and making were ever-present in our program activities throughout the years. This was also an incentive that brought us
together with Art and Design Collective OAZA, whose intricate design projects
based on collaborations with craftspeople left a deep impression on us. Made In
Ilica project seemed as a well-structured way of summoning actions into a craft/
design initiative that may have a positive impact and contribution at both sides
of the spectre, craft and design. Members of OAZA were, not by accident, also
involved in the development phase of FOLKK, and somewhere down the line conversations emerged about scaling the MADE IN concept onto a wider, regional
level and transferring the experience across the cultural/economic contexts
that are still sharing many of the common challenges, having in mind that we are
still inhabiting a common cultural space within the region of former Yugoslavia.
The collaborative project we are happy to be finally presenting has been an
incredible learning curve for Nova Iskra, one that drove us to numerous epiphanies and moments in which we felt that we were bridging generations, eras, cultural
spaces, knowledge and most importantly — people.
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MIKSER, BELGRADE
EMBRACING AND
CONNECTING
LOCAL IDENTITIES
MAJA LALIĆ
Stemming from a small informal network of creative professionals and artists
from the Balkans scattered around the world in one of the biggest brain-drains
in Europe following the recent wars on the grounds of former Yugoslavia, Mikser
collective has set its fundamental value in promoting a positive approach to
common cultural background among youth population in the region. Having
witnessed the abuse of national feelings and identities in its harshest forms
during the nineties in the Balkans, while several years later almost all local political leaders disregard the potentials offered by local heritage when developing
their economic, cultural or social strategies, independent cultural initiatives
such as Mikser naturally took the role of rebuilding connections across a rather
colossal void between young creative people of the newly formed Balkan countries, as well as bridging the gap between existing formal education and plethora
of emerging informal alternatives, especially in the fields of urban development,
social studies, sustainability and design.
As a nucleus of the decade long tradition of organizing Mikser Festival, a
multidisciplinary, multicultural exchange platform between up-and-coming creative talents, youth activists and established professionals in diverse artistic disciplines and social engagements, the Young Balkan Designers (YBD) initiative was
born as the Mikser’s unique think-tank for the future and nursery of new thinkers
and doers. What started as an organic response to the growing need of young
designers of the region to express themselves and show their work to the public
in the form of an annual talent exhibition, soon developed into a regional talent
platform for discovery, promotion and development of the creative potential of
the Balkans, consisting of the regional design competition, traveling exhibition,
designers mobility program, seminars conducted in cooperation with leading
regional design festivals and residency workshops pursued in collaboration with
local manufacturers and artisans.
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Calling out for design-driven social change, Young Balkan Designers project
brought us closer to progressive organizations, institutions and individuals
with similar agendas, such as members of Art and Design Collective OAZA then
involved in the work of Croatian Design Association with whom we have scaled
up the YBD goals and ideas to a foundation of the Balkan Design Network aimed
at increasing visibility and appreciation of Balkan design on European and international level.
Revolving the topics of the competition and accompanying programs around
issues of local identity and sustainability of local resources, we call for young designers’ introspective views on their own heritage and cultural values, vernacular
roots, authenticities and imperfections, and their intelligent interpretation into
contemporary Balkan context. The slogan Common Ground invited designers
to think about inheritance in the broadest terms, to trace their own personal and family history — ancestry and culture — to our collective heritage as a
society. Under the theme New Analogue, we encouraged projects − products,
concepts, services and scenarios that are bringing the human touch back into
the design process and manufacturing, linking them directly to materials, crafts
and techniques available in the Balkan culture. We explored the ways Balkan as
a society can contribute to the global debate on the dehumanization of design
and production process caused by hyper-efficient models of capitalist industrial
and digital production and limiting usability-based approaches to design that
tend to neglect other aspects of the human factor — people’s personalities, their
emotional responses and ideals. We challenged designers to think about the
implementation of local manual skills and crafts in contemporary design methodology, with the focus on the involvement of their immediate local community
in problem-solving process and production, instead of fictional relations offered
to us through social networks. The call stimulated young thinkers to find the right
balance between advantages of state of the art technologies available today and
the local expertise in manual work and real-life human exchange, and to envision
their project as the Balkan’s contribution to economic and social sustainability
of local communities worldwide, providing personal satisfaction in all phases of
the process: creation, production and user experience.
Involvement with the MADE IN Platform came in the right moment to continue our explorations and deepen our knowledge about rich design heritage
and crafts of the region. Our understanding of possible roles and relationships
of designers, artisans and audience in a mutual quest of transferring skills and
knowledge to reinvented crafts of tomorrow will surely be incorporated in our
future work with young designers and international presentation of Balkan design, overriding the known Churchill’s quote “The Balkan peoples are loaded with
more history than they can bear” into a positive remark referring to abundance
of creative contemporary interpretations of the region’s rich cultural legacy.
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ANOTHER
PERSPECTIVE
CRAFTSMANSHIP
BEYOND THE
PITFALLS
In the vanguards of the art and design worlds, there’s a remarkable interest for
traditional techniques that, due to many reasons, lost their appeal at the start
of the 20th century. Some proponents of ceramics, glassblowing, weaving, and
other age-old crafts, emphasize the presumed higher quality of objects made
with slow production methods, in contrast to the standardised results of fast
industrial production. Some are primarily concerned with the social implications
of production and stress the rewarding labour of craftspeople, which is based on
tacit knowledge and age-old skills inherited from past generations, and contrast
it with the mind-numbing work of industrial workers. And then there are those
practitioners who embrace the local and historical characteristics of the crafts,
and the multi-layered references they invariably represent, as these offer many
possibilities for meaningful narratives. The renewed interest is remarkable, as
the crafts had largely turned obsolete since the industrial revolution. Moreover,
where craftsmanship was still cherished, low wage countries provided cheaper
alternatives. In spite of very interesting cultural experiments to win the battle,
the fierce competition has caused a closure of many European craft industries
in these last decades.
A nice example is the oldest earthenware factory Royal Tichelaar, located
in the small village Makkum in the north of The Netherlands, which has produced
high quality handiwork since the 16th century. Their primary convention of working with locally dug clay and special glazing techniques, has brought them fame
beyond the Dutch borders. Throughout the ages, to meet the changing demands
of the times, there were many innovations within the company, one of the latest
being a marriage between old crafts and modern design and art practices.

Alongside the continued production of traditional earthenware, the manufacturer became a true pioneer in creating innovative collaborations between its
own craftspeople and designers such as Jurgen Bey, Dick van Hoff, Studio Job,
and Hella Jongerius. Iconic projects are for instance the Minutes Service by
Jurgen Bey, the 300 Coloured Vases by Hella Jongerius, and the Pyramids of
Makkum, a range of contemporary flower vases that referred to the restored
17th century flower pyramid of the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. Invariably, the
projects celebrate the special nature and high quality of handicraft and celebrate
the company’s conventional ways of working. It seemed to work for a while. Royal
Tichelaar became the exemplary company that succeeded in fusing the old with
the new. However, in spite of its success in the media and museum exhibitions,
the new strategy could not prevent a continued decline of commissions. The
company had to end almost all adventurous experiments. Today, the company
is no longer owned by the Tichelaar family, and production has become an ‘on
demand’ endeavour, mainly focussed on supplying special glazes for a niche of
the architectural market.
Does the Royal Tichelaar example demonstrate that we either need to
accept that age-old crafts are relics of a past that will never return, or does it
demonstrate that the competition with low wage countries cannot be won, as
these can also provide high quality products, but can do so for less money? Or
should we view the Royal Tichelaar example differently, and consider it a call
for new clever efforts to rescue what a growing group of artists and designers
want to rescue, which is an intense awareness of the importance of a rich material culture.
Let’s turn to some projects that testify of craft’s indispensable role within
the vast field of contemporary cultural production. Most of them are probably
known, as they were vastly published, but their innovative power was not always
recognized. The practitioners mentioned below have fused innovative thinking
with age-old craftsmanship, either because they had the skills themselves, or
because they collaborated with highly skilled craftspeople.
Minutes Service, created in 2002 by designer Jurgen Bey, stresses the
time-consuming and thus economic aspect of craftsmanship in the field of design. The above-mentioned ceramic company Royal Tichelaar asked him to
explore the traditional technique of tin-glazed earthenware (faience). Bey soon
noticed that the decorations, which were painted by hand, took most time. After
the painters had placed the contour lines of the decorations on the pieces, Bey
set a time limit for painting the colours within the lines, a time limit that was too
short for them to paint the entire decorations and long enough to offer glimpses
of what the completed ones might have looked like. The unfinished pieces were
then fired and the prices, and the titles, were determined by the time spent on
them. The pieces thus carry names such as 55 minutes cup and saucer or 134
minutes sugar bowl. The economic value of crockery is literally translated into
the time that the craftsmen devoted to colouring the decorations by hand. In this
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manner Bey created a service of which each piece reveals craft’s refined value
to an audience that has become familiar with the ease of throwing away mass
produced cheap items. Now one could object that Bey’s pieces would only be
available for the rich, and would thus ignore the benefits of the industrial revolution, by which things became attainable for many people. On the other hand, one
might claim that Bey’s comment on the efficiency of the industry has come with a
price, which one better consider when carefully choosing the items of daily life.
In line with Bey, but also contrasting his focus, designer Hella Jongerius
used the characteristics, conventions and inherent meanings of ceramic production, to make a plea for combining the best of two worlds, the industry and
craft production. In 1997 she created a range of plates, cups, and bowls, which
showed individual differences in spite of being produced as series in the same
moulds. She accomplished the ‘misfits’ because she fired the pieces on a too high
temperature. By then, she knew she did something craft experts would loath,
she knew that porcelain only preserves its shape when fired at the proven ‘right’
temperature, and she knew that all excellent porcelain works remain on the right
side of the borderline of production: fired as hot as possible, to create the finest
grained texture as possible, but never beyond the line where mistakes, and thus
imperfections, are bound to happen. She decided to celebrate the mistakes,
the imperfections, the misfits. By firing the pieces of B-Set at a slightly too high
temperature, all items became individually deformed, to such a degree that they
became unique pieces within a family range of similar designs. The title B-Set
points to the usual assumption that mistakes turn things into a quality below
A-level. The service was the start of a series of projects, in which Jongerius
thematised the notion of individuality within serial production, the concept that
a combination of industrial production and craft production would bring out the
best of two worlds: the benefits of serial production and the benefits of craft production. Important in this context, in which we deal with the value of old crafts for
contemporary culture, is the fact that novel insights on craftsmanship came from
a non-expert, from a designer, who freely experimented with the materials and
techniques. Whereas craftspeople will usually strive for perfection, she claimed
that the advantage of craftsmanship nowadays resides in imperfection. After
all, the industry can produce perfectly identical pieces; why would craftspeople
focus on something they can never win. Moreover, in the course of the 20th century we had started to see the downside of cheap mass production, leading to
indifference and a throwaway culture, with all its negative consequences for the
environment. Jongerius thus attacked the industry at the right moment in time,
and she formulated a novel conception for the crafts.
An artist who has reversed the outdated image of craftsmanship that still
prevailed in the artworld at the start of the 21st century, is Grayson Perry. When
he won the prestigious Turner Prize in 2003, it changed the reputation of the
applied arts and showed a magnificent new potential. Like Bey and Jongerius,
Perry uses the characteristics of items that are obviously made by way of tra-

ditional craftsmanship, including the inherent references to the past and the
conventional settings in which pristine ceramics and weavings usually find their
home. He confronts the familiar expectations they evoke with subjects that belong
to today’s culture. Perry was trained as a ceramist, but instead of staying within
the confines of the applied arts field, he started to play with the expectations
and meanings of traditional handwork, and used them as canvas for depictions
of sexually and politically loaded subjects that seem to contrast the refinement
of the colours and execution of the works. Playing with content that is at odds
with the aesthetic appeal of the used materials, offers Perry many possibilities
to analyse, and make fun of, British society and the contemporary arts scene
and its conventions and prejudices.
Studio Formafantasma, consisting of designers Andrea Trimarchi and Simone Farresin, did something similar. They used well crafted items, which refer
to tradition, as canvas for a narrative on the inherent contradictions of culture,
a narrative on immigration and notions of national identity, as canvas to question the tendency of mindlessly perpetuating the past for the sake of the past.
In 2009, the two graduated from the MA department of Design Academy Eindhoven (Contextual Design programme), with the project Moulding Tradition. The
title refers to the local Sicilian craft tradition to depict black people on popular
vases, the so-called Teste di Moro vases. In the 17th century Arab-African people
conquered Sicily, introducing majolica to Europe. It inspired the typical vases that
are still produced for the tourist market in Sicily. In recent times, history seems
to repeat itself, the designers say. While craftsmen create vases with African and
Arab features referring to Sicilian history, people with similar features are returning, this time not as conquerors, but as immigrants. A majority of the Italians
consider these fugitives a danger for Italian culture — an ironic twist of history.
“Our project is a statement on the ephemeral concept of tradition and shows the
contradictions of a decadent culture: if as Italians (and Europeans) we are able
to represent our culture with a ‘Moor Vase’, at the same time we must be able to
go beyond prejudice and fear, and let our culture change in the course of time.”
The project consists of a collection of refined ceramic vessels garlanded with
portraits of an émigré, buoy-like discs engraved with the percentage of refugees
who immigrate per year, and ribbons printed with news reports on immigration.
Finally, I would like to mention the Belgian design studio Unfold, consisting of
Dries Verbruggen and Claire Warnier. Their work explores new ways of creating,
manufacturing, financing and distributing in a fast-changing world, in which elements of pre-industrial craft economy merge with high tech industrial production and digital communication networks. They aim at creating a shift of power,
from industrial producers and their regulating infrastructures to the individual
designer and the consumer. While industry and craftsmanship are positioned
as polar opposites, they claim, they would be more accurately represented as
volatile points in a matrix of manual, mechanical, and electrical forces. Wheelthrown pottery, for example, though now considered an artisanal skill, developed
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as a partial automation of coil pottery by the third millennium BC, making the
production of small clay vessels more efficient. If industry is characterized by the
displacement of advanced operations from hands to machines, then handicraft
is defined by its retention of fine motor skills mastered over years of practice.
Their project l’Artisan Électronique is an intersection between craft, industry,
and digital making, avoiding easy categorisation and creating novel takes on what
craft production can be. Spectators of the project are invited to move their hands
in front of sensors, indicating the details of a vase. The computer programme
collects all data and sends them to the 3D clay printer, which subsequently creates the object. Handwork? Digital fabrication? The worlds of production merge
and fuse, which indicates a clear future.
A renewed attention for age-old crafts can be explained and legitimized
by the obvious assets, the high quality, the attention given to each item, the
importance of being aware of history, and the conviction that the crafts enrich
the vast landscape of production. However, the renewed interest cannot simply
mean that we should ignore contemporary times, ignore technical innovations,
and it cannot simply mean that it suffices to go back in time and employ the old
means as if nothing happened in the meantime. Paradoxically, the most timeless
items started as excellent time-based items. Timelessness can only be gained
by embracing the here and now, as well as staying aware of the past. Whereas
one may rightfully have reservations when a theorist waves a moralistic finger,
standing at the side-line of creation, I would still like to make a plea for a critical
approach of the renewed interest in craftsmanship. And here we touch upon
some of the dangers. What craft practitioners rarely do, is acknowledging the
pitfalls of their trade, such as the nostalgic, and in many ways (politically) regressive sentiments that are evoked by traditional conventions. Holding on to tradition
for the sake of tradition, does not acknowledge that culture is only vital when it
allows for constant changes. Another pitfall of craft production is a phenomenon
that one can easily experience at exhibitions in which well crafted projects are
displayed: a tendency to revel in virtuosity for the sake of virtuosity and neglect
the narrative one intends to transfer. The complexity of craft techniques, and the
skills they require to master the process, often leads to a show-off of excellency,
which might offer the spectator a sense of inaptitude and inferiority, whereas
one might claim that important artworks and designs empower the spectator,
and entice energy instead of fatigue. All of the above-mentioned practitioners,
and many many more, exemplify how craftsmanship can be employed to produce
innovative, energizing narratives.
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HOW DO WE
ARCHIVE CRAFT
SKILLS AND
KNOWLEDGE?
In order to understand the values that crafts carry for the future, but also to problematize the
fact that most of the traditional crafts knowledge and skills, especially those referring to the embodied knowledge transferred from the master to the apprentice, are disappearing, the Crafts
Archive presented in the second part of this publication brings a selection of 40 knowledge holders and their traditional crafts from Croatia, Slovenia, Austria and Serbia, documented through
texts based on unstructured interviews and photography, explaining their background, history,
materials, tools, techniques, processes and key products. This starting selection of craftspeople — ten per each country — although small, serves as a showcase for status of local crafts in
four countries. The participating craftspeople were selected by several criteria. They were chosen for their superior craft knowledge, the level of endangerment of their craft, their representativeness for the area, but also for their geographical position. Thus, the research area varied
from state-wide to regional, as covered in Slovenia and Austria, to smaller distribution throughout city quarters in cases of Serbia and Croatia. Texts by experts precede each specific chapter,
giving insights into the local specificities and context.
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CRAFTS ARCHIVE
CROATIA
THE STATE OF
CRAFTS IN CROATIA
KORALJKA VLAJO

past their prime and set in their ways, who find it hard to adopt new ideas or to
modify long established habits and work processes.
Yet, some are stubbornly persisting, carving out their own small market
niches, adjusting to new technologies, even training apprentices to continue their
work. Naturally, it is mostly younger generation of craftspeople who are finding
ways to incorporate their practice into the market and contemporary urban environment. Those are the ones specializing in unique work (like Lebarović Clockmaker’s Shop maintaining public clocks), discovering exceptional materials to
work with (like Močvarni Hrast Master Carpentry working with fossilized timber),
cooperating with architects and designers (like Lapidarium Jewellery Making &
Fine Metalsmithing), or experimenting with new technologies (like Škrgatić Hat
Making).
However, the position of remaining craftspeople remains precarious, their
fortunes extremely vulnerable to state of local economy, their future dependant
on finding the successors to continue their craft.

The future of traditional crafts in Croatia hangs in fine balance. Right before
our eyes small craft shops are, one by one, disappearing from towns and cities.
Partially, it is a consequence of historical and political regional circumstances
and, in part, it is due to globalisation process and overwhelming quantities of
low-cost goods that are pushing out more expensive local products.
As elsewhere in Europe, the crafts in Croatia have long history of structured
education and established procedures for transfer of knowledge.
The state system of craftsmanship was particularly advanced during the
Austro-Hungarian Empire, and then further developed in various other regional
state associations. The lively artisan scene of the times was further enriched
by diverse influences — Western, Oriental, Mediterranean — that have shaped
Croatian culture. Unfortunately, the acquired level of craftsmanship seriously
deteriorated after the Second World War, while Croatia was a part of socialist
Yugoslavia. Yugoslav attitude towards private enterprise was not encouraging
further progress of crafts or craftsmanship: the number and the quality of craftspeople drastically decreased as new government strongly favoured investing
in development of large-scale industry. Already in precarious position, many of
the skilled craft workshops did not survive the transition period of the 1990s
and the influx of cheap goods.
Today, Croatian craftspeople are facing numerous, sometimes insurmountable problems. The years of governmental negligence brought them on the brink
of survival. Rather than producing their own wares, many of them are simply
enduring by undertaking small tasks, fixing and repairing goods.
Thus, they are dependent on pedestrian traffic. At the same time the price
of rent is forcing them out of the city centre. The survival of crafts depends on
transfer of knowledge from master to apprentice, but there are no apprentices to
be had. Many of existing workshops are led by aging and exhausted craftspeople,
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Antun Penezić Combmaking
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The mapping of crafts in Croatia was realized in the City centre of Zagreb.
Interviews and photo documentations were realized with ten selected crafts
workshops, ranging from cottage industries to medium size manufacturing
businesses.
INTERVIEWS AND TEXTS: IVANA BOROVNJAK, MAJA KOLAR (OAZA)
EDITING: KORALJKA VLAJO, PHOTOS: BOJAN MRĐENOVIĆ
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Antun Penezić Combmaking
Since 2006, Antun and his wife Danica who helps with product sales, are working from their home and trying to revive the traditional ways of production of
everyday objects made from animal horn. Antun is probably one of the last comb
makers in Europe, retiring this year.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Antun Penezić, češljar
Type of Craft
Traditional production of combs,
embellishment and other products from
ox horns
Knowledge Holder
Antun Penezić
Location
Varoška gora 5, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Type of Business
Small-scale, decentralized manufacturing
business operated out of home
Year of Establishment
1954 / 2006
Successors
No
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
15 m²
Materials
Cattle horns, especially Boškarin horns from
Istria, Croatia

Processes
Cooking, tailoring, cutting, pressing, sanding,
shaping by hand
Members / Employees
2
Apprentices
Not able to find an apprentice or a successor
to assure continuation of the craft
Education of the Craftsperson
3-year general school for production
and crafts;
3-year practice with the master craftsman
KEY PRODUCTS
Best-selling Product
Combs of different kinds
Average Time of Production
A whole day (always made in series to
optimize the process)
Average Price per Item
10 − 30 EUR
OTHER INFO
Qualified as traditional craft by the Croatian
Chamber of Crafts; Registered as protected
intangible cultural heritage by the Ministry of
Culture of the Republic of Croatia

Technology / Tools / Machines
Self-adjusted and self-made machines
for cooking, tailoring, cutting, pressing and
sanding
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About
Antun Penezić was born in 1938. In 1954, he started a three-year general school for production
and crafts, and afterwards continued working
with the last master craftsman as an apprentice
first, and later, after passing a three-day exam,
independently. In the 1960s the craft of comb
making completely disappeared due to mass industrial production of plastic combs. Ironically,
Antun found his new job in a polyethylene production factory OKI, where he worked for the
next 31 years. After retirement from OKI, in
2006, Antun returned again to his initial calling
in order to make a comb collection for the Ethnographic Museum in Zagreb. Museum’s intention was to make the craft and production process visible to public before it sinks into oblivion.
However, due to a renewed interest in his hornmade products and general shift in preference
from plastic to natural materials, Antun restarted his production of combs and jewellery 46
years after closing his first workshop. Today,
he is participating in many fairs and exhibitions
around Croatia and abroad and is appreciated for his approach to to material processing
and high quality of making. Several years ago,
his work was recognized by the Old Village museum in Kumrovec. The Museum initiated the
reconstruction of the comb making workshop
in one of the houses in the ethnic village, with all
the necessary tools and equipment. Antun was
asked to pass on and teach the crafts to younger generations. Unfortunately, this project never
came to life, because it was impossible to find
potential apprentices. Now the house serves for
presentational purposes only.
Workshop and Space
Antun and Danica live in a picturesque house on
the slopes of Medvednica, a mountain above Zagreb, surrounded by a garden, a vineyard and a
forest. Their living space is also a working place.
A small workshop of approx. 20 m² for production of horn objects is located in the backyard,
so Antun can work at several intervals during
the day, between eating breakfast, lunch and
resting. There is also a small showroom space,
where all the products are on display for visitors. All of the materials, including the horn dust
,produced as a byproducts while sanding, are
used up, whether for fertilising plants in the garden or in the household. The whole system the
couple has organised for themselves is almost
self-sustainable, from food and wine production
to utilitarian objects made of wood and horn.
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Techniques and Processes
The production of a single comb is a complex
process; thus, the aim is to produce combs in
serial batches. Firstly, one needs to find a good
quality horn. The best horn material is from Istrian cattle Boškarin, but others, such as Simentalac and Buša, are fine as well. There is a
significant difference in quality of the material
harvested from the cattle that are raised on
industrial farm and the ones that are grass-fed
and die a natural death. This difference can be
spotted at first sight. Then, the horn needs to
be cooked for an hour in boiling water to separate it from the bone. After that the horn is cut
and tailored in smaller pieces, which need to be
cooked in water for another hour to become
more elastic. After cooking, the horn pieces are
cut, spread open with the pliers into curved tiles
and straightened under a cold press. After this,
the material is cleaned with the sanding machine and placed between metal boards in a hot
hydraulic press on 100 °C. After this whole procedure the material is ready for fine sanding
and cutting with a machine or shaping by hand.
Production of combs requires special tools that
Antun often makes himself.
Key Products
The special property of the material is that it
never ages; it has distinctive character and colouring, which makes each object unique. It is
very hard and has special sound quality as well.
Products made of horn, according to Antun,
resonate with a unique vibration, each having
its own signature energy field, which attributes
them with special healing powers.
For example, unlike the plastic combs, a real
horn comb, does not produce static electricity.
This is why the combs of all kinds, for brushing
baby hair, hair and facial hair are still much appreciated. Besides combs, which are the main
focus, Antun also produces jewellery, small utensils such as cutlery and shoe horns. His wife often
helps him in the production process and sales.
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Bookbindery 1924
Vesna Hrkač has inherited the bookbinding trade from her grandfather and
mother. She is specialized in gold foil-printing, and has devoted herself in the
past years to restoring rare and antiquarian books as well as antique and desktop leather goods, which gave the whole workshop a new artisanal aspect.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Knjigovežnica 1924
Type of Craft
Manual bookbinding, gold printing, book
repairs, conservation and restoration
Knowledge Holder
Vesna Hrkač
Location
Fra Grge Martića 5, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
www.knjigoveznica1924.hr

Two Josef Anger & Söhne machines (cutting
knife and gold press), hand-made brass type,
brass rolls, handle letters, hand typeholder
and a blocking press are used in the work of
gold foil-printing
Processes
Book making: cutting, folding, shrinking,
bonding, sewing, wrapping, gold foil-printing
Book restoration: sewing and making of the
new covers, replacing jagged paper, trimming
and special cleaning technology
Members / Employees
3

Type of Business
Third generation family business

Apprentices
Yes, occasionally

Year of Establishment
1924

Education of the Craftsperson
Graphic school; Faculty of Philosophy and the
Academy for theatre, film and TV

Successors
Maybe
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
50 m²
Materials
Cardboard, bookstore cloth, different kinds
of paper, cardboard of various types, glue,
thread, and leather mostly imported from
Italy and Germany; before the 1990s the
materials were bought from Jugoplastika
and other Yugoslav companies
Technology / Tools / Machines
Manual tools: knife, bend, scissors, bending
machine, sewing machine, cutting machine,
press, perforating machine, spiral wrapping
machine, and book binding machine;
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KEY PRODUCTS
Best-selling Product
Restoration of rare antiquarian book
Average Time of Production
Depending on the type of binding or repair;
Series with hardcovers and gold foil-printing
can take up to 5 days
Average Price per Item
Depends on the type of book or book repair
OTHER INFO
Traditional craft products and services as
qualified by the Croatian Chamber of Crafts;
Recognized as the oldest traditional
bookbinding craft in the City of Zagreb
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About
Initially founded in 1924 in Martićeva 5, Zagreb, Kniigovežnica 1924 is now run by Vesna
Hrkač. Vesna has inhereted the bookbinding
trade from her grandfather and mother. She
is specialized in gold foil-printing, and has devoted herself in the past years to repairing antique books, which gave the whole workshop a
new artistic aspect. She works together with
two other bookbinders in a basement space
owned by Croatian state. For years the workshop has been on the verge of being evicted
from the space by the State. Somewhat ironically, the shop is located right across the National Bank of Croatia, one of Knjigovežnica’s
regular clients.
Book repair and restoration sets Knjigovežnica apart from other binderies. The oldest book
they have repaired is a sixteenth-century Latin
dictionary. They have also been commissioned
by Matica hrvatska, a prominent Croatian cultural institution, to restore an old prayer book
bought in Pécs in 1845 entitled Vrata nebeska
(Gates of Heaven). They regularly work for University of Zagreb on binding scientific journals
for libraries, and make smaller repairs for different customers as well as custom made books
for designers and artists. Croatian Chamber
of Crafts awarded Knjigovežnica the title of the
oldest traditional craft in the City of Zagreb, for
manual binding and restoration of books using
machines from the 19th century.
Workshop and Space
The bookstore was originally founded by Mr.
Pavao Danilović, who studied the bookbinding
crafts in Padua, Italy. After the end of the First
World War in which he participated, he began
his professional career in Vienna. In 1924, he
founded his own workshop in the basement of
the new building in Martićeva 5, in Zagreb. After
the Second World War he was unjustly sentenced to two years of forced labour at the
Stara Gradiška camp (1946 — 1948). After returning from the camp, he continued working
in his bookshop and renewed his reputation by
working for a number of reputable companies,
libraries, state offices and private contractors.
After his sudden death in 1961, his wife Emilia
took over the business, but soon left it to her
daughter Tamara Danilović Markulj. Tamara
became very active in public life as a president
of the Crafts Association, and brought the bookbinding business a new breath of life. Her daughter, Vesna Hrkač, an advanced universitystudent
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of the Faculty of Philosophy in Zagreb and graduate of the Academy for theatre, film editing,
who is still running the business, took over in
1989. Vesna belongs to the third generation of
prominent book-keeping craftswomen and continues the family tradition at the same premises,
still uncertain whether her daughters will take
over the business. The workshop has altogether three employees. One of the two masters
was employed a few years ago, while the other,
Mladen Vitez who worked his entire career in
the workshop, unfortunately died short time ago.
Techniques and Processes
In the workshop, all stages of the binding process are done by hand, without any semi-automatic machine work involved. The stages involve
a number of working operations, such as cutting,
folding, shrinking, bonding, sewing, wrapping,
gold-foil printing, depending on the final product,
i.e. weather soft or hard cover is being made.
Two Josef Anger & Söhne machines (cutting
knife and gold press), manufactured at the end
of the 19th century and imported from Vienna
are still in daily use. Also, hand-made type letters
and clichés are used in the work of goldsmith
press. The pieces of type are manually assembled which takes time and patience. There are
different letter sizes, from 3 to 7 mm, used for
different purposes. The process involves materials such as cardboard, bookstore cloth, paper,
cardboard of various types, glue and thread, and
tools such as: knife, bend, scissors, bending machine, sewing machine, cutting machine, press,
perforating machine, spiral wrapping machine,
and book binding machine. Book restoration on
the other hand implies not just sewing and making of the new covers, but replacing jagged paper, trimming and special cleaning technology.
Key Products
In Knjigovežnica 1924, the books that are most
commonly repaired and bonded are for personal use or gifts such as dictionaries, cookbooks,
picture books, prayer books, and the Bible. What
makes Knjigovežnica 1924 unique is the finesse
and craft skill that can be recognized in the artwork itself, such as the backing of a bookcase
and the quality of constructing the angles.
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Cerovečki Umbrellas
The Šestine umbrella, also a symbol of Zagreb, is Cerovečki’s bestseller umbrella. The pattern, originally from Spain, was brought to Croatia during the
Napoleonic conquests and took hold in the Northern parts of Croatia, Slovenia,
Italy and Austria.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Kišobrani Cerovečki
Type of Craft
Umbrella and parasol making and repairs
Knowledge Holder
Thomislav Cerovečki
Location
Ilica 49, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
www.kisobrani-cerovecki.hr

Members / Employees
4
Apprentices
Currently none
Education of the Craftsperson
Passed down through generations;
no formal school
KEY PRODUCTS
Best-selling Product
Šestine Umbrella

Type of Business
Fourth generation family business

Average Time of Production
2,5 hours

Year of Establishment
1912

Average Price per Item
90 EUR

Successors
No

Outsourcing
In case of bigger orders only

RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION

OTHER INFO

Workshop and Sales Space
50 m²

Traditional craft products and services as
qualified by the Croatian Chamber of Crafts;
Registered as protected intangible cultural
heritage by the Ministry of Culture of the
Republic of Croatia; Recognized as the oldest
traditional umbrella maker in the City of
Zagreb by the Croatian Chamber of Crafts

Materials
Fabric and wooden handles imported from
Italy and Germany
Technology / Tools / Machines
Hand sewing with needle
Processes
Tailoring, skeleton joining, sewing material,
adjusting fine details, placement of canvas,
mounting the handle, adjusting the spokes,
ironing
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About
Cerovečki Umbrellas maintains a 100-year-old
tradition in producing specialized handmade
umbrellas and parasols. The story began back
in 1912 when Mijo Cepanec started his umbrella artisan shop Cepanec in Varaždin. The shop
had moved to Ilica street in Zagreb in 1936 and
has been there ever since. Today, the business
is run by the fourth generation — Thomislav and
his wife Mateja Cerovečki, and is still located in
Ilica — the longest street in Zagreb, known for
its small specialized shops, crafts workshops,
trades and services.
There is no formal education for umbrella
makers anymore, so the skill needs to be learned
from an early age, and then passed on from generation to generation. This is how present owner Thomislav learned it from his father as well.
Today, Thomislav is the only umbrella maker in
Zagreb (out of eight that used to exist). He repairs and manufactures umbrellas and parasols of all kinds together with his wife, and two
other employees and outside contractors in
case of bigger orders. In times of increasing imports from China, Cerovečki products stand out
thanks to their premium quality and style. To be
a successful umbrella maker one has to have
patience, know the technology of the work, obey
the rules, be aware of the quality of the materials,
sizes, and have a sense of aesthetic and design,
claims Thomislav.
Workshop and Space
In 1937 Cepanec began importing Knirps umbrella parts, and started assembling them in
the workshop in Ilica. The cooperation with other foreign umbrella manufacturers continued
later on. In 1943 Gabrijel Cerovečki inherited
the entire branch from Cepanec. As the business continued to grow, Gabrijel decided to pass
his knowledge onto his son Krešimir, who also
became a master umbrella maker. To keep up
with the ever-growing demand, they worked together with six other workers. During 1967, due
to political decisions unfavourable toward the
privately-owned businesses, many of the craft
shops in the centre of Zagreb were closed, including Cerovečki Umbrellas. Within 24 hours
Gabrijel Cerovečki was ousted from his legally
owned shop. However, he refused to give up and
continued working at home until he managed to
reopen his shop, this time at Ilica 50. The premises, along with the workshop where all the repairs are done are rented from the Croatian
Chamber of Crafts.
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Techniques and Processes
Most of the materials used for production are
imported from Italy and Germany. On average,
it takes two to three hours to make an umbrella
from the scratch (if it does not have some special features). The process includes: tailoring,
skeleton joining, sewing the material, adjusting
fine details, placement of canvas, mounting the
handle, adjusting the spokes and ironing.
Key Products
The Šestine umbrella, also a symbol of Zagreb,
is Cerovečki’s bestseller umbrella. The pattern,
originally from Spain, was brought to Croatia
during the Napoleonic conquests and took hold
in the northern parts of Croatia, Slovenia, Italy
and Austria. It is produced in several colours:
red, blue, black and green. The people of Šestine
embraced the red variant because it matched
their costumes and today it is an integral part
of their folk costume. Šestine umbrellas have
classical chestnut wooden handles, and the once
cotton material used by peasants is now replaced with lighter impregnated polyester fabric. The art of making the Šestine umbrella in
the traditional craft workshop Cerovečki is on
the List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of the
Republic of Croatia.
Prices range from 40 to 100 EUR. The most
popular classical red umbrella called Šestinski kišobran costs around 90 EUR. Cerovečki
makes and sells umbrellas of different types and
sizes. There are classic and the auto-open umbrellas with metal or wooden shafts and handles, while lengths run from 50 to 76cm, with
differing numbers of ribs (8, 10 or 12).
Besides their standard offer, Cerovečki also
made custom replicas of umbrellas and parasols from the 18th, 19th and the early 20th century for American, English and German film studios and theatres. Many companies, embassies,
ministries, the Office of the Chief of Protocol etc.
have acknowledged Cerovečki’s commitment to
top quality by ordering products as gifts for other statesmen or business partners. Most popular gift seems to be the charming and recognizable Šestine umbrella.
In recent years family business worked on expanding their collection by inviting local designers to collaborate with, which resulted in innovative new products such as Kaplja raincoat in
familiar Šestine print.
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Havel Metal Spinning
“When one learns to make a džezva, one becomes a master, and can do pretty
much anything.”

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Havel kovino-pojasarski obrt
Type of Craft
Hand metal spinning, spin forming
Knowledge Holder
Branko Havel, Dražen and Luka Radotović
Location
Vlaška 76, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
www.havel.hr
Type of Business
Fourth generation family business
Year of Establishment
1953
Successors
Yes
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
50 m²
Materials
Copper, aluminium, brass, iron, stainless steel,
silver

Members / Employees
2
Apprentices
Yes, occasionally
Education of the Craftsperson
Locksmithing school;
Metal spinning as a specific craft can only
be mastered in practice nowadays
KEY PRODUCTS
Best-selling Product
Džezva — Turkish coffee pots
Average Time of Production
Approximately half a day (always made in
series to optimize the process)
Average Price per Item
10 EUR
Outsourcing
Tinning is the only process not done in-house
OTHER INFO
Traditional craft products and services as
qualified by the Croatian Chamber of Crafts;
Recognized as intangible cultural heritage by
the City of Zagreb

Technology / Tools / Machines
Spinning lathe, spoon, hand held cutters
Processes
Measuring, mould making, metal cutting,
moulding on a spinning machine, hand
hammering, tinning, polishing, detailing and
decorating
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About
Initially founded by engineer August Havel in
1953, the workshop was taken over by his
son Branko in 1989, and today is being run by
Branko’s son-in-law Dražen Radotić and his
son Luka — a fourth generation of metalworkers in the same location in Vlaška ulica in Zagreb. As the only metal spinning workshop left in
the city centre, Havel is protected as intangible
cultural heritage by the City of Zagreb, and has
been awarded numerous prizes by the Croatian
Chamber of Crafts. This also helps the workshop to regularly receive government and city
funding in order to maintain the business.
Apart from the lack of interest among young
people, there are also no schools in which this
craft could be learned. The youngest in the family, Luka, who initially studied locksmithing, later
learned coppersmithing, metal spinning and other very specific processes thanks to his grandfather Branko. Hand metal spinners use a handheld tool to shape the metal on a lathe, which
spins at high speeds by electric power, and is
therefore quite difficult to master. Today, like
most processes, metal spinning has become
fully automated, eliminating the need for metal
spinners. The advantages of CNC metal spinning
are obvious — high repeatability, the capacity
to fabricate high volumes of the same product,
more complex designs, less worker injuries and
lower costs.
Workshop and Space
A small workshop is situated in the courtyard,
hidden between newly built buildings, and contains both the workshop with many different
tools and machines for metal processing, and
the shop where some of the products are always on display. The workshop initially supplied
semi-finished products and goods for many Yugoslav factories (such as RIZ), especially during
the 1970s and 1980s, but since the decline of
the industrial production and war during the
1990s they had to focus on production and
sales of their own products to survive. Today
emphasis is placed on service quality. In addition to semi-products for newly established
small companies, Havel workshop is very well
known for its quality made Turkish coffee pots
(džezva), barbecues, pans and other cookware
produced in small batches and adjusted to customers’ wishes. They also produce boilers, all
sorts of pipes and rosettes. Furthermore, the
workshop is known for metal repairs and custom-made metal parts for various clients.
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Techniques and Processes
The production process of džezva begins by
cutting a copper sheet of 1 mm thickness with
scissors into a circle of predefined size. The circle is then formed and moulded on a machine
by the process of metal spinning. Prior to any
additional changes in form, the material needs
to be heated by a manual burner to soften the
copper. The repetition of this process depends
on the complexity of the wanted shape. It means
that each further adjustment requires special
mould, which makes the process complex and
demanding. Sometimes the pots are also decorated by the process of hand hammering. When
the basic shaping is almost complete, the extension for handle is welded to the body. Then, the
pot is tin lined inside for durability, and polished
on the outside for ease of cleaning. Polishing is
the most demanding part of the work process,
because it is dirty and difficult at the same time.
After that, the handle (either copper of wooden) can be attached to the body. The last step
is pulling out the spout for pouring the coffee.
Key Products
Havel makes džezvas (turk. cezve) in different
sizes, from the smallest ones, for serving only
one coffee cup, to those of 3, 5 or 7 dl. Džezva is
a small long-handled pot with a pouring lip designed specifically to make Turkish coffee. It is
traditionally made of brass or copper, occasionally also silver or gold and it is on the inner side
coated with tin. Coffee prepared in džezva has
distinct taste and smell, due to its specific shape.
The smallest pots are usually bought by restaurants that preserve old traditional customs
and times when coffee was served with a sweet
bite in the form of rahat locums. Džezvas are always being produced in series, because it would
take up to a full day if the process were not optimized. The average price of a typical traditional
džezva is around 10 euros. “When one learns to
make a džezva, one becomes a master, and can
do pretty much anything.”
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Lapidarium Jewellery Making & Fine Metalsmithing
Lapidarium is an extension of the family business rooted in traditional jewellery
making, established in 1990 by the Nokaj family, renowned for its characteristic
designs and use of high quality components in production of both limited and
commercial fine jewellery. It came about from an idea to highlight the artistic
production set by the next generation of Nokaj goldsmiths, and has been acting
as an independent showroom since 2011.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Lapidarium — Zlatarna Mario
Type of Craft
Fine metalsmithing, goldsmithing, jewellery
making

Processes
Cutting, soldering, welding (fusing), annealing
(heating), stamping, sanding, buffing,
embossing, stone setting, silver casting,
gold plating, engraving
Members / Employees
6

Knowledge Holder
Mario Nokaj

Apprentices
2

Location
Radićeva 10, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
www.zlatarna-mario.hr/lapidarium

Education of the Craftsperson
Master craftsman exam acquired after 3 year
vocational training

Type of Business
Second generation family business

KEY PRODUCTS

Year of Establishment
1990
Located in Radićeva 10, Zagreb since 2011
Successors
Yes
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop Space
65 m²
Gallery Space
28 m²
Materials
Silver, gold, brass, bronze, copper, aluminum
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Best-selling Product
Studio jewellery collections
Average Time of Production
1h for simple forms, up to 3h for complex ones
Average Price per Item
45 − 450 EUR
Outsourcing
3D scanning and printing
OTHER INFO
Traditional craft products and services as
qualified by the Croatian Chamber of Crafts
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About
Lapidarium’s fine metalsmithing production is
best known for unique collections of high aesthetic value, associated with wearers’ individual expression, done in close relation with local
visual artists, designers and sculptors. Results
of these collaborations have encouraged a favorable reception of the gallery by a wider audience, and have since been successfully challenging the notion of mainstream jewellery creation.
Workshop and Space
Family of goldsmithers Nokaj have a long running history of fine metalsmithing and jewellery
making with several shops and galleries. Their
first jewellery shop, founded by parents Nikola
and Jana in 1990 on Krvavi most, is still actively
running and is considered a cornerstone of their
family business. After opening an art gallery in
Crikvenica in 1996, their practice was turned
towards art jewellery making.
Independent workshop and store Lapidarium
were established in 2011 by one of their sons,
Mario Nokaj, with an underlining philosophy of
putting art and design in the forefront of their
jewellery making practice. It is located near Zagreb Main City Square in Radićeva 10 and acts
as a representative showroom with a storefront
window facing the street, styled by Mario himself as a kind of cabinet of curiosities.
Shift in their manufacturing policies came
with introduction of fine jewellery design created in collaboration with artists branded as
Lapidarium products. Invited authors (such as
Dean D., Ivan Midžić, Stjepan Balja, Isabelle Bianchi Marchesseau, Irineja Ćubela, Silvio Hrnčir,
Zdravka Radić) take on a role of designers while
the workshop acts as a producer and distributer.
Techniques and Processes
Traditional metalsmithing techniques for jewellery making are still at the heart of Nokaj production however it has been optimized for manufacturing larger series, having the reproducibility
of the collections in mind. Hand fabrication and
making of individual pieces of jewellery is enhanced by use of computer programs and new
technologies that help standardize the production process and inform the overall design.
The workshop covers variety of metal processing and treatments, ranging from sawing, plying, soldering, brushing, hammering to galvanizing.
Their technical capacities were additionally improved in recent years by introducing new technologies such as laser cutting and casting/cast
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molding that helped further optimize the production cycle in preparation for manual processing.
Considering serial reproduction, and its potential for wider distribution of objects in an international context, the master goldsmith took
into account adjustments of production tools
and machines as well as further introduction
of new technologies into the manufacturing
process. In its current setup, the shop is fully
equipped to fulfill orders on demand, producing
quantities of up to 100 units per month.
In production of one of their staple pieces,
Ginko leaf assortment for instance, goldsmith
undergoes several processing stages, starting
with cutting the metal plate in order to form the
outer contour. It can be done manually with a
blade or by laser, depending on the complexity
of the motif. To further shape the piece, precious
metal is heated by torch and anneals, softening
enough to be formed over a stamping tool or
template. Additional embossing is done while the
sheet is still in flat form if the design has raised
or sunken relief. Rough edges are then grinded, and surface is polished to desired finish.
Fine details can be added afterwards by hand
engraving. In case of pendants, earrings and
brooches smaller metal segments are soldered
and attached onto the base and then fused together. Some of the more complex pieces might
require additional welding, casting, molding and
gold plating. Chemical or electrochemical plating is used to deposit a thin layer of gold onto the
metal surface and can be experimented with in
terms of coloration of the pieces.
Key Products
From Jewellery Mario to Lapidarium, family of
jewellery makers Nokaj have been producing
valuable pieces from precious metals, different stones and other natural materials such as
wood and corals.
Distinctive styles of the studio collections still
manage to convey wearability which attracts
Lapidarium customers who appreciate the visible connection between traditional techniques
and contemporary styles, while breaking away
from adornments and convention, like in their
signature Ginko, Poppy, Butterfly, Wave lines.
Working with cultural institutions, the company developed souvenirs based on the collections from the Modern gallery and Museum of
Arts and Crafts, which also inspired the design
of Gold Licitar Heart line dedicated to a traditional symbol of Zagreb, in form of pendants
and bracelets.
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Lebarović Clockmaker’s Shop
The Clockmaker’s shop Lebarović was founded in 1947 by Simeon Lebarović.
The shop first specialized in repairing wall clocks and alarm clocks, and was finally hired for the production and maintenance of public clocks in Zagreb.
GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Urar Lebarović
Type of Craft
Horology*, Production and maintenance
of public and tower clocks
Knowledge Holder
Dalibor Lebarović
Location
Maksimirska cesta 52a, 10000 Zagreb,
Croatia

Tehnology / Tools / Machines
Locksmithing, making of mechanisms
(turning, milling and grinding), clock hands
and dials, assembly, installation and clock
maintenance; Tools: scissors, tweezers, cutting pliers, hammer, clamp, shovel, metal saw,
cleaning brushes, magnifying glass, a waterproof wrench, a clamp, a gear driver, a grinding stone, and a balance scale; Instruments:
chronometer, demagnetizing apparatus, clock
wash centrifuge, ultrasound, water resistance
control and automatic watch simulator

Type of Business
Sixth generation family business

Process
Locksmithing, mechanism production, clock
electronics, bases, frames, clock hands and
dials, to assembly, installation on the spot, and
maintenance

Year of Establishment
1947

Members / Employees
3

Successors
Yes

Education of the Craftsperson
Clock-making school
(does not formally exist in Croatia anymore)

RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
70 m²
Materials
Glass, steel, different metal parts;
mostly from China and Western Europe

Associates and Partners
Grad Zagreb
KEY PRODUCTS
Best-selling Product
Best known for public clocks; Maintenance of:
mechanical, electrical, electronic clocks of all
sizes and uses: handheld, pocket, desk, wall,
alarm clocks, public and tower clocks
Average Time of Production
60 days for a public clock
OTHER INFO

*Horology is the study of the measurement of time. Clocks, watches,

clockwork, sundials, hourglasses, clepsydras, timers, time recorders, marine chronometers, and atomic clocks are all examples of
instruments used to measure time. In current usage, horology refers mainly to the study of mechanical time-keeping devices, while
chronometry more broadly includes electronic devices that have
largely supplanted mechanical clocks for the best accuracy and precision in time-keeping. Source: www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horology
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Traditional craft products and services as
qualified by the Croatian Chamber of Crafts;
Registered as protected intangible cultural
heritage by the Ministry of Culture of the
Republic of Croatia
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About
Clockmaker’s shop Lebarović is responsible for
all those big clocks in Zagreb being right on time.
The Clockmaker’s shop Lebarović was founded in 1947 by Simeon Lebarović. The shop first
specialized in repairing wall clocks and alarm
clocks, and was finally commissioned by the City
of Zagreb for production and maintenance of
public clocks in Zagreb. Today, this is their main
business. In one year, Dalibor and his associates
produce two to ten pieces, depending on the local municipality orders. Dalibor, who is the sixth
generation and took over after his father Zlatko
in 2002, has modernized the business by introducing electronics, and is currently maintaining
circa 350 public and tower clocks around whole
Croatia. Over the years, a public clock with Lebarović’s signature has become a symbol of Zagreb, and the one on the Main City Square is
referred to as the most common meeting point
in Zagreb.
During the 1980s and the 1990s, the interest
for the clockmaker occupation had decreased.
Furthermore, with the digitalization era, around
2000, many clockmaker shops in Zagreb closed
down. In 2015, the last generation of clockmakers finished their formal education. Today, Lebarović is one of six clockwork shops left in Zagreb, out of 70 that existed during the 1970s.
The shop has three employees.
Workshop and Space
Although the front area of the shop looks tiny,
behind it in the same building there is actually
a small factory. It extends to over 140 m², with
plenty of tools and machines: a lathe for producing shafts, a machine for manufacturing gears,
another smaller lathe and a milling machine
from the Second World War. There is another
workshop further east in the city, in which the
big parts of the clocks are being produced. In
that workshop, among other things, they have
a 2-ton lathe.
Techniques and Processes
All commissioned public clocks are done in the
workshop from the scratch: from locksmithing, mechanism production, clock electronics,
bases, frames, clock hands and dials, to assembly, installation on the spot, and maintenance.
They also specialize in restoration of all kinds of
watches and wall clocks. Lebarović family points
out that the lifetime of a clock case and column,
with regular maintenance, is at least fifty year.
The principle of making a clock from scratch
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is always the same. It includes purchasing the
required material, from glass and iron to electronics, cutting the glass and pointers, making
a box for the clock mechanism, and assembling
the quartz clock mechanism. When all the necessary parts are done, the clock is installed at
the location by using a truck and a crane. To
make one public clock it takes up to 60 days.
The material comes from China in large containers — up to five tons of glass in one go, which is
enough for about 50 large clocks. All city clocks
in Zagreb are 110 x 110cm in size and 4 to 5 m
tall, except for the one on Jelačić Square, which
is 140 x 140 cm and 7 m tall.
Individual parts of the clock are made by turning, milling and grinding. Other actions include:
construction of pendulum and spiral springs,
incorporating guides, spiral and torsion springs
and gears, tuning the mechanism for regulating
clock accuracy, examining and coordinating interaction and the operation of the assemblies
in the clock mechanism. During inspection, the
clockmaker determines the accuracy of the
clock and diagnoses possible defects. If necessary, the clock is dismantled and cleaned,
while defective or damaged parts are repaired
or replaced.
Key Products
Cube clocks have been showing the time at public places in Vienna since 1907. The first prototype was located at the junction of Opernring /
Kärntner Strasse. Through its imposing design,
it became the symbol of the city. The first city
clock in Zagreb was also delivered from Vienna,
together with many other novelties, and was set
on the 17th November 1920 at Jelačić Square
by Mirko Novak, the first clock caretaker. Later
on, this job was taken over by Mate Barač, and
continued by Simeon Lebarović in 1953. Soon
after, Lebarović workshop was commissioned to
maintain all public clocks in Zagreb — the ten of
them at the time. In 1980, Lebarović Shop produced their first clock. One of them (the third
iteration) has been set up at Main City Square
in 1987, right before the 1987 Summer Universiade. At that time Zlatko Lebarović, who learned
the craft from his father, was in charge of the
workshop. One of the largest tower clocks they
ever made is the one at Peter’s Church tower
in Vlaška street.
Lebarović also maintains 40 clocks in the
Croatian National Bank, meteorological pillar
on Zrinjevac, Old Town clocks, and the clock at
St. Mark’s Church (produced during the 1920s).
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Mala Arta Ceramics Studio
Mala Arta ceramics studio was established around 1999, by master conservator-restorer with an academic background in Fine Arts and his wife who was
a practicing architect. It was built around a family affiliation towards producing small series of handmade ceramics, which is continued by their son Lovro
Krizman in recent years, a conservator himself.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Mala Arta keramika
Type of Craft
Ceramics workshop, pottery & ceramic craft
Knowledge Holder
Lovro Krizman
Location
Britanski trg 5, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
www.malaarta.com

Processes
Hand forming and scoring, casting
(plaster cast press moulding, slip casting),
painting, staining, stamping, finishing
(surface scratching, sponging, splattering,
brushing, polishing), underglazing,
underglazing (accent glazing), fine glazing,
bisque-firing, glaze firing
Members / Employees
3
Apprentices
2

Type of Business
Second generation family business

Education of the Craftsperson
Master conservator-restorer

Year of Establishment
1999

KEY PRODUCTS

Successors
Yes
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop Space
approx. 100 m²
Materials
Ceramic clays (porcelain, kaolin clay),
earthenware (found clay), glaze
Technology / Tools / Machines
Wedging tables, clay mixers, hand tools,
forming tools (fettling knife, damp sponge),
multi-piece plaster moulds, scoring tools
(needle, pin, fork, comb, sharp pencil),
stamping tools, electric kiln
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Best-selling Product
tableware, containers, decorative utensils,
souvenirs
Average Time of Production
Does not apply as production is undertaken
in batches; Each series requires from 5 up to
14 days
Average Price per Item
50 EUR
OTHER INFO
Traditional craft products and services
as qualified by the Croatian Chamber
of Crafts
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About
Mala Arta is a family run business whose name
originates from the archipelago of Zadar (Croatia), set up by two generations of master conservator-restorers. In recent years the studio
reached out to designers and artists for collaboration in developing innovative products of
higher conceptual and commercial value. Such
approach led them towards gaining noticeable
attention in various local handicraft fairs and art
and crafts markets.
Workshop and Space
The production process is managed completely in-house as their workshop is equipped with
wedge tables, clay mixers, series of moulds,
hand tools, kilns and several workstations for
each of the production stages. Coming from a
long line of conservator-restorers, some project-based commissions include mould making
for repairing old facades, altars and other architectural elements.
Material composition of their pieces varies
as they work both with natural materials and
processed clay. All the products within their assortment are hand moulded, painted and glazed,
each phase under close inspection of one of the
three skilled potters currently employed by
the company, specialized in their own domains
(sculpting and modelling, moulding and casting,
glazing and colouring, etc.)
Techniques and Processes
Moulding process of raw material adapts according to the requirements of each of the series. Slip moulding is used for casted products aimed for a serial production, while press
moulding is preferred for unique hand-thrown
clay products.
The production process of the press moulded pieces begins with rolling out a large thick
slab of clay, clearing the imperfections and draping it over the chosen plaster mould. Excess
clay is then removed and all edges trimmed. After that the material is pressed to shape into
the mould using fingers or customized pouncing tool to smooth it out and then to dry. Socalled greenware pottery is ready for its first
firing (bisque firing) when it stops evaporating,
reaching room temperature. In this state, bone
dry greenware is still extremely brittle and can
break easily and should be loaded into the kiln
with care using correct firing temperature, at
1100 degrees Celsius for the first bisque firing
(which turns clay into ceramic by process of
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sintering) and between 960 and 1060 degrees
Celsius when firing it for the second time after
glazing. The higher the temperature, the less
porous the ware becomes and its fabric tightens. Kilns temperature should decrease slowly
after reaching the desired temperature to avoid
cracks and breaking.
Glazing is required for all items of earthenware that are meant to hold liquid. Along with it
a layer of coating is added and fused with the ceramic during the second firing, usually introducing colour, decorative designs or simply sealing
the inherent porosity of the material. In order to
hand paint and decorate the models underglaze
is applied with different oxide pigments, which
later get covered by the coating, leaving its surface smooth. When fired for the second time the
body will show all the visual patterns, effects and
other trademarks of Mala Arta’s collections.
All multi-coloured collections require an additional, third firing since they need to be glazed
twice, from the inside and out. This prolongs the
average production time, but is considered one
of their trademarks.
Key Products
House emblem of sorts, however, is their small
scale replica of Mediterranean stone houses that
originated from a family photo collection, each
piece representing an authentic location from
their travels. It later became a popular souvenir,
still being one of their top selling products, recognized both for its traditional motifs and quality of the making. On demand up to 150 can be
produced in a day, each going through several
heat-treatment and glazing stages after initial
press moulding. The final stage requires several
stamping procedures, adding window fronts and
doors, after which multiple colouring sequences
are painted on different surfaces, putting terracotta on the roof, and up to three colours on the
sides of the ceramic house, each carefully applied avoiding fingerprints and other marks, removing dripping and pouring while leaving to dry.
Other notable ceramics handcrafted in Mala
Arta are thin tableware and decor collections
with distinct firing and glazing techniques that
highlight the features of the material, its coloration and texture. One particular staple collection is the black clay set of decorative cups
recognizable by its deep brown colour palette
and ostensive raw texture after bisque firing,
without glaze finish.
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Močvarni Hrast Master Carpentry
Močvarni hrast* is a small company for mechanical and manual wood processing specialized in manufacturing and processing of rare form of partly fossilized
timber bog oak, which has even been adopted as a company name. Established
as a family business, handed down from father to son, Carpentry Franjić tracks
more then 6 decades long experience.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Močvarni hrast, stolarija Franjić
Type of Craft
Master carpentry, wood making workshop,
bespoke cabinetry and furniture making,
carpentry, parquetry, joinery, fine woodworking, smoking pipes and accessories, historic
restoration carpentry
Knowledge Holder
Darko Franjić
Location
Samoborska cesta 97C, 10000 Zagreb,
Croatia
www.mocvarnihrast.com
Type of Business
Second generation family business
Year of Establishment
Carpentry craft led by father, 1958 — 1987;
Carpentry led by son, 1987 — 2009;
Successor company Močvarni Hrast,
from 2006 till today
Successors
Yes
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Outer Storage Space
Greater than 1000 m²
Materials
Oak, ash, beech, hornbeam, bog-oak (morta
wood), fossil elm, willow wood, black poplar
wood, white poplar wood, cherry wood, olive
wood, adriatic briar, common juniper tree,
larch tree end some exotic woods
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Technology / Tools / Machines
Band saw, table saw, radial arm saw, wood
working circular saw, surface planer
(joiner-planer), thickness planer, wood
sharper (spindle molder), stationery sander
(vertical and horizontal), vertical drilling
machine / drill press, bench grinder with wire
brush wheel
Processes
Wood drying, sawing, planing, grading, peeling,
pressing, sanding, grinding, wood turning,
finishing, oiling, polishing, bleeching, coating,
assembling and installation (joining, fixing, etc.)
Members / Employees
5
Apprentices
2
Education of the Craftsperson
High technical school of Woodwork, Jurica
Ribar — Zagreb in 1984, and knowledge
passed down through generations; Certified
Restorer of historic buildings under cultural
protection issued by the Croatian Ministry of
Culture (since 1997)
KEY PRODUCTS
Best-selling Product
Interior elements and ornaments,
prefabricated lumber from bogoak, smoking
pipes and pipe smokers accessories, wood
decorative homeware, elm wood products
Products and Services
Iterior installation, manufacturing of bespoke
furniture, furniture restoration, production of
small woodcraft pieces
Average Time of Production
Project-based
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Average Price per Item
65 − 600 EUR for smaller goods
value-based for interior design commissions
Outsourcing
CNC milling, Wood turning
About
Current owner is Kornelija Franjić, who runs
the company with her husband Darko. Darko
Franjić is an experienced second generation
carpenter with formal woodworking training,
and a certified restorer of historic buildings,
objects and other related wooden architectural
elements that are under cultural heritage protection. Family Franjić includes three sons, and
oldest one is now is now enrolled in High school
for woodwork in Zagreb.
Company is a manufacturer of, primarily, bespoke furniture and interior installments made
out of diverse types of wood, and collaborates
closely with domestic and international clients
on various architectural, restoration and interior
design projects, covering all stages of production
from shaping and finishing to assembling and
installation. Family designs and produces wooden decorative cups too, and other small goods,
mostly from bog oak wood, and have very fruitful
cooperation with designers in Croatia. They have
a decade long tradition producing handmade
smoking pipes, in cooperation with master carver Davorin. Company exports theirs products
all over the world, including USA, Canada, Turkey, Greece, Great Britain, Germany, France etc.
Workshop and Space
Carpentry was founded in 1958 and is now situated in the western part of Zagreb covering
over 700 m² with a paint shop area, dehumidification zone and a lofty storage unit. Workshop
accommodates separate spaces for fabrication, hydraulic pressing, painting/coating and
several workbenches for manual processing
with a special unit dedicated to handcrafting
smoking pipes.
Collected wood stock is being prepared and
processed from the moment of arrival, by natural air drying and dehumidifying, and undergoes
various mechanical and manual processing and
surface conditioning. Wood turning, veneering
and natural oils polishing are a few of the techniques used for additional customization. Important aspect of Močvarni hrast’s production
is sustainable use of all processed materials
including its byproducts.
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Techniques and Processes
While working with bog oak a lot of attention is
directed to distinct dark coloration of the material which shows the maturation of the wood
structure as a result of long exposure and slow
permeation of minerals in water. Being deprived
of oxygen, below water level for several thousands of years, wood undergoes the process of
fossilization. This transformation leaves the wood
in such state that preserving its quality upon extraction is delicate and requires proper maintenance if attempting any type of further processing with it. Logs are immediately wrapped
in waterproof material and meticulously dried
to prevent warping. Hardness of fossilized wood
is increased to such a level that its resistance to
denting and wear is so high that it demands special method for processing treatments.
In working with smaller goods use of exceptionally firm tools are required for grinding, brushing, carving and any number of other shaping techniques. In order to expose the
beautiful dark surface, homeware items (bowls,
plates, cups) go through several polishing stages
using various abrasive tools and papers in order
to gradually smooth it out. Finishing treatments
and protective coating are chosen according to
preferred tonal qualities, using teak oil and natural solutions for enhancing the natural color of
the material and opting for linseed/flaxseed oil
when in need of exposing a darker hue. Some
types of wood react to oiling by small disfigurations and pore unrefinements so wax is used for
conditioning the material and its final protection.
Key Products
Company produces mostly custom ordered final
goods such as: furniture, doors, window frames,
floor coverings, sculptures, and various decorative objects and items for everyday use. In addition to working on commission, company has
several products of their own design in distribution like decorative homeware, elm wood products and smoking pipes and pipe accessories (in
black, copper and gold morta).
Furniture restoration projects and other
complex interior installations require a value
-based pricing system, whereas time invested for making each of the handcrafted smaller
goods is harder to assess due to unique state
of each piece, making sales and international
distribution a challenge.

*Other names: abonos / mooreiche / le morta / crni dub (cro.)
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Škrgatić Hat Making
With over 140 years long legacy Hat making Škrgatić holds the title of the oldest
hat making production in Croatia, taking pride in the family owned and operated business rooted in knowledge transfer and polishing of the craft. Its current
owner Darko Škrgatić followed in his great grandfather’s footsteps and continued the family trade in 2005 upon his completion of Faculty of Textiles, Leather
and Design where he received a master hat maker title.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Šeširi Škrgatić
Type of Craft
Traditional hat and flat cap making
Knowledge Holder
Darko Škrgatić
Location
Heinzelova 2A, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
www.sesiri-skrgatic.hr

Members / Employees
1
Apprentices
Currently none
Education of the Craftsperson
Passed down through generations; masters
certificate
KEY PRODUCTS
Best-selling Product
Classic gentleman’s hat

Type of Business
Sixth generation family business

Average Time of Production
3 − 8 hours

Year of Establishment
1870 in Sremska Mitrovica; 1912 in Zagreb

Average Price per Item
115 EUR

Successors
No

OTHER INFO

RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop Space
20 m²
Materials
Wool, rabbit fur, felt, velour, finest grosgrain
ribbons, vintage ribbons, fabric and leather
sweatbands

Traditional craft products and services as
qualified by the Croatian Chamber of Crafts;
Registered as protected intangible cultural
heritage by the Ministry of Culture of the
Republic of Croatia; Certified as artisanal
craft by the Croatian Chamber of Crafts
since 2009; Medal of the City of Zagreb;
Acknowledged as Platinum craft for
preservation and continuation of family
tradition for over 60 years

Processes
Sizing, blocking, steam blowing (decatizing)
surface finishing (shaving and smoothing),
trimming, inner linings and sweatbands
sewing, protective conditioning
(vacuuming and brushing)
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About
Craft of hatmaking was considered a prominent
business as there were about 50 hat makers in
Zagreb alone at the time Škrgatić family opened
their first shop. In recent years that number decreased severely, leaving a total of three shops
behind (Cahun, Kabali, Škrgatić), and altogether five retirees in the rest of Croatia (mainly in
Slavonia, Varaždin and Dubrovnik).
Years of experience allowed the family to source and collect fine materials and develop a
rich variety of hats in different grades, sizes
and shapes. Their specialty lays in production
of classical woolen and felt hats. Business built
on perfecting fine craftsmanship, creating authentic and timeless headwear is however facing several challenges today, due to changes in
culture and trends, local economy and customer consciousness/awareness as well as climate
and environmental shifts.
Workshop and Space
History and origins of hat wearing were synonymous to Zagreb’s civic culture and lifestyle
and Škrgatić family business of producing hats
dates back as early as 1912, witnessed by one
of the forefathers who established the Vilko
Vanek — Zagreb hattery and ran a hat making
and millinery workshop. Hat production was
separated in a courtyard of Ilica 76 where it
stayed until 1938, numbering a total of 60 employees and six travelling sales spokespeople.
The hat factory was later shut down and the
workshop transferred but the trade continued
through generations. It has been located in Heinzelova 2a since 1947, and with a current owner — master hat maker Darko Škrgatić — from
2005 onwards, marking the 6th generation of
hatters (Gabrijel Vanek, Vilko and Olga Vanek,
Vladimir and Josipa Škrgatić, Damir Škrgatić,
Darko Škrgatić).
Techniques and Processes
Entirety of the hat assortment in Škrgatić workshop is handmade, with each processing stage
performed in detail: from blocking, steam blowing, to surface finishing and shaping with meticulous brushing operations keeping the purity of
the material. Wool and felt capelines and cones
used for production have been sourced through
international hatteries since their beginnings,
usually from Czech Republic, Portugal, Germany
and Ukraine, with the nearest regional production based in Slovenia and Serbia that has since
been unfortunately discontinued.
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Wooden blocks for shaping are nowadays imported from England and Poland. There are visible changes in the quality of the produce acquired in recent years and master hat maker easily distinguish the quality of the wooden blocks,
traditionally made by a woodturning technique,
as well as the strength of wool and felt material,
their weave structure, color and dye consistency, all of which affect the overall process and end
quality of the hat making.
After initial sizing, the hat hand making process starts by dampening the material in natural fixer for stiffening (shellac) and exposing it
to steam, in order to soften the fibers so they
become flexible and allow the maker to stretch
them over the wooden block and then mold. Process of ‘blocking’ is crucial for hat shaping, and
is followed by pinning the corners of capaline
or cone base into place, thus preparing the hat
for drying that can take up to three days. Once
dried, the material extended over the hat block
is kept in shape and ready for further processing
and polishing done by hand.The brim of the hat
is first set by ironing and trimmed with bands or
grosgrain ribbons, inner linings sewn through the
crown using fine thread, after which the hat is
steamed once again. Surface finish is then perfected by multiple brushing and smoothing operations to maintain its dense and rich texture,
often concluded by additional special conditioning and optionally by coating with an added layer of fixer.
In comparison to industrial ones, hand made
hats are better insulated against humidity and
generally less prone to cracks with visibly softer
finish of its brims. Potential upgrade for optimizing the production lies in semi-interchangeable
wooden blocks that would allow experimenting
with hat designs by combining the molds (brims,
crowns, tops). In order to do so an investment
into 3D modeling and prototyping is required to
be implemented into practice.
Key Products
Limited editions of bespoke hats include traditional Slavonian black hats that are part of the
national folklore costume, custom-fitted inspired
cylinders for steam punk devotees, as well as a
variety of formal headwear in boater, bowler,
homburg and other styles. Both male and female
lines are represented in numerous classic styles
Darko has also been involved in the making of
several bespoke hat shapes for the film production industry, mainly in developing headwear for
costume (production) design of period pieces.
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Stjepan Zagorščak Wickerweaving
Zagorščak family has cultivated the material heritage of Croatian Zagorje for
generations and represents the remaining wickerwork weavers. They have practiced and perfected a specific type of weaving with dried bulrush plants, particularly popular in their hometown of Kamenica where their workshop is based.

GENERAL INFO

KEY PRODUCTS

Name of the Craft
Kućna radinost Zagorščak

Best-selling Product
Classical logožar essential carry bags

Type of Craft
Wickerwork, weaving

Products and Services:
Logožari, rogože and špiceri
(types of wicker items)

Knowledge Holder
Stjepan Zagorščak
Location
Kamenice 36, 42250 Lepoglava, Croatia
Type of Business
Second generation family business
Year of Establishment
Approx. 1950
Successors
Currently none

Average Time of Production
3 hours
Average Price per Item
15 − 35 EUR
OTHER INFO
Traditional craft products and services as
qualified by the Croatian Chamber of Crafts;
Registered as protected intangible cultural
heritage by the Ministry of Culture of the
Republic of Croatia

RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop Space
5 m²
Materials
100% natural wicker material (bulrush, reed,
willow branches and corn husk)

Workshop and Space
South-East region of the Croatian Zagorje has
rich history of wickerwork craftsmanship and
weaving with natural pliable plant materials such
as bulrush, reed, willow branches, corn husk
and other leaves. It is a traditional craft which
most of the rural communities have been practicing for hundreds of years as a form of commodity exchange and also one of social interaction since the production of the pieces took
place during winter months. Kamenica is a locality intertwined with this tangible cultural heritage and home of Stjepan Zagorščak who is hand
fabricating wicker artifacts with noticeable aesthetic and ecologically sane value.
All products coming from Zagorščak workshop are weaved on a loom and are made from
all natural materials which gives them unique
visual style, texture and color dye. Representing
simple utilitarian objects for common use, such
as bags, baskets and other types of wicker items
(logožari, rogože and špiceri), they managed to
keep their original function throughout the years
as useful everyday life aids. Traditional samples
are called logožari and come in several shapes
and sizes with characteristic braids and weaving structure.

weavers due to its dense yet soft structure that
is easily pliable. Other special characteristics
of this material lie in its anti-inflammatory and
anti-allergic properties, which is probably one
of the reasons why its production was so widespread. It also acts as a thermal insulation and
was commonly used indoors for various purposes (ex. bed spread, floor mat, wall covering
and partitions).
Production of bulrush carriers and mats is
done on a loom prijema with dampened material
for easier manipulation. Weaver incorporates
single stems into the pattern seamlessly, forming
intricate textures. Crucial part for assembling
is braiding in the handles that are weaved in simultaneously, and prepared prior to that on a
separate tool called ručnica. Upon completion of
the surface, material is cut out of the loom and
hand stitched together on both sides, finished
by sewing the top in preferred style: cut-off, with
2 or 26 steps .
Depending on the local customs and individual creativity of the weaver, cotton lining can be
sewn in the insides of the bag to help protect
the contents. Wooden, textile or leather straps
and other decorative bands can also be added.
Key Products
Traditional handicrafts fairs are Stjepan’s only
promotional activity. They enable him to reach
targeted market of customers in search of authentic produce of higher quality and to get in
touch with those interested in redistributing his
products abroad — he is continually working with
German and Austrian crafts shops and fairs.
Models such as logožari, rogože and špiceri
are widespread and most commonly in distribution, with different iterations possible when in
collaboration with local designers he had experience in working with.

Techniques and Processes
Natural wicker material is well known for its
strength and durability, as well as the high level of beauty and comfort that a master weaver can create. Ones used by Stjepan are whole
thicknesses of bulrush plants, carefully retrieved from wetlands with ‘srpačice’, dried and
stored for further processing, all done within the
Zagorščak family, sometimes harvested miles
away from Lepoglava county.
Bulrush is especially interesting for its distinct variable color hues that depend on the drying process, and are a favorable choice for many

Processes
Damping, weaving, cutting (ending the weave),
hand sewing, inner/outer lining
Members / Employees
Family members only
Education of the Craftsperson
Passed down through generations
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About
Wickerwoven items that were originally produced in this technique have remained archetypes of sorts as they became listed under the
UNESCO Protection of the World Cultural and
Natural Heritage, turning them into a symbol
of Lepoglava region where they originate from.
In attempt to protect and preserve this bodily
knowledge Zagorščak family is actively involved
in local and domestic educational programmes
for demonstrating and passing on the skills of
weaving natural bulrush on a loom, a tradition
rooted in the region.
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SLOVENIA
COLLABORATION
AND HANDICRAFT
CVETKA POŽAR
Nearly two and a half decades, since the mid-1990s, crafts have been making a
comeback across Europe, even though they have never completely disappeared,
despite the predominantly serial mass production. One of the lesser-known facts,
for instance, is that traditional craftsmanship played a crucial role in the shaping
of the new aesthetics of Italian design between 1945 and 19601, in the period of
modernism, which in principle rejected manual production.
With the rise of industrialisation in the 19th century the importance of handicraft gradually started to decline. At the beginning of the 20th century it was
Walter Benjamin2 who drew attention to this phenomenon; for him, there was a
connection between the metaphorical power of old crafts, such as weaving and
potting, and storytelling — they were both threatened by industrialisation. But
Benjamin was not nostalgic; he found a solution in objects such as Duchamp’s
readymades, authentic works of art that are a product of invention of an uninhibited mind.
The MADE IN: Crafts—Design Narratives project re-examines the alternatives to handicrafts today, when certain skills are being forgotten and those
who have them do not have anyone to pass them on to, while those who persist
have a hard time making ends meet with their work, for one reason or another.
Architect Nicholas Coeckelberghs from Brussel’s BC Architects points out3 that
as an architect he wants to be involved in every step of the construction process.
BC Architects take already used construction materials or excavated soil from

construction sites to make bricks. In doing so, they employ both machine processing and traditional construction techniques. This comprehensive approach offers
a solution for a more sustainable lifestyle, which is bound to (and already has)
become a necessary component of our lives. BC Architects see a solution for this
in a combination of craft and industrialisation. We could find a connection here
between Benjamin’s reflection on craftsmanship, for which he saw the future in
embracing the new, in inventions such as a mass-produced urinal which when
put in a new context turns, through the artist’s intervention, into a work of art.
The present-day analogy is mainly about a change in perspective on something
that might facilitate the survival of something which may no longer have a reason
to exist, but may at the same time have certain values important for the future
that we do not want to see disappear. But it is also about a change in perspective on that which is disappearing on account of massive changes which call for
systemic solutions (lack of natural resources brought about by climate change).
We could begin by being open to asking questions in the first place.
OBSERVATIONS ON HANDICRAFT IN SLOVENIA TODAY —
THE CASE OF SELECTED TEN CRAFTSPEOPLE

3 Nicholas Coeckelberghs was invited to give a lecture for a MADE IN workshop conducted by designer Lukas Wegwerth
in Urban Magušar’s pottery workshop in Radovljica between 9 and 13 September 2019.

It is not common for the Museum of Architecture and Design to feature handicrafts, but they made their way into our programme in 2014 at the 24th Biennial
of Design BIO 50: 3, 2, 1 … TEST through Hidden Crafts and Nanotourism themes.
When looking for the craftspeople for our MADE IN project we started with traditional crafts, but our aim was to select those that either have the potential for
the future or are pursued by people seeking new opportunities for developing
their craft. In the course of our investigations we detected certain similarities,
differences and the problems that define the position of handicrafts in Slovenia.
The most prominent commonality shared by the featured craftspeople is their
harnessing the skills and knowledge passed on to them by their ancestors or
master craftsmen. Some of them stay true to the tradition and create sustainable
products, such that we have no need to replace in their lifecycle. Only a few have
adapted the traditional approaches to the demands of the market and made a
successful breakthrough abroad. The rest continue to work the traditional way,
but have to deal with the lack of the natural resources (e.g. husks from non-hybrid corn variety) that are the only materials they can use to make their products.
This problem has forced many to look for new materials which they could use.
However, development and progress come with changes in society and
these in turn also change needs. Who still uses big, wooden handmade vessels
and buckets that people once used to prepare and store food in? They have long
been replaced by lighter plastic vessels. Our increasingly consumerist lifestyle
does not support the old ways of food-keeping. Craftspeople who still make such
things are few and far between; some have adapted to the consumer-oriented
times and revamped their state-of-the art products into decorative miniatures.
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1 Penny Spark, The Straw Donkey: Tourist Kitch or Proto-Design? Craft and Design in Italy, Jurnal of Design History,
Vol. 11, Issue 1, 1998, pp. 59 – 69.
2 Tanya Harrod, Introduction, Journal of Design History, Vol. 11, Issue 1, 1998, pp. 1 – 4; Esther Leslie, Walter Benjamin:
Traces of Craft, Journal of Design History, Vol. 11, Issue 1, 1998, pp. 5 – 13.
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The production method has been adapted accordingly, for such products cannot
last without glue.
In the past, craftsmanship, the production method and the use of materials
were often a reflection of one’s living in harmony with nature. The skills acquired
through practice produced quality and, more often than not, sustainable products. The key was understanding the material, the process itself and last, but not
least, the wholeheartedness of it all.
The MADE IN project serves as an opportunity for us to raise a number
of questions: What is the purpose of collaboration between craftspeople and
designers? Where does it lead to? The future of handicraft and perhaps even
its survival in the market? Something more? Perhaps awareness of a more sustainable use of resources, use of local materials, and environmentally-friendly
production?
The sharing of skills that in the past allowed us to live in harmony with our
environment, revitalisation of traditional techniques and exploration of new
alternatives to how they are used are some of the ways to new solutions for the
future, ones we are bound to explore. This can be achieved if we collaborate, network and, most importantly, embrace new knowledge. New skills and knowledge
can pave the way to other creative processes. Collaboration between designers
and craftspeople is beneficial for both. The former learn the traditional skills and
use them in novel ways, while the latter become acquainted with contemporary
work methods and processes that can facilitate their development and even
existence. But, one needs to be receptive for such in the first place, or in Alice
Rowsthorn’s words: “The future of craft may well be determined by its ability to
embrace the elasticity of contemporary culture by making tactical incursions
into other disciplines, as its old foe design has done so deftly.”4

4 Alice Rawsthorn, Design as an Attitude, JRP Ringier, Les presses du réel, Zürich, Dijon 2018, p. 48.
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Silvo Jelenc Art of Blacksmithing
The mapping of crafts in Slovenia was realized all over the country. Interviews
and photo documentations were realized with ten selected crafts workshops,
ranging from cottage industries to medium size manufacturing businesses.
INTERVIEWS AND TEXTS: KATARINA NAHTIGAL, EDITING: CVETKA POŽAR,
PHOTOS: LUKA KARLIN
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Štefan Zelko Pottery
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Urban Magušar Manufaktura
Ceramics
p. 162
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AK Alojz Karner Shoemaking Workshop
“Very often people don't even know what kind of shoes they want, but after we’ve
got to know each other a little we can agree on a model that matches their personality and dress style. Another thing to consider is how the shoes will be used.
The style and construction also have to take into consideration the shape of
the foot.”

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Delavnica AK Alojz Karner, čevljarstvo
Type of Craft
Shoemaking
Knowledge Holder
Aleš Kacin
Location
Bedrih 27, 4226 Žiri, Slovenia
Type of Business
Newly founded workshop
Year of Establishment
2014
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
40 m²
Materials
High-quality leather imported from
Italy, Germany and France

Processes
Measurements — foot analysis, last
design, pattern design, sewing the
upper, making the overlays, lasting, welt
stitching (in welted shoes), attaching
and stitching the sole, making the heel,
finishing the sole edges — sanding,
colouring, polishing, making the insole
and final treatment — applying the
cream and polishing
Education of the Craftsperson
Architect, MA; Aleš gained the skill of making
shoes from his grandfather Alojz Kraner and
master shoemaker Franc Kranjc
Associates and Partners
Franc Kranjc, Nina Rojc
OTHER INFO
AK Alojz Karner workshop takes part
in the cultural heritage preservation
project for the extension of tourist
offer of the town of Žiri — Arts and
Crafts — Heritage and Modernity

Technology / Tools / Machines
Tools such as a clicker knife, trimming knife,
shoe hammer, pegging awls, rasps, shoe
pliers and other hand tools are used during
the process. The upper is sewn on a treadle
sewing machine, whereas the sole parts are
hand sown using a sewing awl, a carefully
prepared thread and needles. Wooden pegs
are used to attach additional sole layers.
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About
Aleš Kacin is an architect who makes shoes. His
passion for shoemaking comes from his grandfather Alojz Karner, a skilled shoemaker from
Blagovica who moved to Žiri in 1957 and started
to work at the local shoe factory Alpina. In addition to his regular job he also ran a workshop at
home, where he continued to make and repair
footwear after he had retired.
In 2005 the two of them together made a pair
of shoes for Aleš, for whom this was the first
close encounter with the traditional shoemaking
process. A week after the work was completed
his grandfather died and 18-year-old Aleš felt
he had missed out on an excellent opportunity
to gain and preserve a wealth of shoemaking
knowledge.
He decided to study architecture, but shoemaking was always in the back of his mind. In
2013, when he returned from abroad, where he
had studied and gained some work experience,
he turned to master shoemaker Franc Kranjc
and a new period began — intense study of the
shoemaking craft.
Workshop and Space
Aleš Kacin inherited most of the tools from his
grandfather’s workshop and collected those
missing from Žiri shoemakers. The shoemaking tradition in Žiri was exceptional, and many
people kept pieces of its legacy in their homes.
Today, however, there are hardly any shoemakers left in Žiri able to make shoes from start to
finish. Aleš found his mentor in Franc Kranjc,
who is more than happy to pass on his knowledge and experience.
Initially, shoemakers in Žiri largely specialised
in hardy work boots. Aleš draws from this tradition. His main interest lies in traditional patterns
adapted to a modern user and details he would
like to introduce to contemporary yet timeless
footwear. In 2014 he set up the AK Alojz Karner
workshop, where he explores and revives traditional shoemaking techniques.

The process starts by measuring and outlining
the client’s foot. The next step is designing the
last, which is the soul of the shoe, and the pattern. Shoes are made up of the sole and the upper. The upper is sewn on an old treadle sewing
machine and then pulled around the last, where
the insole (footbed) has already been carefully
placed. The longer the upper stays on the last
the better its shape. Next come midfoot overlays, welt stitching, the outsole, heel, finishing
touches and the insert. In most cases he makes
a test shoe first to determine whether the last
and the pattern work. The entire process takes
three to four weeks. Aleš continues to build on
his skills at Mario Herzog’s shoemaking workshop in Pesnica pri Mariboru.
Key Products
Aleš Kacin makes high-quality custom footwear.
His shoes are highly durable. They are hardy
and age really well, as they only get nicer and
more comfortable with time, so they require
precision crafting and the best materials. Prices vary depending on the material, pattern and
construction.
He makes men’s and women’s shoes for a
variety of purposes, but they are always made
of natural materials, are comfortable, durable
and adjust to the foot. He is particularly proud
of the pair he made for architect Blaž Budja,
recipient of the Plečnik Award. The shoes were
inspired by architect Jože Plečnik’s boots, which
are kept in Plečnik’s house in Ljubljana. These
are so-called Chelsea boots, whole cut with
elastic side panels.

Techniques and Processes
Karner’s shoes are handmade using the tools
that were traditionally employed in shoe construction. He makes wood-pegged, Goodyear
-welted and Goyser-stitched shoes in high-quality natural leather. He still has some materials
left to him by his grandfather; some of what he
needs he buys at Alpina, but much of it often
comes from renowned foreign manufacturers.
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Beno Ogrin Stonemasonry
It was Beno Ogrin’s grandfather, a joiner, who first evoked his interest in manual
work. As a child there was nothing he enjoyed more than taking over his grandfather's workshop as soon as the old man took his rest after lunch, and the little man could explore the materials at hand without distractions. “It’s when you
destroy a material or when something you didn't want to do happens to it, that's
when you really get to know it. You learn how far it can go.”

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Kamnoseštvo Beno Ogrin

Processes
Designing, searching and selection of stone, purchasing, transport, hand and machine processing, and montage

Type of Craft
Stonemasonry

Members / Employees
1

Knowledge Holder
Beno Ogrin

Apprentices
No

Location
Cesta Krimskega odreda 19,
1360 Vrhnika, Slovenia

Education of the Craftsperson
Passed down through generations; the
craftsman’s exam for master stonemason

Type of Business
Newly founded workshop

Associates and Partners
Katarina Mrzelj

Year of Establishment
2007

KEY PRODUCTS

Successors
No

Gravestones, garden kitchens, custom
natural stone house and garden
equipment

RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
100 m² workshop
Materials
Local (favourite) and imported
natural stone
Technology / Tools / Machines
Manual and machine work
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About
For Beno Ogrin stonemasonry was a chance encounter, something he did not think about before
he started working at the stonemason’s workshop Marmor Jezeršek in Verd near Vrhnika
when he was 17. At the workshop he was given
the opportunity to make something for himself
in the afterhours, something for which he is still
very grateful to his boss Marko Jezeršek, as it
was this that inspired his enthusiasm for stonemasonry. He would spend more and more time
at the workshop, and after five years, when he
had learned enough, he passed the craftsman’s
exam for master stonemason.
Workshop and Space
After 13 years at the workshop in Verd he decided to open his own, which he has been running
for 12 years now.
Techniques and Processes
Beno Ogrin’s preferred choice of material is Slovenian stone, Repen being his favourite type.
He likes to go to Italy to buy his stone as well,
as Italians have wonderful galleries showcasing
stones from all over the world. For Beno, natural stone is superior in that it ages well, evoking
the passage of time with its rich patina. “We pull
the stone from the mountain and it has these
deviations in the structure, colour, has some
cracks…”, everything that inspires him.
Some 30 percent of Beno’s work is done by
machine, the rest is manual. The time for manufacture differs from product to product. A headstone, for example, takes five days of work. It
starts by selecting a stone in the quarry and
having it cut. The stone is brought to the workshop and all of the pieces finished, after which
he needs another day for mounting. A countertop requires two-and-a-half days — a morning
to make the templates, followed by cutting, finishing and installing them.
He likes to work with architects and designers. He starts by proposing a stone that is
affordable, easy to supply and good to work
with. He has to consider the practical aspects,
whereas the designer has to think about the
concept, and their collaboration is what ensures
the end-product will be good. With stone being
such an enduring material, a product that has
been carefully designed and produced can last
forever.
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Key Products
Beno Ogrin has been making headstones for 12
years, working with a landscape architect Katarina Mrzelj. The common thread of their work
are massive pieces of Slovenian stone that blend
well with the environment. In addition to the
stone, Katarina is also in charge of the planting.
“These headstones we make really do look like
miniature gardens.”
Six years ago he designed the Umami garden
kitchen composed of a grill, worktop and a simple sink with a tap. It is made entirely of natural
stone and stainless steel.
In addition to the garden kitchen and headstones his main products include components
and equipment for interiors (floors, kitchen counters, bathrooms, stairs and similar) and garden arrangements. He also enjoys a challenge,
such as stone discs for bottle caps that he designed for the company Equa, a series of vases
for German designer Anna Badur, and a timepiece he is designing with Slovenian designers
Klara Zalokar and Klemen Zupančič, showing
how short a human life is compared to the time
it takes for stone to develop, something they
conceived for the BIO 24 biennial of design. He
is a keen supporter of various collaborations
and wants to see more joint projects between
stonemasons and designers.
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Erik Luznar Beekeeping
“You become really fond of beekeeping per se, it just grows on you through the
years; then you see you can live off it and suddenly it’s more than a hobby.”

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Čebelarstvo Luznar

Processes
Wintering, moving bees to pasture, collecting
honeycombs, opening up honeycombs, honey
extraction, filtering, bottling

Type of Craft
Beekeeping

Education of the Craftsperson
MSc in journalism

Knowledge Holder
Erik Luznar

KEY PRODUCTS

Location
Begunje na Gorenjskem 170,
4275 Begunje na Gorenjskem, Slovenia
Type of Business
Family business

Honey
Average Time of Production
The whole year
Average Price per Item
12 EUR for a kilo of honey

Year of Establishment
The fourth generation of beekeepers
Successors
Not yet
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
Cellar, garage, beekeepers, warehouses
Materials
Wax, wood
Technology / Tools / Machines
Honey extractor, hive scraper, tinder fungus
to smoke the hive, honeycomb fork, comb
stand, bee sweeper, bee feeder, hives, beehive
trailers
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About
Erik Luznar is one of the youngest professional
beekeepers in Slovenia. He registered as a farmer beekeeper in 2014 at the age of 25. Beekeeping has been in his family for four generations,
but Erik is the first who makes his living exclusively from bees. He learned almost everything
from his father when he helped him as a child,
but the idea to follow in his footsteps came to
fruition when he was a student of journalism.
“You become really fond of beekeeping per se,
it just grows on you through the years; then you
see you can live off it and suddenly it’s more than
a hobby.”
Workshop and Space
He keeps between 250 and 300 bee colonies
at six different locations: the one beehive that
he does not move is in Draga, whereas other
hives — mobile units — are kept in nearby apiaries and moved across Slovenia through the
season. He uses AŽ beehives; movable frames
allow him to oversee his bee colonies and react
promptly when he sees they need help. In the
past he also had traditional Carniolan beehives
called kranjiči, but he abandoned them because
he could not move the combs, which was both
inconvenient and time-consuming. His kranjič
beehives are now displayed on the old family
trailer that stands in front of the house, with
beehive panels that he got hand-painted with
local motifs.
Erik is the president of the Karavanke Begunje beekeepers’ society and organises training
courses, guided tours of good practices and
honey measurements; the society members
participate in the Traditional Slovenian Breakfast campaign and visit local kindergartens and
schools every year.
Techniques and Processes
The beekeeping season begins at the end of July
after the last pasture and honey extraction, and
this is when Erik lays the foundations for the next
year. In autumn he checks if there’s enough food
in the beehives and feeds the bees with sugar
syrup; he fights against varroa, replaces queen
bees in weak colonies and combines weak colonies with stronger ones so that they can survive the winter better. He covers the hives with
blankets and reduces their volume. He does not
open the hives in winter, but only checks them
on his rounds. At home he restores the comb
frames and boils the beeswax, which he takes
to the apiary centre Lesce to be disinfected and
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has new comb foundations made there. He turns
his attention to marketing and making new business contacts; he takes time to attend training
courses and visit different trade fairs.
In spring he returns to his bee colonies and
starts spending more time in the apiary. Now
begins intensive production of honey, royal jelly,
pollen and propolis; he breeds queen bees and
bee families. May and June are the most hectic. Erik moves the bees to pasture. Knowing
where specific trees grow, when they blossom
and when the honeydew flows come is essential,
and he has to keep track of the weather as well.
He regularly checks on his bees to make sure
they are not hungry; he prevents swarming and
collects hive products.
Key Products
Bees give him honey, pollen, propolis, royal jelly
and beeswax. He produces forest and linden
honey as well as acacia, chestnut, spruce and
fir honey, depending on the season. He is a registered breeder of autochthonous Carniolan
grey bee queens. This race has very good characteristics and the demand for it is high. Pedigree queens are particularly appreciated in
Northern Europe. Erik sells bee colonies as well;
in spring he sells most of them in Slovenia to
beginner beekeepers and those who lost bee
colonies in the winter, and some colonies are
also sold abroad.
His father already made a name for himself
exporting bees and queens across Yugoslavia.
Erik’s name is therefore an established one and
marketing costs are accordingly low. His honey
regularly wins the highest awards in beekeeping
competitions and Erik sees them as one of the
best promotional tools, next to satisfied customers, of course. “Selling honey and other products is much easier at the moment than producing it.”
He keeps a small shop at home, but sells his
products also to kindergartens, schools, restaurants, municipalities, tourist attractions and
fairs. Every year, people from all over the world
visit his farm and, in the future, he would like to
focus more on tourism as well.
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Franc Jaklič Woodenware and Vessel Making
“It's a family craft business. Why is it called a family business? Because it’s
passed on from generation to generation.”

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Posodarstvo Franc Jaklič
Type of Craft
Woodenware and vessel making
Knowledge Holder
Franc Jaklič
Location
Sajevec 16, 1310 Ribnica, Slovenia
Type of Business
Family business
Year of Establishment
1979
Successors
Children

Processes
Wood preparation, cutting, drying and
production in several stages
Education of the Craftsperson
High school; The craft was passed down to
him from his father
KEY PRODUCTS
Several types of wooden vessels
Average Time of Production
8 hours
Average Price per Item
5 EUR
OTHER INFO

About
Ribnica has been known for its woodworking
and woodenware for centuries. Today, responsibility for the preservation of traditional craft
skills in the wider Ribnica area is in the hands
of the Ribnica Handicraft Centre. One of the
branches of woodenware making is also vessel
making or pintarija, the craft Franc Jaklič specialises in. He took over wooden vessel making
from his father, who was from Velike Lašče and
who married into the Sajevec family in 1950.
He brought with him his family’s home craft, a
tradition that had been his family’s business for
at least five generations. He made pails, grape
tubs, buckets and similar, and peddled his goods
from farm to farm.
Franc Jaklič made his first serious attempt to
develop the craft in 1977, when he made a series
of small, shallow pails for the fair in Ribnica. That
was the time when household appliances had
changed considerably and large dishes were
no longer as popular as before. By 11 a.m., while
his father was still hoping to sell his first piece
at the fair, Franz had already sold all his pails.
“That really sparked my ambition, so I started
to develop new products.”

Workshop and Space
In the 1980s Franc obtained the art and craft
certificate and registered his own handicraft
business. Two years ago, he retired and now
pursues his handicraft as a personal business.
“It’s a way of life, you know, it’s in our blood.” But
he has no idea whether anyone will continue the
family craft business.
Techniques and Processes
Franc Jaklič makes his vessels from domestic
wood — spruce, pear, elm, maple, alder and walnut. The hoops are made of hazel. Having machine-processed the wood he then takes it into his hands. “Everything has to be cut, planed,
sanded and completely turned before it is put
together. It’s one operation after another.”
Key Products
Franc Jaklič makes pails, grape tubs, buckets
and similar.

The Zlata vitica Award

RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
100 m²
Materials
Wood: spruce, pear, elm, maple, alder and
walnut
Technology / Tools / Machines
Hand and machine work
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Joži Košak Straw Hat Making
“It’s simple — you just have to know how to wear it. If it fits the head, a straw hat
looks good on everyone.”

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Joži Košak, slamnikarstvo
Type of Craft
Straw hat making
Knowledge Holder
Joži Košak
Location
Joži Košak. Brejčeva 27, 1230 Domžale,
Slovenia; Straw Hat Museum, Kajuhova 5,
1230 Domžale, Slovenia
slamnikarski.muzej@kd-domzale.si

Education of the Craftsperson
Elementary school; at the age of 14 Joži
started working in the factory herself, where
the older workers taught her how to make
straw hats
KEY PRODUCTS
Straw hat
OTHER INFO
Straw hat making in the Domžale area
was registered as intangible cultural
heritage in 2015

Year of Establishment
The Straw Hat Museum Domžale was
established in 2012
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Materials
Straw, straw plaits
Technology / Tools / Machines
Manual and machine work

About
Joži Košak comes from Ihan near Domžale. When
she was a child, her mother used to plait straw
and the children would help. She would take
these plaits to the Univerzale straw hat factory
that used to buy them from the locals, even
though they had already started to import them
because the supply of domestic plaits could not
keep up with demand. At the age of 14 she started working in the factory herself, where the older workers taught her how to make straw hats.
She stayed at Univerzale until 1998, and after 37
years of service she says that she could make a
straw hat blindfolded.
When the factory went bankrupt in 2003 the
Municipality of Domžale started to collect the
heritage of straw making and set up a museum
collection, because even before the inception
of the Univerzale factory many craftsmen and
plants in the vicinity of Domžale were in the business of straw hat making.
Workshop and Space
In 2012, the Franc Bernik Culture House Domžale
in cooperation with the Municipality of Domžale
opened the Straw Hat Museum Domžale, which
is credited for having preserved several sewing
machines, materials as well as tools and accessories necessary to make straw hats. Nowadays, Joži Košak passes on her knowledge of
straw hat making to younger generations who
come to the museum. She and Milka Breznik,
who plaits straw, demonstrate the process involved in making a straw hat, and since 2015
Joži has been running straw hat sewing courses. It makes her very happy to see young people attending the classes, including those who
have started to make straw hats professionally
and are already developing their own products.
One day, she hopes, they will continue to pass
on the craft.
Straw hat making in the Domžale area was
registered as intangible cultural heritage in
2015, and Joži Košak is one of the key actors
in the project.

from abroad. One of the main problems of straw
hat making is a lack of quality plaits. Another
pressing problem is the old sewing machines
and the lack of spare parts to fix them.
Joži soaks the plaits for a day or two until they
are moist enough to be ironed. When sewing
she places the braids one on top of the other.
She keeps a hat mould at the side of the sewing machine so as to be able to measure the
size as she goes. Once the hat is sewn it has to
be pressed — the museum keeps old presses
as well. Factory workers used to make them in
stages, but in the museum Joži makes the entire
straw hat herself. She custom tailors every hat
to the user’s head and any preferences the user
may have related to shape and similar. She sews
it in ten minutes, attaches a sweatband and hand
sews the ribbon.
Key Products
Joži Košak makes different styles of hats, but
the traditional Domžale Girardi hat with a stiff
round brim and flat crown is still her favourite.
She sews most of the hats at the museum, but
keeps a sewing machine at home as well, for
those times when she has to complete a large
order.

Techniques and Processes
Joži Košak uses wheat straw plait for her straw
hats. Plaits differ in width, number of straws and
the plait pattern. Straw for plaiting must be long,
but nowadays straw is shorter and too rough, so
today braids are plaited only for demonstration
purposes. Up until now the museum has had sufficient stocks of plaits from the past, but these
are running low and will soon have to be sourced
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Petra Plestenjak Podlogar Škofja Loka Baking Honey
Breads and Hand-carving Moulds
“They’re slightly more straightforward, but the honey bread is still full enough.
I make the decorative mould more lace-like, finer, whereas I make each cut
in the baking mould three times, to make sure it’s really well-opened and the
bread gets a really nice pattern.”

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Petra Plestenjak Podlogar, ročno rezbarjenje
in peka medenih loških kruhkov Škofja Loka
Type of Craft
Hand-carving of wooden models for Škofja
Loka honey bread, decorative carvings, wood
for jewellery and bookmarks, carved furniture
inserts and baking of honey bread (small
Škofja Loka honey breads)
Knowledge Holder
Petra Plestenjak Podlogar
Location
Demšarjeva cesta 11, 4220 Škofja Loka,
Slovenia; facebook.com/
petraplestenjakrocnorezbarjenje/
Type of Business
Newly founded workshop
Year of Establishment
1975
Successors
Perhaps grandchildren
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
cca. 14 m²
Materials
Mainly pear wood from the surroundings of
Škofja Loka for carving and flour, honey and
spices for little Loka bread — Loški kruhek

Processes
Wood: hand-carving moulds in negative in
pear wood, waxing
Breads: pressing hand-kneads honey dough
into the wooden models, baking, glazing with
honey water, wrapping in cling sticker and
labelling with a Look and Eat sticker
Employees
1
Education of the Craftsperson
General secondary school diploma, studied
textile design at the Faculty of Natural
Sciences and Engineering in Ljubljana;
Hand-carving was passed on to her by her
grandfather Ivo Plestenjak
KEY PRODUCTS
Best-selling Product
Different kinds of products
Average Time of Production
Few hours, depending on the product
Average Price per Item
From 20 EUR onwards
OTHER INFO
Petra received the title Master Craftsperson
at the biennial exhibition Arts and Crafts
Slovenj Gradec in 1978 and 1990;
The unit “making small breads and wooden
models” has been listed in the Register of
intangible cultural heritage since 2018 —
and Petra Plestenjak Podlogar is the person
responsible for this heritage.

Technology / Tools / Machines
Carving chisel, hand carving, kneading honey
dough and pressing it into the wooden mould
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About
Petra Plestenjak Podlogar comes from a family
of artists and has been carving wood for more
than 40 years. She learned how to make wooden moulds for Škofja Loka honey bread (known
as little Loka bread — Loški kruhek) from her
grandfather Ivo Plestenjak when she was only
12, and now continues the centuries-old tradition of carving wooden moulds in the Škofja Loka
region. In 1978, when she was 15, she took part
in the 2nd biennial exhibition of arts and crafts
in Slovenj Gradec organised by the Chamber
of Craft and Small Business of Slovenia and received the title of master craftsperson. Today,
she is the only master craftsperson in charge of
passing on the skills required for carving wooden moulds for Škofja Loka honey bread in Slovenia. The unit “making small breads and wooden
models” has been listed in the Register of intangible cultural heritage since 2018 — and Petra
Plestenjak Podlogar is the person responsible
for this heritage.

“They’re slightly more straightforward, but the
honey bread is still full enough. I make the decorative mould more lace-like, finer, whereas I
make each cut in the baking mould three times,
to make sure it’s really well-opened and the
bread gets a really nice pattern.”
Key Products
Her carved wooden moulds for Škofja Loka honey bread feature both traditional and her own
original motifs, but she also makes decorative
ones. She makes considerably more of the latter.
Building on the traditional patterns and forms is
more important for her than simply reproducing them. Recently, she has been combining her
carvings with crocheted copper wire lace. She
also makes bookmarks, key rings and carves
decorative elements for furniture.

Workshop and Space
Petra passes on these traditional skills through
bread-making workshops at schools, museums
and other institutions, as well as at the woodcarving workshops and courses at the Škofja
Loka DUO Arts and Crafts Centre, where she
sells her products that can also be purchased
directly from her home. She is the president of
the Domestic Arts and Crafts Section of the
Regional Chamber of Craft and Small Business
Škofja Loka and a member of the Škofja Loka
Artists Association. She has had several solo
exhibitions and has presented her craft in the
international arena as well.
Techniques and Processes
She most commonly works in pear wood. She has
the pieces cut by a joiner, but carves the motifs
by hand herself. Most of her chisels used to be
her grandfather’s. She begins by making the basic form and then goes on to carve out the details.
She carves in the negative, which requires careful consideration of the position of things, especially in the honey bread moulds that need open
cuts, depth, and perspective, and have to be cut
in mirror image. She considers the basic rules of
proportion and perspective. Finally, each piece
receives her signature and the year of production.The finished decorative models are waxed,
whereas the baking models are left untreated.
Baking moulds are different from decorative
ones as the former feature fewer details.
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Rural Development Cooperative Pomelaj Weaving,
Wickerwork
Pomelaj, a rural development cooperative that operates at the Sabol homestead
in Mala Polana, charged with preserving and passing on the basketmaking tradition. Initially, Pomelaj served as a hub for local craftspeople and eventually
transformed into an employment centre for the disabled, which continues to
foster and build on the traditional craft of corn husk and willow weaving.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Pomelaj, zadruga za razvoj podeželja,
pletarstvo
Type of Craft
Corn husk and willow weaving, wicker working
Knowledge Holder
Tanja Horvat
Location
Mala Polana 103, 9225 Velika Polana, Slovenia
www.pomelaj.si
Type of Business
Newly founded workshop

Processes
Preparation of corn husks (selection, tearing
the husks to the required width, soaking in
water) and model by inserting metal nails.
Weaving the husks into a strong twine woven
directly on the wooden model and wound
around the nails. Husk pads are used as
filler weaved between the spokes. Drying on
wooden models to retain the shape before
releasing from the nails and removing from
the wooden model.
Employees
11
Apprentices
Currently none

Successors
Employees of the cooperative

Education of the Craftsperson
Secondary vocational school. The skills were
passed on by older basket-makers from
Prekmurje and the wider surroundings.
Today the knowledge holder mentors other
employees at the cooperative.

RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION

KEY PRODUCTS

Workshop and Sales Space
30 m²

Best-selling Product
Dolls and figurines, mobiles and nativity
scenes with corn husk characters
Tote bags, slippers and decorative items

Year of Establishment
2003

Materials
Corn husks from the heirloom corn variety
called flint, brown corn and other varieties.
Origin: Vicinity of municipality of Velika Polana
in collaboration with the local farmers
Technology / Tools / Machines
Wooden models, nails and a metal hook;
Weaving is manual only

Average Time of Production
From 15 minutes to 12 hours
Average Price per Item
1,5 − 100 EUR
OTHER INFO
Intangible cultural heritage
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About
Tanja Horvat works at Pomelaj, a rural development cooperative that operates at the Sabol
homestead in Mala Polana, charged with preserving and passing on the basketmaking tradition. Initially, Pomelaj served as a hub for local
craftspeople and eventually transformed into
an employment centre for the disabled, which
continues to foster and build on the traditional
craft of corn husk and willow weaving. The skills
were passed on by older basket-makers from
Prekmurje and the wider surroundings.
Workshop and Space
Tanja Horvat is a seamstress by profession.
When the Mura factory went bankrupt nine
years ago she was offered an opportunity to
work at Pomelaj, where she started to learn the
art of basketmaking. Coming from the countryside she knew about corn husk weaving from her
childhood, and she still remembers her neighbours and aunts weaving. She became acquainted with basket weaving basics in primary school
Then she came to Pomelaj, where she completed her training and passed the national
vocational qualification in basket weaving. At
Pomelaj she had a mentor who was retiring and
passed her knowledge on to Tanja. This knowledge sharing continues to this day, with Tanja
now teaching the young who find employment in
Pomelaj. Now she mentors other employees at
the cooperative. Tanja Horvat also runs workshops for children and adults at Pomelaj. They
frequently organise basket weaving courses
and their doors are always open. They take
basket weaving presentations to other places
around Slovenia as well.

They have a crochet hook to help them. The woven product is left in the sun or on a radiator
overnight to dry. The next day they remove it
from the model and make a handle to complete
the basket.
They have their own willow plantation to harvest rods for basket weaving. When the leaves
fall off they cut, boil and peel the rods. They leave
some to blossom in the spring and cut them off
when they lose flowers. These rods are not boiled, and when they are peeled they stay white.
Rods are soaked before weaving. They start at
the base, weave around the spokes and make
the border. The handle is added last.
Key Products
Pomelaj’s main product is a woven basket bag.
They began with traditional basket models and
gradually started to develop their products.
While working with different designers who have
come up with new designs, they also develop
their own products and continue to perfect the
production process. In addition to corn husk
basket bags they weave slippers, furniture elements, baskets and similar. They also make
small seasonal figurines (bunnies, chicks, flowers). Rods are woven into baskets of all sizes, and
into partition walls, shades and parasols, including those made to order. All their work is available at their own and other shops across Slovenia through commissioned sales arrangements.

Techniques and Processes
Tanja and other Pomelaj employees (seven weavers) weave corn husks and rods. They use the
domestic corn variety, flint, grown by the local
farmers. Pomelaj staff pick the corn before it has
fully matured to make sure the husks are good
for weaving. The corn is stored in drying sheds
to dry and afterwards is ground into flour, leaving some of it for seeds. The husks are peeled,
sun-dried, packed in boxes and stored in the
attic. Everything is done by hand. The day before weaving the husks are soaked and treated with sulphur to disinfect and bleach them.
Afterwards they are aired and soaked again in
warm water before the work begins. They take
a wooden model, hammer in the nails and begin weaving.
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Silvo Jelenc Art of Blacksmithing
“The repetitive patterns, all that welding and sanding, that’s not what I call forging. If it doesn’t involve fire, or if you don’t make it from one piece, it just doesn’t
mean the same to me.”

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Silvo Jelenc, umetnostno kovaštvo
Type of Craft
The art of blacksmithing
Knowledge Holder
Silvo Jelenc
Location
Kropa 61a, 4245 Kropa, Slovenia

Type of Business
Family business
Education of the Craftsperson
Silvo started to learn the craft towards
the end of primary school. His uncle Joža
Bertoncelj’s, who was one of the first and
most important artist blacksmiths in Slovenia,
renowned for his original and masterful pieces
of wrought iron art, passed his knowledge to
him and also other blacksmiths at Uko Kropa
where he worked.

About
Kropa is a town with a centuries-long tradition of
iron forging, evolving from nail forging to the 20th
century ornamental iron works. As a child, artist
blacksmith Silvo Jelenc used to spend hours on
end watching blacksmiths at work. He started
to learn the craft towards the end of primary
school, during which time he had spent several school holidays at his uncle Joža Bertoncelj’s smithy. Bertoncelj was one of the first and
most important artist blacksmiths in Slovenia,
renowned for his original and masterful pieces
of wrought iron art.
Workshop and Space
Having completed primary school, Silvo wanted
to join the Uko Kropa iron forging workshop, but
they were not taking apprentices as their smithy
was already full. Two and a half years later they
took him on as an apprentice. He learned from
other blacksmiths as they worked. Work was
plenty, as there was huge demand for their products. They made one-of-a-kind, small-scale production pieces for Dom shop in Ljubljana, which
offered homeware and similar. Although he has
been retired for 15 years now, he continues to
forge iron in his workshop.

Key Products
He makes predominantly bespoke items. He
has made quite a few replicas of museum exhibits and regularly works also with the Kropa
Iron Forging Museum, where he occasionally
demonstrates nail forging for museum visitors.
His favourite jobs are various sculptures, candlesticks, chandeliers and similar. While he does
make the occasional railing or mesh it is not
something he enjoys, “the repetitive patterns,
all that welding and sanding, that’s not what I
call forging. If it doesn’t involve fire, or if you don’t
make it from one piece, it just doesn’t mean the
same to me.”

Techniques and Processes
Silvo Jelenc still forges iron the old-fashioned
way, with his hands and no machines. He works
with fire and makes mainly one-of-a-kind pieces.
He forges his products to designs made by Milan
Žaberl, Jože Bertoncelj’s student at the school
of artistic iron forging that once stood in Kropa
and which was the only school of its kind in Slovenia. Bertoncelj ran demonstrations and practical training. Cooperation between blacksmiths
and designers is common in artistic iron forging.
Like every blacksmith, Silvo forged his own tools.
When making fences and similar he starts by
forging individual elements and then assembles
them together. When it comes to pieces made
from a single piece of iron he starts at the widest
part of the object and proceeds slowly, thinning,
shaping and cutting. “Hammer blows have to be
slightly visible in the forging process when you’re
making a sculpture like this.”
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Štefan Zelko Pottery
“It started the usual way, you begin at the bottom. Then you get to make plates,
ashtrays and similar. A bowl here and there, and flower pot saucers.”

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Lončarstvo Štefan Zelko
Type of Craft
Pottery; making of pots, bowls and clay figures
Knowledge Holder
Štefan Zelko
Location
Lemerje 14, 9201 Puconci, Slovenia
Type of Business
Family business
Year of Establishment
1989, family tradition for over 130 years
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
15 m² workshop, 6 m² sales space
Materials
Clay from Slovenia, Hungary, Italy and own
production; glaze Ferro EU

Apprentices
At the moment training is only organised
through workshops
Education of the Craftsperson
Elementary school; pottery has been his
family’s business for at least 130 years and
was passed down to him from his father
Associates and Partners
Collaboration with museums, design schools,
elementary school and kindergarten clubs
KEY PRODUCTS
Traditional pottery (water jugs called pütra,
pitchers, potica cake moulds, bowls, milk jugs,
vases, cauldrons, shallow pans called tepsija,
glasses, whistles and similar) and items made
to order
Best-selling Product
Whistles and potica cake moulds
Average Time of Production
From 1 to 5 hours (a whistle)
6 hours and more (table vases and large
items)

Technology / Tools / Machines
Foot operated and electric pottery wheel
(leather band, felt, a sculpting tool (rib),
brushes and a steel clay cutting wire)

Average Price per Item
10 − 15 EUR

Processes
Clay digging, grinding, hand kneading the clay,
work on the pottery wheel, decorating the
pots and attaching the handles, imprinting the
logo and cutting, drying, turning the products
as they dry, first (bisque) firing, wiping the
products, glazing, putting the products into
the kiln and second firing. Štefan also makes
black, reduction fired pottery.

Since 2014 Štefan has been using the
intangible cultural heritage logo, conferred on
him by the coordinator for the safeguarding of
living cultural heritage (No.:238/2014-ŽD).
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About
Štefan Zelko comes from a village called Pečarovci in Prekmurje. Pottery has been his family’s
business for at least 130 years and was passed
down to him from his father, who entered into a
teaching-learning agreement with him once he
completed primary school. “It started the usual way, you begin at the bottom. Then you get to
make plates, ashtrays and similar. A bowl here
and there, and flower pot saucers.” The most
difficult part came after some two years, when
he had already mastered the basics, “but could
not yet do anything serious — you want to make
something better, closer to perfection.” But he
persevered.

to be characteristic for the entire pannonian
region — Hungary, Ukraine, Moldavia, Slovakia.
Still, I hardly ever see it when I visit festivals.”
This firing method requires reducing the amount
of oxygen in the kiln and firing with resinous pieces of wood to produce a black colour on the pottery. He always makes the kilns himself. He built
a portable reduction firing kiln that he uses for
demonstrations and workshops.
It took him about two weeks to make enough
products to fill the kiln and fire them together,
during which time he would spent entire days
in the workshop. He used to fire once or twice
a month, but he fires less frequently nowadays,
and has an electric kiln for smaller items.

Workshop and Space
Štefan got married and settled in Lemerje,
where he set up his own workshop. At that time
the Chamber of Craft started to evaluate products and producers, so he applied and registered his home craft business. Today, with more
than 40 years’ experience, he is one of Slovenia’s
best traditional potters. Initially, he sold most of
his pieces at fairs, but for the last ten years he
has largely stayed away from them. There is too
much red tape, they’ve become too expensive
and no longer attract buyers as they used to. His
craft is now his own, personal side-line.
More than making and selling pottery he is
now involved in sharing and passing on his valuable knowledge and skills. He takes part in various pottery festivals in Slovenia and Hungary,
regularly works with schools and kindergartens
in Slovenia and beyond, builds kilns, and runs
pottery courses and camps.

Key Products
Štefan Zelko makes traditional products: potica
cake moulds, bowls, milk jugs, wine jugs, whistles
and similar. “Black fired pottery largely consists
in the Prekmurje water jug, called a pütra, and
traditionally shaped pots, of course.”

Techniques and Processes
It all starts with clay. Štefan used to dig clay in
Puconci, but that excavation site closed, and in
Kuštanovci. The clay is then aged at home for
as long as 15 years, if necessary, as it greatly
benefits from being subjected to the weather.
Štefan begins by machine-grinding and kneading the clay. Then he starts working the potter’s wheel, for he makes all his pieces on the
wheel, and proceeds with different finishes. He
air-dries the products, often in the sun, which
requires constant presence, as they have to be
turned to dry evenly and retain their original
shape. The ceramic ware is first bisque fired,
then glazed and fired again. Another method is
so-called black, reduction firing, where ceramic
ware is only fired once. Štefan Zelko is a master
of black firing. “This black reduction firing is said
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Urban Magušar Manufaktura Ceramics
Urban Magušar had eight different workshops in Ljubljana and Radovljica, where
he has now settled, having found excellent working conditions there. Magušar’s
house features an atrium that houses the living and working areas, a small library with more than 500 books on ceramics, a museum, and storage for clay
and other materials.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Urban Magušar Manufaktura,
oblikovanje keramike
Type of Craft
Designing ceramics
Knowledge Holder
Urban Magušar

Members / Employees
3
Apprentices
Occasionally
Education of the Craftsperson
High school, Academy of Fine Arts and Design
(unfinished)

Location
Linhartov trg 4, 4240 Radovljica, Slovenia
Type of Business
Newly founded workshop and business
Year of Establishment
1980
Successors
Perhaps sons

Workshop and Space
Urban Magušar had eight different workshops
in Ljubljana and Radovljica, where he has now
settled, having found excellent working conditions there. Magušar’s house features an atrium that houses the living and working areas,
a small library with more than 500 books on
ceramics, a museum, and storage for clay and
other materials. His son has a workshop in the
same house. Opposite the house is his shop, with
a demonstration workshop that opens onto the
street. He has three employees working in the
shop, the workshop and the museum.

The result of the year-and-a-half long project
is an exhibition that travels across Slovenia, to
be followed by travelling demonstrations of clay
excavation on now abandoned sites.
The second stage of the project is an analysis
of the visual aspect of traditional pottery forms
created from those materials — because “this
was design with its own rules, knowledge, technology”, the purpose of which is to help preserve
traditional knowledge and skills.
Key Products
Urban Magušar used to make a great many souvenirs that he sold in Slovenian tourist resorts,
and he frequently worked with various designers
while also designing his own ceramic ware. He is
especially proud of the ceramic cup that was featured at the Biennial of Design (BIO), and he also
sees a particular challenge in making replicas.
For the past five years he’s been creating his
work according to the rules of Japanese folk
art: “It’s easy to learn how to make them. The
product itself is informed with a local character. It’s useful and inexpensive, which means it’s
affordable to a wide range of users.” His pieces
come in small series (plates, so-called Magušar
bowls, ceramic flutes, miniature replicas of the
houses in Radovljica’s old town and similar) that
are sold at Manufaktura.
Urban invests a lot of his time exploring the
cultural heritage of pottery, and is in the process of setting up a museum with a permanent
exhibition.

Techniques and Processes
Urban Magušar does not make traditional products, but redesigns the tradition that inspires
him. He spends more time researching, preparing and planning using computer software than
he does on the wheel. The choice of technique
depends on the order — small orders are handmade on the wheel, but he does make models
for larger orders. He uses primarily electric and
gas-fired kilns to fire his ceramic ware. He has
all the technology and laboratory equipment
required for his work — extruders, kilns, various potter’s wheels, stencils, sieves, a mill for
grinding materials, minerals, glazes.
He imports the materials and working equipment for the shop from abroad, because Slovenian clay is either unavailable or too expensive. In order to help change that he came up
with the Catalogue of Slovenian Clay project, in
the framework of which 80 clays from different
parts of Slovenia were tested in his workshop.

RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
600 m²
Materials
Clays, oxides, glaze
Technology / Tools / Machines
Manual and small-scale technologies
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About
Urban Magušar became interested in ceramics
already as a student at the Secondary School
for Design, thanks to Vladimira Bratuž Furlan,
his professor in three-dimensional design. After
high school he got a job as a theatre sculptor,
but was so drawn to pottery that he joined the
Komenda Pottery Cooperative as an apprentice.
For the next five years he learned from master potter Ivan Kremžar. He went on to learn
from foreign ceramic designers and did a lot
of research on his own. At the age of 40 he enrolled into the industrial design department at
the Academy of Fine Arts and Design to gain a
formal education as well. Throughout this time,
he was tirelessly exploring clay. In the past he
organised pottery fairs in Ljubljana and Radovljica. Now he organises seminars for ceramic
experts. And he has a few students as well.
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CREATING FUTURE
ON THE VALUES
OF TRADITION
AND CULTURE
RENATE BREUSS
Rolling hills and high mountains, vast pastures and dense forests, picturesque
villages, traditional houses and modern architecture, 32.000 inhabitants: that
is Bregenzerwald at a first glance. A closer look shows that this cultural landscape has been formed by its human usage and behaviour, shaped by the Crafts
Industry, Tourism and Agriculture. Knowledge and skills of the craftspeople are
the intangible part of the cultural heritage, consistently developed by innovative
and passionate persons, in team work. Today these values are combined with
carefully thought-out modern design and sustainable thinking. For 20 years the
crafts cooperation of the Werkraum Bregenzerwald, uniting around 100 craftspeople under the splendid roof of the Werkraum House, has been promoting
cross-sectorial exchange and developing closer links between creative and
crafts industries.
As the interviews with representatives of the regional craftsmanship show
close relationship to the material in general and working with wood in particular
is essential. In the past as now carpenters, cabinet makers and manufacturers
of wooden windows, facades, doors and floors go to great lengths to ensure that
the wood is cut at the right sign, and to leave it to dry out slowly in order to then
process it in accordance with its true nature. Working with local wood is key to
a profound knowledge, considering all sensual and atmospheric qualities right
from the beginning in the production process. Modern architects and designers
both take profit of this high level of material culture and work-based research.
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In many family run businesses future and knowledge transfer is fairly secured,
when successors are working hand in hand with the fathers in the first years.
Having home and workshop in close proximity, the children become familiar
with what their parents do from an early age, “knowing the workshop better
than the sandpit”. Coming from a different cultural approach the younger generations follow new ways and methods, building closer links between higher
education and vocational training. The recent establishment of the Werkraum
School contributes to the objectives of attracting young people and raising awareness for the crafts potentials. Even in a favourable environment recruiting of
good professionals is a daily challenge, especially for the small structured businesses in a rural region.
Particularly affected are professions at risk. A woman master tailor who
explores and pushes the boundaries of her profession faces several handicaps
due to high quality standards in her own work. Weaknesses of the vocational
training in the trade school cannot be kept up in the workshop, ordering high
quality fabrics in small quantities is getting harder and harder. The same happens with elementary tools, good scissors, chalk sharpeners or foxgloves are
not available anymore, in the quality the craftswoman is used to.
Workshops and equipment reflect organization and all steps of a workflow.
As business and markets grew so did the company buildings. Workspaces spread
over several storeys and places are followed by new and modern buildings uniting
showrooms, customer service, planning and administration, works preparation,
storage, production and dispatch under one roof. Analogue tools and digital
technologies are often used hand in hand, depending on sizes and markets, on
personal or online sales. The strong entrepreneurial mindset of a manufacturer
of wooden-soled shoes combines a fully automated production line with manual controlled tools smartly. Translating ideas into prototypes and getting them
ready for serial production is the passion of a new company founder. To find
best solutions for his integrated lighting he pleads for teamwork. Thanks to the
Bregenzerwald’s strong craft culture, 85 percent of his cooperating partners
are locals. This keeps added value in the region, living standards high and the
business growing.
Cooperative attitudes and learning from other sectors benefit from decades of experience. Cheese for example has been produced traditionally in
small cooperative dairies, “as the one man´s cow does not produce a big wheel
of cheese”. Next to the tradition of being organised in crafts guilds, continued in
the contemporary organization of the Werkraum Bregenzerwald, these dairy
cooperatives are a source for the vivid sense of community, an essential for
the regional identity. Bringing the cattle of different farmers up to the mountain
pastures in summer, plays a valuable role for the cultivation and conservation
of the landscape of the Bregenzerwald. When it comes to future, this sharing
culture counts more than ever.
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Devich Wooden-sole
Shoe Manufacturing

p. 172

Faißt Cabinet Making
Georg Bechter
Lighting Solutions

p. 178

p. 184

Helmut Fink Woodmaking
Floors, Walls, Ceilings
p. 190

Manuela Maaß Tailoring

p. 196

Mühle-Hub Alpine
Cheesemaking
p. 202

Oberhauser & Schedler
Structural and Civil Engineering
Rüscher Cabinet Making

The mapping of crafts in Austria was realized in the Region of Bregenzerwald.
Interviews and photo documentations were realized with ten selected crafts
workshops, ranging from cottage industries to medium size manufacturing
businesses.
INTERVIEWS AND TEXTS: RENATE BREUSS, PHOTOS: LUCAS BREUER
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p. 208

p. 214

Schwarzmann Production
of Wooden Windows & Doors

p. 220

Voppichler Stove Fitting &
Oven Manufacturing
p. 226
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Devich Wooden-sole Shoe Manufacturing
The manufacturer of wooden-soled shoes combines fully automated and handcrafted workflows smartly. Around 20.000 pairs of wooden-soled boots, sandals and Hölzler leave serial production each year. In-store marketing relies on
the expertise of shop assistants, whereas online marketing opens up international networks and markets.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Devich Holzschuherzeugung
Type of Craft
Classic Hölzler, wooden-soled boots
and sandals

Processes
Milling, grinding by the support of CNCmachines and robots, whereas covering the
upper is done with manually controlled tools:
punching, sewing, riveting
Members / Employees
12

Knowledge Holder
Daniel Devich

Education of the Craftsperson
VET College of business administration

Location
Basen 591, 6952 Hittisau, Austria
www.holzschuhe.at

KEY PRODUCTS

Type of Business
Fourth generation family business

Best-selling Product
Classic Hölzler, wooden-soled boots
and sandals

Year of Establishment
1922
Successors
Yes

Workshop and Space
In 2016, after the completion the company’s new
premises, business was moved from Bezau to
Hittisau. The workforce of twelve employees
keeps the company flexible and at a manageable size. After going through a particular combination of fully automated and handcrafted
workflows typical for manufactories of this kind,
around 20.000 pairs of wooden-soled shoes
leave serial production in the 1.400 m² factory (including a raw material warehouse) every
year. A team and solution-oriented attitude and
the ability to react flexibly to feedback from clients and employees are special qualities of this
company. Each member of the Devich team goes
through a comprehensive training process so
that everyone can fill in for everyone at any time.
There is, however, no possibility to train apprentices in this craft that is counted among the free
trades. Wood is the core of the business, and
fully automated production the vision.

RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
1.400 m² retail space & stock room: 800 m²
Materials
Maple wood, poplar wood, willow, cowhide,
goathide, leather, rubber
Technology / Tools / Machines
Production line, chop saw, CNC-machine,
robot, sewing and riveting machine
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About
When Daniel Devich followed in his father’s footsteps and took on his family’s business in 2014,
he was the fourth generation of Devichs to do
so. Supported by his two sisters, he now runs
the business that his great-grandfather Alois
Devich started in 1922 in a workshop in Bezau,
manufacturing wooden-soled shoes — or Hölzler, as they are called in local dialect. In rural
regions, this type of shoes emerged as a result
of what was needed, what was available and
what has stood the test of time. In contrast to
Dutch clogs, wood is used for the soles only
in the Bregenzerwald, while uppers are made
of leather. Wood, leather and fur are common
materials in the region, the production is tried
and tested and the shoes are highly suitable for
everyday use. Still, the soles are constantly being
refined in terms of footbed, fit and elasticity. And
today, wooden-soled shoes are no longer just
the footwear of peasants. They have emerged
from their traditional agricultural context and
entered the realms of urban life. The young generation of Devichs, well trained and with an entrepreneurial mindset, embrace innovation just
as much as tradition. Both production and marketing make use of a pragmatic combination of
analogue and digital tools. The range of products includes classic Hölzler and wooden-soled
boots and sandals in all forms and sizes. In-store
marketing relies on the expertise of the shop
assistants, whereas online marketing opens up
international networks and markets.
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Techniques and Processes
The production of a pair of Hölzler starts with a
square-cut block of wood. The traditional material used is maple wood or, alternatively, poplar
wood, which is lighter and quick to grow back.
The wooden part, which is slightly raised in the
heel area, is shaped by milling and grinding in the
production line, supported by CNC machines
and robots. Casting technology ensures that
wood and sole are firmly connected. In former
times, the sole was simply glued on.
In the production of the shoe base, the work
steps are automated, whereas the covering of
the upper with leather and fur is done with manually controlled tools and machines: punching
the skins, sewing and riveting, attaching buckles, clamps and straps. In the selection of the fur
pattern that is offered by nature, the puncher
becomes a designer — and each shoe a unique
specimen. When it comes to further development of the shoe’s form, there has been no collaboration with designers so far.
Key Products
Hölzler (classic wooden soled-shoe). 20.000
pairs of wooden-soled shoes leave serial production every year. The sensual, handcrafted
quality of a wooden shoe lies in the detail, in the
direct contact of foot and shoe — a most pleasurable sensation thanks to the leather cover’s
soft fur lining and the finely sanded foot bed.
Clearly, a bright future lies ahead of the wooden
shoe business and its young owner. His entrepreneurial vision: fully automated production.
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Faißt Cabinet Making
Markus Faißt´s understanding of making furniture follows the principles of building biology and meets ecological criteria. The workshop is considered to be a
place of knowledge where he and his team are dedicated to make everyday cultural goods. Using only the highest quality is key when turning solid wood into
products of purpose and beauty, using only local woods is a commitment to
the region.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Holzwerkstatt Faißt
Type of Craft
High quality furniture and interiors, makers
of everyday cultural goods — meeting
ecological criteria
Knowledge Holder
Markus Faißt
Location
Nussbaum 361, 6952 Hittisau, Austria
www.holz-werkstatt.com
Type of Business
Family business on second generation
Year of Establishment
1958, second generation took over in 1993

Processes
Ageing and maturing wood, sawing, cutting,
milling, chiselling, planing, sanding, polishing,
manual treating of surfaces (soaping,
greasing)
Members / Employees
9
Apprentices
2
Education of the Craftsperson
Master cabinet maker, Several stints abroad
KEY PRODUCTS
Best-selling Product
Landluft-Chair, Crafts products and services:
high quality furniture and interiors, makers of
everyday cultural goods — meeting ecological
criteria

Successors
Yes
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
2.000 m², including buildings for timber
storage and exhibition
Materials
Seven local types of wood are in use: spruce,
fur, sycamore maple, beech, ash, oak, elm,
some fruit-bearing trees
Technology / Tools / Machines
Chisel, wood plane, table milling machine,
grinder
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About
In 1993, Markus Faißt took on the cabinet maker’s workshop from his father who had founded
it 60 years before in Hittisau, where it still is today. The family’s roots in craftsmanship reach
far back in history and were recorded for the
first time in the 19th century in a journeyman’s
notebook. This is the heritage that Markus Faißt
took on after completing his training as a cabinet maker and several stints abroad. His understanding of making furniture is that it has to
follow the principles of building biology and meet
ecological criteria. He sees himself and his team
as makers of everyday cultural goods. Early contact with Roland Gnaiger, a renowned architect
from Vorarlberg who also designed the modern
building flanking his family home, greatly influenced his approach to cabinetmaking. Following a holistic understanding of his work, Markus
Faißt has also been teaching academically for
several years. Students and teachers from all
corners of the world come to visit his Holzwerkstatt (wood workshop), a place of knowledge and
skill and a place where wood is met with respect
and appreciation.
Workshop and Space
Understanding a workshop as a place of knowledge means caring about its every aspect and
detail, it means looking into all the processes
involved and, if possible, controlling them. The
2.000 m² premises comprise the actual workshop, a separate building for timber storage and
an exhibition space for cultural exchange. When
it comes to production, choosing the best ingredients — or materials — comes first and foremost. Using only the highest quality is key when
turning solid wood into products of purpose and
beauty. As a commitment to the region and the
environment, seven local types of wood are being used in the Holzwerkstatt: spruce, fir, beech,
sycamore maple, ash, oak and elm. Sometimes
the wood of fruit-bearing trees like pear or plum
is used as well. Keeping his timber close-by in
an airy, sun-protected storage allows Markus
Faißt to always have an eye on it throughout the
ageing and maturing process. Skilled, reliable
members of other trades, often accompanied by
the master himself, select the trees in the forest
and chop and saw them. The team in the workshop, including the boss, his wife and all the apprentices, consists of no more than 12 people, a
manageable company size. The comprehensive
education and training of apprentices is a vital
element in securing the future of the craft and
the business.
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Techniques and Processes
Both machine and manual work is involved in
the production of a furniture, some parts are
chiselled out and connected by hand.
Key Products
You cannot buy just a chair in the House of Faißt.
A chair belongs to a certain table, a table to a
certain room. It is the volume that brings out the
atmospheric qualities of wood. Still, this chair is
the exemplary manifestation of how work is done
here, how style evolves, how technology is developed and improved over time. Its name — Landluftstuhl — includes all the elements that characterise this piece of furniture: land, meaning also
country or ground, air and chair. Derived from
traditional interpretations, these elements are
the constants in an ever-changing world. In the
seating, made from classic solid wood, sit the
tapered, heavily inclined legs. It is connected
to the chair’s back through a dovetail strip in
the centre, bundling the static forces in a new
way. The chair is made of solid yet elastic ash, a
light-coloured and high-quality furniture wood.
Both machine and manual work is involved in
its production, some parts are chiselled out
and connected by hand. Also, in the treatment
of the surface the hand is more accurate than
the machine. In its formal appearance, the chair
combines Biedermeier elegance with laid-back
stability. Its low position not only makes for comfortable seating, but also enables new forms of
communication.
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Georg Bechter Lighting Solutions
Georg Bechter enjoyed the luxury of having a workshop from an early age. In
his family’s barn he experimented with plaster and silicone, building his first
stencils and moulds. Over the years, the barn became too small for his series
of casting and finishing of lighting modules. In 2020, Bechter wants to have all
fields of business under one roof.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Georg Bechter Licht
Type of Craft
Architectural projects; Solutions for
integrated lighting such as wall and ceilinginstalled lights, pendant luminaires, merging
light and room
Knowledge Holder
Georg Bechter
Location
Bach 201/2, 6941 Langenegg, Austria
www.georgbechterlicht.at

Processes
Prototyping, concept making, casting and
finishing light modules, dispatching
Members / Employees
9
Education of the Craftsperson
Trained as a cabinet maker at Technical
College Imst, study of architecture at State
Academy of Fine Arts Stuttgart Germany
KEY PRODUCTS

Type of Business
Newly established business

Best-selling Product
Verve and Dot; Crafts products, projects and
services: Architectural projects; Solutions for
integrated lighting such as wall and ceilinginstalled lights, pendant luminaires, merging
light and room

Year of Establishment
2010

Average Time of Production
Up to 100 elements can be finished per day

Workshop and Space
Georg Bechter enjoyed the luxury of having a
workshop from an early age. In his family’s barn
he experimented with plaster and silicone, building his first stencils and moulds. The tools were
simple and easy to handle for one person: bucket, vibrating plate, egg whisk and sandpaper for
finishing. Over the years, the barn became too
small for his series of casting and finishing of
lighting modules. Increasing demand and the development of new installation methods required
moving into new premises in the heart of Langenegg in 2012. Production, dispatch and logistics are now in a separate building, a few steps
from the design office. Orders are made from
either the catalogue or in person for special projects. Up to 100 elements can be finished per
day, from casting to dispatch. Clients are mostly
architects, lighting designers and electricians.

Successors
Not yet
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
350 m²
Materials
Plaster, silicon, wood, metals, concrete
Technology / Tools / Machines
Casting stencils and moulds, manual finishing
with sandpaper are some of the applied
techniques
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About
In 2010, Georg Bechter founded his business for
the purpose of re-thinking light and space. Born
and raised in the Bregenzerwald, he finished his
secondary education and trained as a cabinet
maker at the Higher Technical College in Imst,
Tyrol. He then went on to study architecture
at the State Academy of Fine Arts Stuttgart,
also trying his hands at sculpting for a few semesters. With a background as solid as this, he
quickly made a name for himself in the design
scene and, besides working on architectural
projects, won several awards for his integrated lighting solutions. Already in 2009 the jury
of Handwerk + Form had praised him for his
“smart and viable way of merging surface and
light”. While he still runs his architectural office on his own, the lighting business has been
turned into a GmbH (private limited company)
and employs nine people, including architects
and industrial designers in the office and skilled
experts in production and sales. Bechter’s own
passion lies in translating ideas into prototypes
and getting them ready for serial production. He
is very hands-on when it comes to testing the viability of an idea. Finding solutions for integrated
lighting is a very complex task and best accomplished in teamwork. When conception, production and outsourcing go hand-in-hand, everyone
benefits. Thanks to the Bregenzerwald’s strong
craft culture, 85 per cent of co-operating partners are locals. This keeps added value in the
region, living standards high and the business
growing.
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In 2020, Bechter wants to have all fields of business under one roof and further let the shared
knowledge and skill permeate all aspects of the
production chain.
Techniques and Processes
Casting stencils and moulds, manual finishing
with sandpaper are some of the applied techniques.
Key Products
Lighting module Verve is a true pioneer among
wall-installed lights. Light emerges from the
flush-mounted centre, blurring the lines between wall and light and thus creating a whole
new atmosphere. Its advanced version, the System DOT 28, showcases all its creative potential for a whole range of solutions. This dot, only
28 mm wide and flush-mounted into the ceiling,
works with all radiation angles, colour temperatures and output levels. It can be installed in
plaster, drywall, concrete and wood. A non-glare
ring makes for glare-free light, and there is a
splash proof version for roofed outdoor areas
or bathrooms. DOT Baldachin, again, allows for
the installation of pendant luminaires or the creation of sculptural lighting effects. Here, mounting and electrical supply are fully integrated in
the outlet. All products and options are laid out
in a detailed, well-structured catalogue, documenting Bechter’s journey from inventor to
entrepreneur.
Merging light and room — this is and will be
Bechter’s focus, this is where he aims to be
ahead of standard solutions also in the future.
Through precise craftsmanship and sophisticated, beautiful solutions.
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Helmut Fink Woodmaker
Woodworker Fink draws his knowledge from a deep familiarity with the forest
and the trees and from exclusively working with local wood. He processes the
whole tree, using both knot-rich and knot-poor parts and creating new expressions of wood. Conical laying pattern and mixed lengths and widths of the boards
of either floors, walls or ceilings reveal how Fink’s cut follows the growth of a
spruce or a fir. In a team of four he is transferring his crafts knowledge and attitude, his sustainable products will remain for generations to come.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Helmut Fink Holzhandwerk
Type of Craft
Belt floors and wide board flooring, wall
and ceiling panelling, special knowledge in
preserving and renovating old and traditional
buildings
Knowledge Holder
Helmut Fink
Location
Wieden 493, 6883 Au, Austria
Type of Business
Newly established business

Processes
Selecting the tree and type of cutting, sorting,
trimming, planing and designing surfaces,
hand-planing, soaping, repairing
and renovating
Members / Employees
3
Apprentices
1
Education of the Craftsperson
Cabinet maker, One year training in forestry
KEY PRODUCTS
Best-selling Product
Hand-planed ceiling panelling

Year of Establishment
2006
Successors
Yes
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
Workplaces vary between sawmill, forests
and construction sites
Materials
Exclusively working with local woods: spruce,
silver fir, beech, ash, elm, lime
Technology / Tools / Machines
Planer (plan right), car milling, band saw
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About
Woodworker Helmut Fink forges his own path. In
addition to an apprenticeship as a cabinetmaker, he completed a one-year training in forestry.
Handling wood has been familiar to him since
his early childhood. For many years, Fink spent
summers working on alpine pastures in the surrounding Alps, right where woods and meadows
meet. Inspired by living and learning in nature,
Helmut Fink took the plunge and started his own
business in 2006. With the help of Werkraum
Bregenzerwald, the young entrepreneur quickly
found his clientele and learned to make use of
the benefits of the collective. He still rents machines from various cabinetmakers and carpenters and thus does not need his own workshop.
What poses a challenge to other companies is
particularly dear to his heart: the preservation
of old buildings. The renovation process joins
just about every one of his skills: repairing and
adding on, integrating new elements and creating harmony between old and new. Since such
projects may well go on for a whole year, Fink
has now built a team of three employees: a carpenter, a cabinetmaker and a skilled worker.
Workshop and Space
The workplace varies between forest, sawmill
and construction sites. (No own workshop).
Techniques and Processes
Each kind of wood has its own qualities and individual character. Fink draws his knowledge from
his deep familiarity with the forest and the trees
and from exclusively working with local woods
like spruce, silver fir, beech, ash, and elm. On occasion, he also enjoys experimenting and trying
out new things. With lime or alder, for example,
he explores how wood on walls and floors can
become an experience for all senses in the intimate space of a bedroom: soft, warm, silky
and calm. In more public spaces, a rough-sawed
beech expresses the cooler and harder properties of its species. Fink processes the whole
tree, using both knot-rich and knot-poor parts
and creating new expressions and appearances of wood that are more committed to the tree
than to passing trends. Diligence and emotional presence are also required during cutting.
Choosing the type of cut (single cut, rift, semirift) is the first step in creating a space through
the process of sorting, trimming, planing and
designing surfaces.
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Key Products
Fink installs hand-planed ceiling panelling from
tongue and groove boards or acoustic panelling
with joints, both either unfinished or soaped.
Hand-planing gives surfaces a special matt
sheen. Its slightly wavy texture is barely noticeable to the naked eye, but tangible as a subtle
organic irregularity to the touch. Compared
to an ostensibly perfect and smooth sanded
board, hand-planing gives wood a uniquely personal touch.
The conical laying pattern and the mixed lengths and widths of the boards reveal how Fink’s
cut follows the growth of a spruce or a fir. To
evaluate which boards fit together and what a
floor or ceiling will ultimately look like, you need
a good sense of imagination, and intuition for
branch patterns and proportions. Fink already
begins this thought process in the forest, when
the tree is still standing. Before harvest, he documents the tree’s possible application in a tree
protocol. During harvesting, when the tree rings
come to light, he confirms and specifies the desired assortment (panelling, walls, ceilings, belt
floor, wide floor boarding, timber) as he marks
the trees.
Wooden floors by Holzhandwerk Fink are
always laid in dry construction, on wood construction systems that are also made in-house.
This practice has many advantages: the floor is
soft, yet durable; there is no waiting for things
to dry; cable ducts can be easily formed; there
is no need for chemical aids (adhesives, binders) and future dismantling is uncomplicated
and already considered during construction.We
are in constant physical contact with our floors,
walls and ceiling. And yet, customers’ thoughts
primarily focus on appearance and styles. If we
begin to consider all sensual and atmospheric
qualities in the production process, a core element of living can be experienced in a new way.
When it comes to the future of his business
Helmut Fink, father of four, keeps an open mind.
“If one of them wants to continue, they can. The
potential is there; like me, they have heard and
seen it all since early childhood,” he says. “That’s
what I can give them.” In any case, the floors
and walls, taken care of with brush, water and
mild soap, will remain with us for generations
to come, a testament to Fink’s talent and craft.
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Manuela Maaß Tailoring
Manuela Maaß explores and pushes the boundaries of her profession as a tailor.
Her master pieces are made-to-measure suits, manifestations of tailor-made-solutions. She documents all of her expertise and skill that is not commonly known and
keeps an archive with all the shapes, patterns and details specific to uniforms of
bands, clubs and unions preserving them for future generations of tailors to come.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Schneiderstüble Manuela Maaß
Type of Craft
Uniforms, traditional costumes and workwear made to measure, bespoke suits and
garments
Knowledge Holder
Manuela Maaß
Location
Bühl 193, 6951 Lingenau, Austria
www.schneiderstueble.at
Type of Business
Newly established business
Year of Establishment
1998

Processes
Measuring, drawing, cutting fabrics, ironing
and pressing, stitching, sewing, fitting
Members / Employees
1 (part time)
Education of the Craftsperson
Textile College, Master gentleman’s tailor,
regular advanced trainings
KEY PRODUCTS
Best-selling Product
Bespoke gentleman´s suit.
Crafts products and Service: uniforms,
traditional costumes and work-wear made
to measure, bespoke suits and garments
Average Time of Production
60 − 70 hours for production of one suit

Successors
No
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
100 m²
Materials
Pure wool, cashmere, silk, loden,
horsehair — all used fabrics are based on
natural materials and fibres
Technology / Tools / Machines
Table for cutting and ironing, pressing bed,
machines for double lockstitch and chain
stich, overlook, needles and scissors,
chalk sharpener
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About
Manuela Maaß went through the classic formal
training of a tailor, passing the final examination as a gentlemen’s tailor. Twenty years ago,
she opened her own workshop in a traditional,
300-year-old house in the Bregenzerwald. The
workshop with its south-facing panoramic windows is dominated by bright daylight, a beautiful
view of the surrounding landscape and calm,
attentive atmosphere. This is where traditional garments are made in finest craftsmanship.
Regular orders of uniforms for folkloric wind
bands that exist in most villages in the region are
helpful in building a reputation and making ends
meet. However, bands and unions are not the
only ones ordering uniforms and traditional costumes. There are customers like a renowned architectural office or a local cabinet maker looking for smart, made-to-measure workwear for
their employees. No rest for the mind or the
needle! Through participating in competitions
and regular advanced training, through new approaches to colour and material, new knowledge
and skill is added to expertise and experience.
In a special class, for example, Manuela learned
how to use horsehair to strengthen the shape
of a made-to-measure suit. Thus, she explores
and pushes the boundaries of the craft, tailoring a garment to the wearer’s body that literally shapes him: through personal consultation,
measuring and fitting up until the last stitch.
Workshop and Space
Cloth storage, several tailor’s busts, pattern
books and a table where orders are being
discussed — this is the entrance area. This is
where it begins, a complex workflow of measuring, drawing, cutting fabric on the cutting table.
There are all the necessary accessories: scissors large and small, chalk sharpeners, yarns
and threads, finger rings and the like. There is
a heated ironing board with a steam iron and
shaping pads, because skilful tailors also use
ironing and pressing to create shape. Straight,
stretchable and round seams are made with
lock and chain stitch machines — industrial
overlock sewing machines with fusing presses.
Then a first fitting, followed by another one. Adjustments and corrections are made, details
perfected, and then one last round of pressing.
60 to 70 hours of work go into a bespoke suit.
Two days a week, master tailor Manuela is supported by a seamstress, mainly in the field of
made-to-measure clothing.
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Techniques and Processes
Incorporating horsehair in the front part of a
jacket or the pleat in its backs strengthen the
shape of a made-to-measure suit.
Key Products
A gentleman’s suit is the manifestation of a tailor-made solution for an individual’s personality
and body, and many of it is done by hand. Think
delicate buttonholes, pick-stitched edges, incorporating horsehair in the front part of a jacket or
the pleat in its back. The fabrics used are based
on natural materials and fibres, often pure wool
with cashmere and silk, manufactured by suppliers from Italy, Scotland and England. It becomes
increasingly difficult to procure such high-quality fabrics, even more so for a small workshop
that does not buy ahead, but for each order individually. High prices that have to be passed
on to the customer are not the only problem; it
is also unclear whether it will still be possible in
the future to order such small quantities. And
when it comes to little tools like scissors, chalk
or finger rings, it has also become harder to find
them in good quality.
Development takes place through participation in the Handwerk + Form competition. This
is the time to experiment with designers and architects, materials and traditions. To take new
approaches, to interpret and stage garments as
a house, to make a gown from mattress ticking.
When it comes to knowledge transfer, the
workshop can no longer meet the challenges
that come with passing on such a complex craft.
Manuela Maaß has taken apprentices under her
wings for many years. However, due to shortcomings in the current dual system of vocational
training in trade school and apprenticing in the
workshop, the former cannot keep up with the
high-quality standards that Manuela maintains
in her work in the latter. Also, there was never
a chance to fully employ apprentices after they
completed their training. Still, Manuela Maaß
documents all of her expertise and skill that is
not commonly known, and she keeps an archive
with all the shapes, patterns and details specific
to the uniforms of the bands, clubs and unions
that are her customers, preserving them for
future generations of tailors to come.
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Mühle-Hub Alpine Cheesemaking
Horn Cheese is exclusively produced in the Mühle-Hub Cooperative dairy. The
milk originates from cows with horns and is stored to set in traditional wooden
tubs, made by a cooper in a nearby village. Traditional knowledge and techniques
are transferred by a dairyman, who still can be called “an artist by thousand
trades”.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Mühle-Hub Sennerei
Type of Craft
Traditional Alpine cheese, Tilsit cheese and
Horn cheese (using milk of horn-bearing
cows only)
Knowledge Holder
Josef Waldner
Location
Mühle 1162, 6863 Egg, Austria
www.sennereimuehle.at
Type of Business
Cooperative dairy

Processes
Skimming, draining, moving and forming the
curd, storing (washing, turning)
Members / Employees
1 (additional help of co-op members)
Education of the Craftsperson
Course in alpine dairy farming, trained as a
motor and auto body mechanic
KEY PRODUCTS
Best-selling Product
Traditional Alpine cheese, Tilsit cheese and
Horn cheese; 600 l of milk make two big
loafs of cheese, 25 to 30 kg each

Workshop and Space
The winter workplace: Mühle-Hub dairy, Egg,
560 m above sea level. Mühle-Hub is a cooperative dairy. Seven days a week, Josef Waldner
makes cheese from the milk that the coop members bring to the 100-year-old building. Following tradition, he heats the milk in a 500-litre
copper kettle over log fire. Using all his senses,
his eyes, hands and ears, he finds the exact right
moments to add rennet, to skim and drain the
curd, to keep temperatures right and textures
on point. His tools for moving and forming the
curd are a curd harp, an agitator and a special
egg whip called Wobel. When the curd has set,
a big cheesecloth is used to lift it from the kettle.
This is an art in itself, a gesture performed with
virtuosity and vigour: The cloth is strained over
a bar, two corners safely secured in the dairyman’s mouth, then hoisted onto the work surface
and pressed into the cheese form. From adding
rennet to taking the curd from the cattle, two
hours have passed. As it is ageing, the cheese
is stored and looked after by coop members.
They wash it and turn it regularly before it is
ready to be sold.

Year of Establishment
1910
Successors
No
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
Workshop winter: Cooperative Dairy
Mühle-Hub; Workplace summer:
Alpine Pasture
Materials
Milk, rennet, wood for firing the cattle and for
producing the traditional wooden tubs
Technology / Tools / Machines
Copper cattle, five senses, curd hard, agitator,
special egg whip, cheesecloth, traditional
wooden tubs
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About
It requires a wide range of skills to master what
dairyman Josef Waldner does every day. This
is particularly true for the months spent on the
summer pastures up in the mountains, where the
trained motor and auto body mechanic lives and
produces the region’s typical hard cheese from
June to September. Most of all, it requires knowledge and self-reliance. It is not like dairyman was
on the top of Waldner’s list of favourite professions. Yet after a few years in hospitality and
sometime assisting a dairyman on his summer
pasture, he took a course in alpine dairy farming — and liked it. In 2012, he started working at
Mühle-Hub dairy in Egg. This is where he spends
the winter months, from October to mid-May,
making the region’s typical Alpine cheese, Tilsit
cheese and Hornkäse (horn cheese), a cheese
made from milk of horn-bearing cows only.
The processes of cheesemaking are still the
traditional ones, be it down in the valley or up on
the mountain. The circumstances, however, are
different. Making cheese on the mountain, under
ever changing conditions, is challenging, but the
skill and knowledge gained in this process is of
great value back in the valley. Here, at the Mühle-Hub dairy, where cheese is only ever made
by hand, Waldner also passes on his know-how
in special cheesemaking classes.
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The summer workplace: Ostergunten Alpine
pasture, 1.400 m above sea level. Bringing cattle up to the mountain pastures in summer has
always been an essential part of the process of
cheesemaking in the Bregenzerwald. So, every
summer, Waldner takes his young family, 30 cows
and four horses and leads them over a steep
path up to Ostergunten, an alpine pasture in the
municipality of Egg that can only be reached on
foot. Now it’s all on him — looking after animals,
water, firewood, pastures. The cows feed on a
great variety of grasses and wildflowers on two
levels, Unteralpe and Oberalpe. The higher they
can go, the better the grass — and the resulting
milk and cheese. These fluctuations in the qualities of the milk, and rapid shifts in outside temperatures, make Waldner’s job tricky. It takes a
lot of intuition and experience to navigate the
field. Yes, there are technical tools like thermometers and watches that you can rely on for precision. Yet when it comes to combining all the elements of the process, when it comes to making
decisions and choices, nothing can replace the
experience of a human. In every step of the process, the dairyman makes choices, giving his job,
giving himself and his product — cheese — life.
Most of the marketing is direct, by word-ofmouth and winning awards.
Techniques and Processes
Straining the cheese cloth over the bar and the
two corners safely secured in the mouth is a
special skill of a dairyman.
Key Products
The milk for the Horn cheese originates from
cows with horns exclusively. Six farmers of the
cooperative provide it and bring it to the dairy,
where it is processed separately from the regular milk. The first night, the milk is stored to set
in traditional wooden tubs (Gebsen), made from
local fir wood by coopers in the nearby region
(Küferei Lässer). Staves are planed by hand and
bound by wood or metal hoops. Using wood that
has been cut in winter will result in tubs being
tighter and more leak-proof. Its material, resinous wood, creates the perfect environment
for the milk’s natural maturing and also adds
to its taste. Horn cheese not only has a special
taste, it is also said to be more digestible thanks
to the horn milk’s different nutritive properties.
Dairymen play an essential, valuable role in the
cultivation and conservation of the landscape
while also captivating the essence of animal and
nature in an edible product: a wheel of cheese.
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Oberhauser & Schedler Structural and Civil Engineering
The company´s knowledge in technology and design is brought to par in the field
of building construction and civil and structural engineering. The flag-ship product is fair-faced concrete, a result of carefully executed processes, bearing
witness to the knowledge and skill of the craftsmen behind it. There is a strong
team behind this visionary and responsible player in the construction industry.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Oberhauser & Schedler Bau
Type of Craft
Buildings and projects such as ski lifts,
bridges, power plants, roads, squares,
houses and residential homes, commercial
and industrial buildings; own gravel plant and
stone quarry

Processes
Set-up of the construction site, selecting
and processing the formwork, mixing the
concrete, pouring and shaking, final surfacing
(sandblasting, dry grinding, washing out)
Members / Employees
90
Apprentices
5, tripartite training

Knowledge Holder
Michael Pircher

Education of the Craftsperson
Master builder

Location
Scheidbuchen 328, 6866 Andelsbuch, Austria
www.oberhauser-schedler.at

KEY PRODUCTS

Type of Business
Family business
Year of Establishment
1929

Best-selling Product
Fair-faced concrete (concrete wall)
Average Time of Production
Producing 1 m² of high-quality fair-faced
concrete takes 3 hours

Successors
Yes
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
10.000 m²
Materials
Stone, soil, gravel, cement, iron, wood for
the formwork

About
Oberhauser & Schedler had been founded in
1929 by Jakob Oberhauser. In the Seventies
his son Josef merged with master builder Ludwig Schedler, whose son Werner Schedler took
over in 1993. The young and artistically inspired
builder pushed the fusion of building construction and civil and structural engineering, bringing the company’s knowledge in technology and
design to par. Since raw materials were available in the region in the company’s own gravel
plant and a nearby stone quarry, he was able
to realise buildings and projects with a careful,
natural approach. These constructions include
ski lifts, bridges, power plants, roads, squares,
houses und residential homes, as well as commercial and industrial buildings. Its strategy to
always look for versatile, complex and flexible
solutions has allowed this medium-sized regional construction company to compete with big
international players in the industry even on a
global level. In 2016, Michael Pircher took over
the management.
Workshop and Space
The company with its 90 employees is located in
Andelsbuch on a 10,000 m² plot. At Oberhauser
& Schedler Bau, construction sites are just as
much a part of the workshop as the company
building itself. The temporary set-up of a construction site with all its technical equipment
and supply systems is the on-site manifestation
of the elaborate planning and organisation that
underlies a construction project. The company,
relying on technical and practical knowledge and
skill, meets the ever-increasing degree of machine integration with a fleet of state-of-the-art
equipment. Through the tripartite training of apprentices (vocational school, in-house, building
academy), the knowledge acquired through experience and practice is passed on from person
to person and thus secured for future generations. Supporting young people in their career
orientation in the Werkraumschule Bregenzerwald serves as an opportunity to present and
promote the profession. Within the company,
each step of the workflow is seen through a holistic lens.

Techniques and Processes
Production technology includes the right selection and processing of the formwork (carpenter’s milling machine), the adequate reinforcement and concrete mixture (aggregates
and separating agents), the pouring in and careful shaking, and it ends with the final surfacing.
Key Products
Fair-faced concrete is one of the company’s
focal points and flagship products. The high
standards applied to material quality and execution are reflected in sophisticated, experimental formwork and production technology.
It begins with the right selection and processing
of the formwork (carpenter’s milling machine),
the adequate reinforcement and concrete mixture (aggregates and separating agents), the
pouring in and careful shaking, and it ends with
the final surface processing (sandblasting, dry
grinding, washing out). In all this, a lot of decisions — based on special skills — have to be
made. The beauty of an exposed concrete wall
lies in both its appearance and feel — the result of carefully executed processes, bearing
witness to the knowledge and skill of the craftsmen behind it. Openness to experimenting
with architects, designers and artists led to
award-winning private, public, commercial and
industrial buildings. All of them are documented in the company’s own archive. Clearly, there
is a strong team behind this visionary and responsible player in the construction industry.

Technology / Tools / Machines
Milling machine, vibrators and shakers,
sandblaster etc.
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Rüscher Cabinet Making
Maintaining the company’s good reputation and attracting good professionals also in the future is the vision of a family of cabinet makers, whose history
goes back to 1910. Today the fourth generation is ready to meet the future with
artistic and cultural minds in this innovative workshop.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Tischlerei Rüscher
Type of Craft
High-quality furniture and interiors, kitchens,
hotel rooms
Knowledge Holder
Heinz, Tone und Christian Rüscher
Location
Mitteldorf 6, 6882 Schnepfau, Austria
www.tischlerei-ruescher.com
Type of Business
Fourth generation family business
Year of Establishment
1910

Processes
Planning, work-preparing, cutting, sorting,
machining, surfacing, completing
Members / Employees
22
Apprentices
4
Education of the Craftsperson
VET College for Arts and Crafts Graz
Master cabinet maker
KEY PRODUCTS
Best-selling Product
Crafts products and services: high-quality
furniture and interiors, kitchens, hotel rooms

Successors
Yes

Workshop and Space
The Rüschers always stuck to their original location in the village of Schnepfau in the back part
of the Bregenzerwald valley.
Business grew, and so did the company building: workspaces spread over several storeys
on a total of 3.000 m². A new building is about
to be erected nearby, there, everything will be
under one roof at ground level: showroom, customer service area, planning and administration, works preparation, storage, production
and dispatch. And then let’s not forget about
on-site work: when it comes to interior fittings,
an important field of business besides individual
furniture, it takes the concentrated effort and
know-how of a team of fitters working on location, be it in the region or abroad. They know
each screw and each tool, they know how to
combine them, how to assemble and make it
all work. In a company with 22 employees, the

RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
3.000 m²
Materials
Massive wood (fur, elm etc.), veneer wood,
surface materials (corean), metals, steel
Technology / Tools / Machines
CAD Tools, Moulding Machine, 5-axis CNC
Machine, Assembly and Fitting Tools
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About
Wood plays a significant role in contemporary living, not least because of skilled, passionate, energetic craftspeople. Like the ones
at Tischlerei Rüscher. In 1910, Anton Rüscher
started repairing furniture in his workshop.
Many still remember him for his talent for improvising and finding practical solutions, traits
that also guided his son Gebhard when he took
over business in the 1950s. A skilled craftsmen
with fresh ideas, he took advantage of the economic upswing at the time and decided to switch
from repairing to making furniture. He also has
the gift to excite young people for the craft and
teach them all the skills needed. His own three
sons bear witness to this: since 1986, Heinz,
Tone and Christian have been taking care of
the business, each in his own, clearly defined
field of responsibility. Their decision to pursue a
timeless, functional aesthetic and to cooperate
with architects and other partners proved to be
ground-breaking for the whole branch of craftsmanship in the Bregenzerwald. Initiatives like the
Handwerk + Form competition and the establishment of Werkraum Bregenzerwald in 1999
were to follow. The markets grew wider, the economic foundation of crafts enterprises more
stable. Meanwhile at Tischlerei Rüscher, more
sons have joined the business: Nicki, Richard
and Max are the fourth generation of Rüscher
cabinet makers. All of them have completed secondary education and trained as apprentices
in their family’s workshop, and they are ready
to meet the future with artistic, cultural minds.
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workforce is its most important and valuable resource. In a crafts enterprise, a social organism
in itself, giving apprentices comprehensive training is key. At Tischlerei Rüscher with its stateof-the-art workshop, they learn to use both
analogue and digital technologies and are encouraged to participate in competitions. Communication — keeping in touch — is the glue that
holds the team together, and keeping in touch is
also vital when working with wood, a living material that has its own distinctive properties and
characteristics.
Techniques and Processes
At Tischlerei Rüscher with its state-of-the-art
workshop analogue and digital technologies are
used both.
Key Products
At the moment, 47 hotel rooms for a five-star
hotel in Bregenz, designed by Dorner/Matt architects, are being made in the workshop. Wood
plays an essential role when it comes to creating comfort and atmosphere in a room. In recent years, the cultural perception of wood has
changed a lot; hotels — and their guests — appreciate the high-quality furnishing of rooms
with wood from bed to floor. To realise such
projects, however, it takes a well-coordinated
team effort by building owner, architects and
craftspeople. At Tischlerei Rüscher, the order
is completed within the scheduled period of
four months. Most of the time goes into precise
CAD planning and work preparation in the office
and, later, precise assembly on site. In between
are cutting, machining, surface technology and
completion. Other craftspeople involved in this
particular job are upholsterer, locksmith and
carpenter. And then there it is, a result that is
the exact expression of everything that was put
into it.
As long as there are young people and family
members in the business and everyone feels responsible for the big picture, the future is bright
for an enterprise like this. The vision? Maintaining the company’s good reputation and attracting good professionals also in the future.
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Schwarzmann Production of Wooden Windows & Doors
Choosing the best material is key in making high-quality wooden windows in the
workshop of Claus Schwarzmann. Everyone involved needs to know about the
treatment of wood, it`s properties, characteristics and advantages.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Schwarzmann Fenster und Türen aus Holz
Type of Craft
Traditional local type and modern windows:
box-bay windows, wood-aluminium windows,
pivoted windows, shutters, balcony doors,
special solutions
Knowledge Holder
Claus Schwarzmann
Location
Hinterm Stein 304, 6886 Schoppernau,
Austria, www.dasfenster.net
Type of Business
Second generation family business

Processes
Cutting, sorting, machine milling, grinding,
manual assembly, surface treating, fitting,
glazing, on-site installation
Members / Employees
6
Education of the Craftsperson
Master cabinet maker, Glass maker,
Journeyman
KEY PRODUCTS
Best-selling Product
Solid wood window. Crafts products and
services: traditional local type and modern
windows: box bay windows, wood-aluminium
windows, pivoted windows, shutters, balcony
doors, special solutions

Year of Establishment
1971, second generation took over in 2010

Workshop and Space
As is common in family-run businesses, expansions are made step by step and in accordance
with what is sensible and reasonable economically and production-wise. Today, the workshop
comprises 1.600 m² and two parallel production lines. Mortise and tenon joints, used for the
traditional local type of window, are still made
on the old machine that Felix, the father, bought
back in the day. Thanks to a modern CNC production line, however, even large orders (of various types of windows) can be realised today.
Either way, every tool is matched with the right
task, and a lot of thought is put into new acquisitions. Let’s say Claus Schwarzmann dreamt of
a machine for making corner joints without the
use of extra wood. Well, he will not stop tinkering
and racking his brain until he finds or gets the
technology he needs. In this particular case, he
brought the ultimate state-of-the-art machine
in this sector to his workshop in Schoppernau
two years ago. Buying it was a team decision,
and there are many of those. After all, it is nice
to find solutions as a team.

Successors
Yes
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
1.600 m²
Materials
Massive wood winter cut (local fir, silver fur)
Technology / Tools / Machines
Meter stick, planer, circular saw, machines
for mortise and tenon joints, milling machine,
production lines
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About
Windows and doors are links. Links connecting inside and outside, man and nature. Made
from wood, they have given buildings in both
urban and rural contexts their characteristic
appearance for centuries. Claus Schwarzmann
was brought up in this tradition, this is the legacy that he has continued in the past 20 years.
He learnt all the skills and tricks of the trade
from his father Felix. Felix himself grew up in a
family of joiners and, in 1971, founded his own
business in Schoppernau. Back then, window
frames were produced mostly in the warmer
months. Today, it can be done all year round.
Each order, be it big or small, be it for box bay
windows, wood-aluminium windows, pivoted
windows, shutters, balcony doors or some special solution, is processed individually. Focusing
on the production of windows was an entrepreneurial decision, aiming at showing skill and
strength in a market dominated by industrial
producers and wholesale dealers, and to showcase the full design potential of wooden window
frames. This way, the individual character of a
house, be it old or new, can be preserved. In all
this, Claus Schwarzmann is supported by the
six members of his team and cooperating architects and partners. His father Felix takes care of
knowledge transfer, his son Jan Schwarzmann
of the company’s future.
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Techniques and Processes
Choosing the best materials is key in making
high-quality products. Each step of the whole
process is controlled personally.
Key Products
The solid wood window and its advantages. For
a local client, 30 solid wood windows are being produced, the material of choice being local
fir. Choosing the best material is key in making
high-quality products, so only winter-cut wood
is used here. It is provided by an experienced,
reliable, long-term local partner. When it comes
to cutting and sorting timber, it takes profound
knowledge of the material. Which part of a tree
is used for what purpose? Then there’s machine
milling and grinding, followed by manual assembly, surface treatment, fitting of fittings and glazing. Up until on-site installation, each step of
the process is controlled in the workshop. This
means that everyone involved needs to know a
lot about the treatment of wood and the properties, characteristics and advantages of this
material. And there are quite some of them (and
clients need to know this, too). Wood is not only beautiful, it is also the right choice from an
ecological and economic point of view. Moreover, it is a local resource, it is durable and can
be repaired. In the federal state of Vorarlberg,
there is even government aid available for those
who want to revamp their old wooden windows.
In Claus Schwarzmann’s case, new solutions
are found also in collaborations with architects,
and winning awards in the Handwerk + Form
competitions clearly makes for good publicity
and a nice reputation. As a board member at
Werkraum Bregenzerwald, Claus Schwarzmann
plays an active role in setting the framework
for all craftspeople working in the Bregenzerwald. One day, he welcomed design students at
the Royal College of Art, London, to his workshop — the material manifestation of culture in
this part of the world.
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Voppichler Stove Fitting & Oven Manufacturing
Having home and workshop in close proximity is rather common for craftspeople
in the Bregenzerwald. In many cases, this leads to children becoming familiar
with what their parents do from an early age. In Ewald Voppichler’s case this
meant that “the children have spent more time in the workshop than in their
sandpit. They have known about stoves forever. They practically inherited that
knowledge.”

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Ofenbau Voppichler
Type of Craft
Tiled stoves set on site, hearths and cooking
stoves, fire-places, storage heating stoves,
prefabricated stoves, out-door expansions
(barbecue, backing oven, smoking chamber)
Knowledge Holder
Simon Voppichler
Location
Stadlermöser 1086, 6863 Egg, Austria
www.ofenbau-voppichler.at
Type of Business
Second generation family business

Processes
Detailed planning, sawing, milling, welding,
lathing, heating (drying out the stove)
Members / Employees
3
Apprentices
1
Education of the Craftsperson
VET College for Machine engineering and
automation; Master stove fitter and tiler
KEY PRODUCTS
Best-selling Product
Kachelofen — a tiled stove; the production
of a Kachelofen takes about 250 hours

Year of Establishment
1989; takeover second generation 2018
Successors
Yes
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
250 m²
Materials
Ceramics, steel, stone, loam, glass
Technology / Tools / Machines
Welding devices, Milling Machine, Turning
Lathe, Scraper, Stove Setter Plier, CAD Tools
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About
Fireplace, stove and hearth have formed the
heart of a house for centuries. Fitting a stove is
an art that only few can master — and even fewer learn to master today. Demand for this form
of heating, however, has remained high; there
has not been one single day that he had been
out of work, says senior tiler and stove fitter
Ewald Voppichler, who founded the family business 30 years ago. Through his son, the future
of the business — and knowledge transfer — is
secured: After being trained as an engine builder
and automation engineer, Simon Voppichler also
learned stove-fitting.
In 2018, he turned the company into a limited
partnership, with his father and himself as partners. After completing the Austrian equivalent of
the A levels, Simon’s younger brother will join the
family business as well, starting as an apprentice. Motivated and inspired by his multi-faceted,
interesting and sometimes demanding work, Simon Voppichler wishes to spread his love for his
profession and clear it of its dirty work image.
Being a member of Werkraum Bregenzerwald
and actively participating in career orientation
classes at the Werkaumschule clearly is a great
way to accomplish this.
Workshop and Space
The workshop is located right next to the family’s
home and garden. An architect planned and designed the modern buildings and their layout 30
years ago. Back then, this was pretty unique for
a small, local business like this one, and it is the
expression of an interest in artistic design and
thought-out organisation. In the 250 m² company building, every single step of the workflow has
its designated space — from customer service in
the showroom/meeting room to works preparation with detailed planning on the computer to
mechanical locksmith work in the workshop itself. In former days, a stove was set on site. Today,
stoves are also prefabricated in the workshop
to allow for more flexible workflows. This is also
where the company’s innovative potential lies,
and sooner or later it will require an expansion
of the workshop.Having home and workshop in
close proximity is rather common for craftspeople in the Bregenzerwald. In many cases, this
leads to children becoming familiar with what
their parents do from an early age. In Ewald Voppichler’s case this meant that “the children have
spent more time in the workshop than in their
sandpit. They have known about stoves forever.
They practically inherited that knowledge.”
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In their first year as business partners, father
and son worked hand in hand on each step
of every assignment to enable full knowledge
transfer. Moreover, every order is carefully
documented in a binder. For this purpose, the
Voppichlers also hire graphic designers and
professional photographers, a reflection of
their high-quality standards on every level and
in every detail.
Techniques and Processes
Mechanical locksmith work like sawing, milling,
welding and lathing take place in the workshop,
tiled stoves are set on site.
Key Products
A Kachelofen (German for tiled stove) is called
such when ceramic tiles are used for storing
(and releasing) heat inside a stove. Today, the
outside may also consist of new materials like
steel, loam or stone. They are the visual representation of a complex interior of fireboxes
and tunnels lined with firebricks. Each stove is
made to meet the specific requirements of its
future location and owner. At the beginning of
every new order stands an assessment of the
stove’s environmental impact (efficiency, pollutant emissions) based on a system provided
by the Austrian Guild of Stove Fitters. Having a
stove is not luxurious or wasteful, explains Voppichler. The problem are gas and electric or oilfired heating systems — they are the ones that
use up non-renewable sources of energy. When
all the details are planned out and the doors (for
feeding and cleaning) are prepared, it’s the tile
maker’s turn. The Voppichler family has been relying on the high-quality tiles of a small ceramics
workshop nearby for years. Ewald Voppichler
designed many of his stoves himself, and he likes
them to be beautiful, yet simple and always in
accordance with the architecture surrounding them. His son Simon shares this approach.
A custom Kachelofen with cooking and baking chamber, standing in the living room and to
be fired from the kitchen, requires about 250
hours of work. Only after a trial firing run and
about 30 to 40 small fires for drying-out, the
stove is ready to use, ready to warm a house
through heating season.
The stove-fitting members of the Voppichler
family have the knowledge and skill to tame an
elemental force like fire — and to put it to use
in tile-, steel or stone-covered stoves and fireplaces.
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SERBIA
DOING THINGS
WELL
RELJA BOBIĆ
For centuries, crafts have been an integral part of the social fabric of Serbia and
the greater region of the Balkans. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, specific
craft hubs — for example, the town of Pirot largely dedicated to the tradition of
handweaving and trading of rugs, kilims and cloths — were recognized across
the country as important driving forces of the overall economic development.
Carpenters, braziers, potters, book binders, tile makers, perfumers, shoe and
hat makers, tailors or candy makers were among the most well-respected
members of local communities, and among the most successful entrepreneurs
of their times.
The education system recognized and supported these professions, and
most craftspeople before the Second World War held a certificate, or majstorsko pismo, recognizing the knowledge they gained and their excellence within a
given craft. For most of the crafts, education in specialized schools was available
across the country. However, two breaking points have changed the livelihood
and position of crafts in Serbia forever: one of them a local socio-political change,
while the other one was a more global shift on a macro-economic level.
The first one was the post-Second World War nationalization of private
property and resources. Any entrepreneurial activity or operation was at that
point regarded as bourgeois, and consequently closed down. Any craftsperson
who intended to stay committed to their skill, upon which entire families were depending on, would need to start from scratch. This is a situation we stumbled upon
during our mapping for the MADE IN project almost each time we interviewed at
a workshop that has been in the family for two or three generations.
The second process is more general, common and recognizable in any part
of the world in the second half of 20th century. Increasing industrialization, mass
production, automatization of production processes and, finally, economic globalization and shift of production to the Far East have diminished the number of
craft workshops that are still around today. People prefer to opt for the always
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available, cheaper and expendable products, and decades had to pass before
many of us realized that “we cannot afford the cheap things”.
Of course, the specific situation of former Yugoslavia and the particular
fallout that took over the region at the very end of the past century did everything
but help the crafts situation in Serbia. Most of the countries that share this traumatic, decade-long experience, are still struggling with the mostly unsuccessful
and corrupt transitions from socialism to our current, clumsy neoliberal realities. Still, one would expect that craft workshops are completely gone, or that
the few that are that are left are just a part of a touristic cabinet of curiosities,
for those looking for an alternative tourist experience of a city. We would expect
that they are desperate, and that we (designers, creative entrepreneurs) need
to save them.
However, during the city-wide mapping we undertook across Belgrade, we
realized that the few (traditional) craft workshops are still surviving are actually
running their mostly family business along the lines that their ancestors laid out,
and are in no need of salvation from the contemporary creators. On the contrary,
they are usually so busy with their actual work that they do not have the time to
invest into interactions that go beyond their daily routines related to the production chain, distribution or sales. The craftspeople who are settled in a peculiar
market niche − and/or who approach their work in an honest and dedicated way,
who are happy and thankful for what they have and avoid to take bigger risks by
scaling their businesses — definitely have dedicated customers and the demand
for their products or services is high enough to sustain them going.
The current reality of traditional crafts is what it is, and there is definitely no
way back to the romanticism from decades ago, when most of utilities, accessories or products were well-made. However, we should be delighted to discover
that crafts are not stranded in the romantic image of an elderly male person
sitting in a dusty workshop. Craft is an approach and a way of doing, craft is an
inclination to do things well and with dedication, as Richard Sennet has underlined in his seminal work The Craftsman. If we move towards this perspective, we
should not embrace the grim image of the future of crafts. For those craftspeople
understanding their calling in such a way, there will always be customers, there
will always be work to be done and there will always be an abundance of warm
and valuable human interactions around beautifully created items, objects and
products.
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Bane Shoemaking

p. 236

Bosiljčić Candymaking
Boya Porcelain

p. 242

p. 248

Grbović Bookbinding

p. 254

Naša Posla Leatherworking
Petrof Bookbinding
Sava Perfumery
Rade Hats

p. 260

p. 266

p. 272

p. 278

Studio Vilenica Textile and
Wallpaper Design
p. 284

Tatjana+
Light & Interior Workshop
Xylon Wodwoork

p. 290

p. 296

The mapping of crafts in Serbia was done across the city of Belgrade
Interviews and photo documentations were realized with eleven selected
crafts workshops, ranging from cottage industries to medium size
manufacturing businesses.
INTERVIEWS, TEXTS, TRANSLATION AND EDITING: RELJA BOBIĆ
(NOVA ISKRA), PHOTOS: NEMANJA KNEŽEVIĆ
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Bane Shoemaking
Already at the age of 10, Bane took an active part in the family work around the
shoe handmaking, and later on attended specialized school for leather workers,
upgrading his solid knowledge base with aspects of the industrial type of shoe
production, as those schools were actually grooming future factory workers
for the leather industry. Bane is very keen on sharing his knowledge, be it online
by posting details of his work process and explaining it, or in person through
one of his shoemaking courses that are an integral part of his array of services.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Obućar Bane, Branislav Stajić
Type of Craft
Hand making of leather shoes
Knowledge Holder
Nenad Jovanov
Location
Vojislava Ilića 82, 11000 Belgrade, Serbia
Type of Business
Family business

Processes
Sewing, cutting, gluing, jointing, polishing
Members / Employees
1
Apprentices
Unable to find an apprentice
Education of the Craftsperson
Specialized degree in leatherwork
Associates and Partners
Grad Zagreb
KEY PRODUCTS

Year of Establishment
2010

Best-selling Product
Classic leather shoe models

Successors
His son knows the basics of the craft, but is
currently not interested to pursue it further

Average Time of Production
Up to five days

RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION

Average Price per Item
150 − 200 EUR

Workshop and Sales Space
30 m²
Materials
Mostly Italian leather
Technology / Tools / Machines
Various sewing techniques, gluing, cropping,
mostly with old, traditional tools and few
machines

About
Branislav Stajić is a unique Belgrade craftsman. On one hand, he is dedicated to very old,
almost extinct techniques and tools from the
shoemaking trade, while at the same time he
resonates a lively entrepreneurial spirit: he registered the domain obucar.rs (obućar is the Serbian word for shoemaker) where he is hosting
a nicely laid out website with rich documentation of his products and services, as well as a
Facebook and Instagram accounts that are followed by thousands. Some of the photo albums
he shares on Facebook showcase the complete
process of creating a custom, handmade pair
of shoes. He is also active in shoemaking online
forums, where he exchanges experiences and
information with likeminded colleagues from
across the globe.
His grandfather started the family trade, and
in 1940 officially became a majstor (master of
crafts) with an appropriate degree received after passing the master exam. His father also followed in those footsteps, and despite being less
motivated, he was known as an excellent pattern
maker and expert for working on upper parts
of a shoe. Already at the age of 10, Bane took an
active part in the family work around the shoe
hand making, and later on attended specialized
school for leatherworkers, upgrading his solid
knowledge base with aspects of the industrial
type of shoe production.
Branislav then worked for 12 years in the shoe
industry Beograd, as an expert technician for
both lower and upper shoe parts. He left the firm
in early 1990s. He then turned to his own private
practice mostly working on shoe repairs, and
since seven years ago he is exclusively dedicated
to producing leather handmade shoes.
Anyone willing to commit 7— 10 days to a
learning process of how to make your own leather shoes in a traditional way can sign up for a
one-on-one course with Bane. In this way, he is
dedicated to transferring his unique knowledge
and skills to motivated individuals who will hopefully help this impressive craft not to die out, who
are most often highly-educated young people
with full-time jobs. He developed a specific format of a curriculum for basic training, as the
complete knowledge base of the craft cannot be
learnt within one week. He stays in touch with
most of his students and keeps supporting them.
Workshop and Space
Branislav moved his workshop to his own home
and is using less than 30 m² of workspace, with
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scattered old tools and sewing machines, traditional kilims and craft certificates of his father
and grandfather on the walls, reminiscing the
spirit of a traditional workshop from another
time. This is also the space in which he realizes
his shoemaking classes.
Techniques and Processes
When it comes to tools, he had to source many
of the old ones online, looking around his grandfather’s workshop, or even making new ones
himself, which he based on the old ones, which
mostly date from the early 20th century, or even
before. He is focused solely on handwork, and
uses only the machines that are truly necessary,
like the sewing machine. Most of the traditional
techniques are employed to connect the soles
with the upper part of shoes. This joining can
be done in very different ways — blake sewing,
frame sewing, forged sewing, goiser sewing and
others. When it comes to materials, the biggest
challenge is constant supply and quality. Italian
products are mostly available when it comes
to leather and soles, mostly because big Italian
brands hire small workshops in Serbia, and then
other craftsmen are basically able to purchase
their material leftovers, which are of high quality.
The workflow starts with customer’s visit,
when all basic details are discussed and measures are taken by Bane. He will then prepare
molds and patterns, cut the leather and start
assembling the upper parts on the mold, and
finally connects it to the sole, which is also made
of thick layers of leather, as well as the heels. The
customer then visits again, before final tweaks
are added.
Key Products
Branislav works on handmade shoes only, and
exclusively in his own complete production. He
rarely works on entirely new designs, but closely
follows customer’s desires and rolemodels. All
of the shoes he works on are pre-ordered, so
he does not keep or produce any backstock.
He deals with all of his customers personally.
As he explains, a customer who is not aware of
the process does not have enough knowledge
or reference to distinguish between a low and
high-quality product, and will end up looking only
at the price of the final product, usually going for
the cheaper one. He does mainly focus on classic men’s shoes in many variations, that mostly
end up on the feet lawyers, managers or different executives.
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Bosiljčić Candymaking
Since 1995, Bosiljčić is the only remaining traditional workshop making candies
and Turkish delights in Belgrade. The main raw material is sugar. Their assortment is the same no matter the current trends and day offer a total of around
30 products. They are overall very enthusiastic about the future of their business, something not so often heard from traditional craftsmen.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Bombondžije Bosiljčić
Type of Craft
Traditional candy making
Knowledge Holder
Živorad and Branislav Bosiljčić
Location
Gavrila Principa 14, 11000 Belgrade, Serbia
Type of Business
Family business
Year of Establishment
1936
Successors
Yes

Members / Employees
6
Apprentices
The craft is slowly being transferred within
the family
Education of the Craftsperson
Specialized degree in confectionery
KEY PRODUCTS
Best-selling Product
Rose-flavoured Turkish delight
Average Time of Production
Several hours
Average Price per Item
2 − 10 EUR

Workshop and Space
All of the work is done in only 46 m² of space,
which accommodates both the production and
storefront sales, in the Savamala district of Belgrade. The working area is pretty modest and
tiny when compared to the level of production
it is hosting, and for such a long time. Having in
mind that they are keeping their vintage visual
appeal, the store takes you on a stroll down the
memory lane. Since 1995, Bosiljčić is the only
remaining traditional workshop making candies
and Turkish delights in Belgrade.

RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
46 m²
Materials used (types and origins
Sugar, sugar syrups, flour, fruit, aromas
Technology / Tools / Machines
Traditional pre Second World War machines
and devices, cauldrons, marble table, moulds
Processes
Cooking, moulding, coating, baking
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About
The first generation of traditional candy makers
in the Bosiljčić family started with Živorad's and
Branislav’s grandfather in 1936. Their father
took over the job between 1982 and 2002, and
since then Živorad is officially in charge of the
family business. His brother and wife are also
fully involved, and on top of that they have two
employees. Their grandfather ran the business
before, during and after the 9 and faced many
social and political challenges. They are overall
very enthusiastic about the future of their business, which is not so often heard from traditional craftspeople. He feels that market is never
a problem if you are working on a high-quality
product.
At the time of their grandfather, there were
as many as 120 such workshops, while today
in all of Serbia there might be two or three left.
Their grandfather had an official degree for this
craft, as well as their father who was part of
one of the last generations of candy makers educated within the specialized school system.
Branislav and Živorad learned in the family, although Živorad is officially a confectioner. However, they say that no school is more important
than their grandfather’s and father’s judgement
of their mastery. The secret to maintaining the
business over so many decades is not to have
too high expectations, Živorad says. Modest business, modest income — but there is satisfaction,
and family is growing.

Techniques and Processes
The main raw material is sugar. All of the ingredients are of Serbian origin, so there are no challenges with the supply. This also includes candy
syrup which is made out of corn, as well as candy stiffener used for Turkish delight. All of the
machines used date before the Second World
War or are unique and custom-made. They keep
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all of the tools, and they are proud to say that
they have enough equipment to set up another
functional workshop. The production itself is not
much different than the factory process, aside
from the scale. There are candy rollers, the cauldron, candy drum, while the key position in the
tiny workshop is the marble table without which
nothing can be done.
One side of the production is dedicated to
Turkish delight, which they produce in many variations. The other is the candy and lollipop making, which is based on the same recipe. Milky caramel is the third distinct basic product. Cooking
takes up around 2 − 5 hours, and each day their
cauldron is full and hot between 7 a.m. and noon.
After the sugar syrup is cooked, it gets poured
onto the marble table to cool down, during which
aroma and color can be added. The thickened
mass is then run through rolling molds to create
candy, which slowly comes to life by the syrup
cooling down. When the syrup is thick enough,
candy can be cut out of the sticky mass, and
after a few minutes it will be solid and ready for
going into the copper drum, where it will get
nicer texture and polish. After that the product
is ready for packing and sales. Due to the scale
of the production, their product is always fresh.
Key Products
Two main strands of their production and sales
offer are Turkish delight and candies, lollipops
and related sweets. They prefer having a few
high-quality and market-tested products than
a wide array of flavors and versions. They also
produce milky caramel, whose recipe was the
graduation work of grandfather Bosiljčić at the
craft school.
When it comes to Turkish delight, they used to
have mostly two flavors — vanilla and rose. But
with the increase of demand they experimented
with new recipes, and today they are offering as
many as 15 flavors of Turkish delight. The main
difference between theirs and industrial product
is the traditional recipe which is a family secret
and includes no preservation or conservation
agents. All of the sales are done at their shop,
but they do distribute to selected organic shops
and restaurants that offer Turkish delight with
traditional coffee.
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Boya Porcelain
Bojana graduated in Belgrade from the Faculty of Philology, in Chinese Language and Literature. While she was studying, she was renting a small studio,
and decided to turn ceramics into her professional hobby. Now she sees Boya
Porcelain not as a hobby, but as a long-term entrepreneurial commitment. You
could call Boya Porcelain a newly-established family business, as her husband
Rade is handling all of the business and administration aspects of the enterprise.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Boya Porcelain
Type of Craft
Handmaking of porcelain pottery and
tableware
Knowledge Holder
Bojana Brkić
Location
Zetska 4a, 11000 Belgrade, Serbia
Type of Business
Family business
Year of Establishment
2014
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
50 m²

Processes
Sculpting, moulding, painting, baking, glazing
Members / Employees
2
Apprentices
They run regular educational workshops and
accept interns
Education of the Craftsperson
Degree in Philology;
Informal education in ceramics
KEY PRODUCTS
Best-selling Product
Custom plates and cups
Average Time of Production
5 days
Average Price per Item
20 EUR onwards

Materials
Porcelain from France, colours and pigments
Technology / Tools / Machines
Hand tools, ceramics oven
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About
Bojana Brkić started her entrepreneurial work
with porcelain in 2014. She founded her workshop and store two years later, at a cosy and
very central location in Zetska street. You could
call Boya Porcelain a newly-established family
business, as her husband Rade is handling all of
the business and administration aspects of the
enterprise. Bojana organizes regular workshops
and courses which attract many young people
and ensure the transfer of knowledge across
generations.
Bojana graduated in Belgrade from the Faculty
of Philology, in Chinese Language and Literature. She has no official education in the crafts
itself, but she encountered ceramics for the
first time in early 2000s, when she attended
a ceramics workshop. While she was studying,
she was renting a small atelier, and decided to
turn ceramics into her professional hobby. She
even had income from her ceramics work, and
invested it back into equipment, and ultimately
financed her trip to China, where she stayed
several years. Now she sees Boya Porcelain not
as a hobby but as a long-term entrepreneurial
commitment. When it comes to selecting products and working on the visual identity, marketing and social media, Bojana is behind it all,
faithfully multitasking.
Workshop and Space
The 50 m² space is at the same time the workshop, the showroom/shop and a place of knowledge transfer and informal education. Its location brings along many random visitors, as well
as those respecting the unique character of porcelain. The space is beautifully and carefully arranged, while exposing the entire production
process to anyone who enters. Bojana is usually
there, most likely getting her hands dirty with
brand new series, and is always ready to explain the intricate process behind the products.
Techniques and Processes
Bojana works with porcelain as the key material,
and all the work is done in-house, including the
visual identity and design. She grew fond of it
due to its pure whiteness and elegance. Porcelain is hard to produce by hand, and it involves
three thermal treatments.
The first one is bisque at 900 — 950 degrees
Celsius, when the piece loses most of its water,
in order to be thicker and convenient for glazing. The next one is at the high temperature of
1.250 degrees. The baking and cooling process
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takes around 24 hours, so there is lots of waiting
involved. After the glazing, Bojana usually adds
24 carat gold elements, after which the pieces
are fired in the kiln once more at 800 degrees.
All of the work is done by hand and no machines
are utilized, aside from the oven.
Porcelain is usually casted from molds, but
Bojana likes to work by hand and adds a bit of
irregularity and roughness to the very slick, often richly decorated material. All of the raw material is purchased in Serbia, but comes from
Limoges in France.
Altogether, as many as seven days are needed to complete a product. If you would put away
all of the waiting, related to the kiln firing, a product could be dealt within three hours. But waiting
is one of the crucial segments of the process of
making porcelain objects.
Key Products
The main theme of Bojana's collections is tableware with most of the produced items belonging
to that category. Bojana likes the social or family
aspect of this domain, as the table is the meeting
point of family and friends, and a backdrop for
many special occasions. Thus, they are mostly
working on cups, various plates, vases, bowls
and related objects. Bojana feels comfortable
with keeping this modest scope of activity and
constantly refining it.
What she enjoys the most is working on custom sets, that are usually commissioned by private customers (families), or restaurants and
companies. Individual customers are predominantly women, but also men are slowly showing
up and acquiring pieces. Most often, the customers are actually purchasing gifts for their
loved ones, friends or family members. But in the
process, Bojana aspires to spread and affirm a
peculiar culture of everyday objects, as porcelain is not that common, cheap or expendable.
They are also gradually starting to develop
online sales, but having in mind the fragility of
the material and not entirely regulated Serbian
e-commerce, this is still a challenge to be met
in the future.
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Grbović Bookbinding
Dragić and Milica Grbović started their bookbinding workshop in 1972, in a 10
m² workshop in Belgrade’s Vračar district. The workshop employs most of the
family: beside Dragić and his wife and partner Milica, their daughter is also fully
involved in the family business, as well as her spouse and another family friend.
The central table in the workshop is usually busy with binding, cutting and gluing activity from the early morning. They would definitely like to keep the family
business going, and you can see that they are dedicated and still in love with
the craft itself.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Knjigovezac Grbović
Type of Craft
Bookbinding
Knowledge Holder
Dragić Grbović
Location
Maksima Gorkog 43, 11000 Belgrade, Serbia
Type of Business
Family business
Year of Establishment
1972

Members / Employees
5
Education of the Craftsperson
Degree from Graphic School, specialization
in bookbinding
KEY PRODUCTS
Best-selling Product
Binding of books and boxes
Average Time of Production
Varies
Average Price per Item
2 − 120 EUR

Successors
Yes
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
35 + 30 m²
Materials
Paper, cardboard, leather, glue etc, mostly
imported
Technology / Tools / Machines
Handwork, paper knives, foil printing machine,
letter press, other presses
Processes
Book binding, box making, book restoration,
printing
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About
Dragić and Milica Grbović started their bookbinding workshop in 1972, in a 10 m² workshop
in Belgrade’s Vračar district. They started out
with a team of three, mostly focusing on book
restoration and binding. With time, the scope
of work done at the workshop grew, and they
started producing office supplies, cardboard
packaging, fancier boxes and other products.
They continuously extend their offer with new
binding techniques and provide full service of
printing and binding student or scientific papers
Dragić claims that there is more than enough
work still for workshops such as theirs, and he
believes that this craft should not die out. On the
other hand, the competition is not loyal, so the
prices turn out to be very low, and it takes a lot
of work to earn a basic income. The workshop
employs most of the family: beside Dragić and
his wife and partner Milica, their daughter is
also fully involved in the family business, as well
as her spouse and another family friend. The
central table in the workshop is usually busy
with binding, cutting and gluing activity from the
early morning.
The work is time-consuming, and while you
could produce the same type of boxes with machines, the ones that come out of the Grbović
workshops are carefully assembled and show
an extra quality. The experience of the Grbović
team is also essential for customers who are
not entirely sure about the dimensions and-or
functionalities of some of the packaging they
work on. They are always ready to support the
design phase with some practical information
and reflections on ways to make packaging more
durable and easier to handle.
They would definitely like to keep the family
business going, and you can see that they are
dedicated and still in love with the craft itself.
But the overall economic, taxation and administrative situation does not support their wishes that much, and there are no special benefits
from the state, despite the fact that they have
the special status of a traditional craft.
Besides commissions by individuals, their
other most reliable clientele are companies and
governmental institutions, for which they produce archiving folders and boxes. They work
with the Serbian Academy of Sciences, Archive
of Belgrade, various banks and faculties. Still, it
is very challenging to secure such jobs as the
competition is always trying to lower the prices.
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Workshop and Space
The small but functional workshop space seems
basic, but is well equipped to deliver all of the
services from the domain of book binding and
packaging production. The central element is a
large table, where most of the handwork takes
place, while the space also has several vintage,
heavy duty paper knives and presses that seem
to be museum exhibits, but are actually functional and used by the family on a daily level.
The upper floor is mostly used for dealing with
administrative side of things, or for preparing
the files for digital printing.
Techniques and Processes
Back in the golden days of former Yugoslavia,
there were many factories producing cardboard, paper and other materials used by bookbinders. Nowadays, unfortunately, most of the
materials are imported, and since the middle of
the 1980s there are almost no local providers.
Before that, for example, there were as many
as four cardboard factories in Serbia, but today only one is left and it is also facing many
challenges to keep the business going. Still, all
of the materials can be bought from one of the
large importers, and they do not feel limited by
this situation as they are able to get most of the
materials available on the European market.
The vast majority of the work is done by hand, but they also use vintage machine for letter
press, application of foil and similar finishing
processes. The workshop has several larger old
paper knives, that seem rusty but are actually
fully reliable and functional.
All of the work is being done inside the workshop without any outsourcing, and they deal with
customers directly on the location.
Key Products
They are mostly focused on binding of books,
from small to large formats. They work with
leather, and also produce traditional photo albums, all sorts of boxes, folders and related office supplies.
Their workshop is adapting to the customer
needs, so they also work on more recent techniques of plastic spiral binding or other similar
products, while offering the service of printing
as well, in order to be a one-stop-shop for students or smaller companies that need to bind
their research papers, projects etc.
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Naša Posla Leatherworking
Naša posla is the brainchild of two girls who wanted to change their professional direction. They started around 2012 and focused on working with leather.
Snežana Veljković focused on handmade leather shoes, while Marija Đorđević
started designing and hand making handbags and backpacks.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Naša posla, kožne torbe i cipele
Type of Craft
Handmade bags and shoes
Knowledge Holder
Marija Đorđević, Snežana Veljković

Processes
Tailoring, cutting, stitching, sewing
Members / Employees
2
Education of the Craftsperson
Degree in Fine Arts
KEY PRODUCTS

Location
Dubrovačka 4, 11000 Belgrade, Serbia

Best-selling Product
Black leather bag

Type of Business
Newly established business

Average Time of Production
Several days

Year of Establishment
2012

Average Price per Item
70 − 200 EUR

RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
16 m²
Materials
Leather from Italy, imported and local accessories, glue etc.

About
Naša posla is the brainchild of two girls who
wanted to change their professional direction.
Around 2012, they started to work with leather.
Snežana Veljković focused on handmade leather
shoes, while Marija Đorđević started designing
and making handbags and backpacks.
Marija Đorđević studied painting at the Academy of Fine Arts and the Academy of Applied
Arts in Belgrade. She was mainly involved in film
and video art and decided to change her professional and creative direction. Both her and
Snežana wanted to do something together, and
to make things by hand. They did not plan for it
to become a business, but some years down
the line they are still commercially making their
accessories, as well as doing commission work
for theatre and film.
They both learned leatherwork from a shoe
-maker Miša Surutka based in Zrenjanin. He
mostly worked for theatre and by commission.
The training took up almost two years, mostly through prototyping their own designs. She
learned all of the necessary skills, but Miša is still
a valuable source of technical support. Marija
nowadays works with Nenad, her friend, assistant and co-worker, and the two have accomplished a great flow of their modest but effective
production.
One of the challenges for the future is to develop online sales, as the prices of the products
are relatively high for local standards, and also
as a way of extending the market potential. A
modest, rational and gradual extension of their
production might be the right way forward.
Workshop and Space
After moving from her initial workshop/store,
Marija settled down in a tiny 16 m² space in
Dubrovačka street in Dorćol, while the sales
are happening online and in a downtown store
she shares with a couple of other fashion-related designers.

Technology / Tools / Machines
Sewing machine, mechanical machines for
leatherwork, hand tools

Techniques and Processes
They are sourcing some of the leather from local producers. The rest is Italian leather — the
remains of the materials used by Italian brands'
factories in Serbia. One of the leather factories
is based in Zrenjanin, and most of the time this
is where the leather comes from. Italy is, on the
other hand, source of the colors they use, while
the wax comes from the USA.
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Tailoring and sewing are two basic techniques,
as well as thinning of the leather in order to make
seamless joints. The sewing machine is at the
heart of the workshop. An array of hand tools
is used, with the older tools being the more reliable ones. As both Marija and Nenad say, their
way of production is pure primitivism, and eventually they do not need even electricity in order
to run their show.
The process begins with tailoring/cutting and
continues with assembly and gluing both inside
and outside parts. The edges are subtly thinned
on the machine in order to prepare them for gluing, after which the joints are also sewn together.
Many of the steps are carefully synchronized
between Marija and Nenad, so that the time is
used rationally, in the correct and logical sequence. Buckles and filling are added towards
the end, and finally the handles are applied.
A lot of experimentation happens in the finishing phase, with the application of colors in
unusual ways. Most of the products are based
on several basic models. But it is the handmade
quality, the simple and timeless design and approach to colors that give Naša posla bags a
truly unique feel.
Key Products
Main products are shoes and backpacks, with
one of the partners taking entire care of one of
the lines. Most of the customers are women.
Earlier on, basic monochromatic models were
selling very well, and most of them were purchased directly from them, at the workshop.
All of the models are the same, but the materials, colors and finishing vary. Remains of materials are upcycled and used for creating smaller
one-off products, like tiny wallets and pockets
that are sold cheaply or act as give-aways. They
had some distribution in Croatia (Split and Zagreb), Berlin, Vienna, Japan and other places.
Online sales are functioning as direct sales via
social networks, and partially via their website
and other digital outposts. They also do a lot of
custom work for television, theatre and local
and international film productions.
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Petrof Bookbinding
Aleksandar’s grandfather and uncle started the family business before the Second World War, in the style of what is nowadays called a serial entrepreneur,
with workshops in some of the main streets of downtown Belgrade.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Knjigovezac Petrof
Type of Craft
Bookbinding
Knowledge Holder
Aleksandar Petrović
Location
Gavrila Principa 9, 11000 Belgrade, Serbia
Type of Business
Family business
Year of Establishment
1905
Successors
No

Processes
Book binding, box making and alike
Members / Employees
1
Apprentices
Not able to find an apprentice or a successor
to assure continuation of the craft
KEY PRODUCTS
Best-selling Product
Binding of books and boxes
Average Time of Production
Varies
Average Price per Item
Depends on the scale, requested materials
and series of any particular job

RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
25 m²
Materials
Paper, cardboard, leather, glue etc.,
mostly imported
Technology / Tools / Machines
Handwork, paper knives, foil printing machine,
presses
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About
Petrof is the last remaining store of the Petrović
family, which at one point handled as many as
15 workshops and stores around Belgrade, and
covered a wide range of crafts and businesses
including bookbinding. Their first bookbinding
workshop was founded in 1905. The last in the
family line to take up bookbinding as his profession is Aleksandar Petrović.
His grandfather and uncle started the family
business before the Second World War, in the
style of what is nowadays called a serial entrepreneur, with workshops in some of the main
streets of downtown Belgrade. His grandfather
would set up and develop a business, and then
move on to the next small enterprise. However,
he was himself well-versed in each of the trades
he was setting up.
The last remaining workshop that is still active
today is the smallest one of them all, and thus
many of the tools and machines are not installed.
Some of the machines date way back to 1880s.
Belgrade was once rich in this type of craft places, but today Petrof is one of the few remaining
workshops. The knowledge is slowly but surely
getting lost, as will unfortunately probably be the
case with the legacy of bookbinders Petrović,
as Aleksandar is now last in the line of the ones
who took up the craft.
Workshop and Space
The workshop in the Savamala district of downtown Belgrade is one of the few left in this traditional area for trade and crafts in Belgrade.
Filled with old tools or heavy mechanical knives
from early 20th century, it is also a meeting point
for locals and neighbours who still appreciate
the social value of craft workshops within the
city and in particular neighbourhoods. The entire work process, supplies and tools are fully
exposed to anyone who comes in. Upon entering
you will find yourself physically in the middle of
the process, which is an invaluable experience.
Techniques and Processes
The workshop still uses the early 20th century machines and tools, representing the family
legacy. All of the machines are functional and
seem to be extremely heavy-duty. This includes
various kinds of presses, cliché machines, book
binders, letter stackers or mechanic knives. The
majority of the machines are mechanical, and
require manual handling, placement of the material and calibration.
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Aleksandar works with many different materials from the paper domain, including various
cardboards, colored and texturized papers,
glues and coatings. Depending on customer’s
requests or wishes, he also uses leather, foil
printing materials etc. Most of these materials
are imported by different companies, but the
variety is not big and supplies are inconsistent.
All of the work is being done inside the workshop without any outsourcing, and they deal with
customers directly on the location.
Key Products
The digitization and automation of both printing
and paper/book binding brought on tough times
for the bookbinders of Belgrade, and in parallel
kicked out durable, high-quality binding to replace it with simple spiral binding, clamping and
alike. People used to repair their book covers
and bindings at such workshops on a massive
scale, or were creating hard-cover collections
of their favorite magazines.
Petrof workshop is able to bind books, documents, catalogs or scientific papers in any style
or material, from simple paperback binding to
high-class hardcovers with leather, golden foil
print, dry stamps and any other method you can
think of. The prices always depend on the scale
of the work and the desired quality and specialities of the materials.
Custom designed and handmade boxes and
enclosures are a big part of their production,
as well. These may be be used for medals, prizes, jewellery, various gifts or other mixed uses.
It used to be common for many students and
researchers to bind their thesis and diplomas
at one of these workshops, and universities are
definitely still among their clients that commission roll boxes for their respective degrees.
Book and antique collectors are, of course,
some of the returning customers, and with them
Aleksandar and his father and uncle before
him develop long-lasting relationships. Companies are also some of their most reliable clients, particularly the ones that require custom
made document binders, or special representative documents. Thus, they regularly do work
for banks, insurance and transport companies,
public and other institutions.
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Sava Perfumery
Nenad Jovanov is high-spirited third generation perfume maker. He is now the
only remaining perfumer still operating in Belgrade. Desires and needs of customers are carefully taken into account, and the craftsman is often willing to
experiment with their requirements, producing a customized version of something he knows well. Nenad is also an amazing storyteller, able to transpose the
spirits of times passed, and an extremely open and active person for his age,
happy to share his stories with customers or researchers alike.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Parfumerija Sava
Type of Craft
Traditional production of perfumes and
cosmetics
Knowledge Holder
Nenad Jovanov
Location
Kralja Petra 75, 11000 Belgrade, Serbia

Processes
Mixing, distilling
Members / Employees
1
Apprentices
Not able to find an apprentice or a successor
to assure continuation of the craft
Education of the Craftsperson
Degree in cosmetics
KEY PRODUCTS

Type of Business
Family business

Best-selling Product
Eau de toilette Belgrade Night

Year of Establishment
1941 / 1954

Average Time of Production
Varies

Successors
No

Average Price per Item
2.5 − 10 EUR

RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
25 m²

Workshop and Space
The Sava store is at the same time the workshop and the storefront for Nenad’s one-man
business, where he divides the time between
producing and working in the store. Less than
30 m² are available, but nevertheless the space
breathes with a warm feeling of times passed,
which Nenad has carefully arranged as a personal museum of sorts. Located in the historical
center of Belgrade, the store is frequented by
neighbours or tourists alike. Sava store is a true
oasis of storytelling in the heart of Belgrade.

Materials
Essential oils from France, various chemical
components
Technology / Tools / Machines
Basic laboratory tools and pots
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About
Nenad Jovanov is high-spirited third generationperfume maker. The first location of the Sava
store was opened in 1941. Since August 20th
1954, the perfume store Sava is based on its
current address. Nenad’s parents worked hard
to repay the debts taken in order to restart the
business after it was shut down and nationalized
by the authorities after the Second World War.
He basically grew up at the store. Since he
was a little boy, Nenad was taking on certain
tasks of the daily operations. At a point he got a
job with the Saponia company from Osijek (Croatia), which was distributing known, domestic
and international cosmetic product brands
across former Yugoslavia. He later attended
University of Zagreb and acquired a degree in
cosmetics which is an equivalent of specialized
non-university degree. After the breakup of
Yugoslavia in the early 1990s, Nenad returned
from Croatia to Serbia to continue the family
business.
Nenad is officially retired for six years now,
but continues to run his store and business. He
has the status of a retired entrepreneur. He is
now the only remaining perfumer still operating in Belgrade, which had as many as 23 such
stores in the middle of the last century. He underlines that it is by no means sustainable, having in mind today’s market and social conditions,
to maintain such a business, so Sava mostly relies on his enthusiasm and the fact that his existential needs are relatively low having in mind
his age. He is keen on maintaining affordable
prices, uses basic packaging and types out the
notes and information on his old school typewriter and sticks them to the bottles. However, this does not affect his customer base that
is, paradoxically, growing over the last years.
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Techniques and Processes
Most of the key raw materials come from French
producers, which he mentions is a tradition of
the family business. A big challenge is the fact
that Nenad’s store is still fairly small despite
the booming interest in his work, and thus he
is not able to maintain a consistent supply of
all of his basic materials, mainly essential oils.
All of the products are produced and sold exclusively on location. The process relies heavily
on experimenting and mixing ingredients, and
relying on traditional recipes developed in the
family, using metal and glass hardware and old
and well-maintained tools from the era when
Nenad first entered the craft.
Key Products
Nenad Jovanov has been mixing and producing
scents for many decades now, both male and
female scents. However, until recently, he never
branded his products, or developed trademark
fragrances for Sava . A few years ago, as part
of the Museum Night in Belgrade, he decided to create a scent under the title Belgrade
Night . The move turned out to be a total hit,
as people lined up in front of the little Dorćol
store to claim their copy. This perfume is still
a trademark of his, and he is now selling it in
three distinct versions.
Overall, Nenad’s output is mostly dedicated to producing cheaper versions of known or
famous perfumes marketed by mainstream
producers. But he is by no means making copies — he creates original scents in the style of
some of the famous perfumes. Desires and
needs of his customers are carefully taken into account, and he is always in the mood to try
out something specially for you, a customized
version of something he knows well.
The scents can be produced as eau te cologne, eau de toilette or eau de perfume. Nenad
usually recommends eau de toilette, as a more
rational, affordable and effective solution. You
can purchase the scents in different quantities, usually 30 or 50 ml bottles with sprinklers.
However, after each purchase, Nenad will enjoy
perfuming you with the scent you purchased
on the spot, with his massive, old-timer bottle
and sprinkler. Nenad also works on traditional
powders, cremes and other related products,
and many customers rely on them for years.
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Rade Hats
The first members of Stepanović family started working with the craft in 1928,
with some links to hat-making dating back even into the late 19th century. Goran
received his training from Radoslav’s son Branislav, his father-in-law, but also
had a chance to meet some of the old school masters of the trade from whom
he also learned.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Kapadžija Rade
Type of Craft
Hat making
Knowledge Holder
Goran Milošević
Location
Balkanska 34, 11000 Belgrade, Serbia
Type of Business
Family business
Year of Establishment
1928 / 1950
Successors
Yes
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION

Processes
Tailoring, modelling, sewing, gluing
Members / Employees
6
Apprentices
Different people come for apprenticeships
and some stay on board
Education of the Craftsperson
Knowledge transfer within the family
KEY PRODUCTS
Best-selling Product
Hats and caps
Average Time of Production
Several hours
Average Price per Item
10 − 50 EUR

Workshop and Sales Space
20 m² store and 50 m² workshop
Materials
Sewing and other tailoring machines,
moulds, hand tools

About
Hatmaking workshop Rade is based in one of the
oldest streets of Belgrade, which was known as
a crafts center, with many small workshops and
shops operating in the Savamala district. The
store in Balkanska street is active since 1950,
soon celebrating its 70th anniversary. The trade
comes from the family of Goran’s wife, whose
grandfather founded the workshop, later continued by her father. They now run the company together. They have three children, and hope
that some of them might get involved with the
continuation of the family business, but even if
that does not turn out to be the case, there are
younger masters of craft who could be up to it.
The artisans working with Goran come from
very different backgrounds, most of them with
university degrees. The founder of the workshop Radoslav Stepanović had a distinct craftsman status and a degree back in the Kingdom
of Yugoslavia. The first members of their family started working with the craft in 1928, with
some connection dating back even into the late
19th century. Goran received his training from
Radoslav’s son Branislav, his father-in-law,
but also had a chance to meet some of the old
school masters of the trade from whom he also learned.
In the golden days, there were as many as
11 such stores only in Balkanska street, nowadays there are only two left, with both of the
other masters taught by Radoslav himself. Making hats and caps have always been two distinct
trades, however with Rade you get the best of
both worlds.
Goran says it took him six to seven years
to refine his skills and broaden the knowledge
enough to restart the family trade, but he was
persistent. At that time one of the remaining
Serbian hat makers passed away, and Goran
was able to purchase his entire workshop, including many basic moulds and necessary tools.
Currently there are six full-time employees at
the workshop, with others jumping in in case of
larger orders. Occasionally students and other
interested individuals come to do internships
and learn.

ed by numerous linen materials, wooden models and other tools inherited from the rich family legacy.
Techniques and Processes
The workshop mostly relies on imported materials, and machines are custom-developed and
built, as there are no machines or tools in production. The process relies on improvisation,
which helps them improve and rationalise their
production. Older sewing machines are common tools, as for hats there are no standardised
ways of using them. Many of them they customize themselves and adjust to their own needs.
A multitude of materials is used — all sorts of
cloths, rabbit fur, straw, wool, tweed — and in
general they do require lots of material to realize their products.
The basic pattern is first laid out, while the
model is previously decided upon. Then the material is cut either by hand or mechanically, after
which it may be glued or sewn together based
on a mould or in another way depending on the
model. On average, a couple of hours are needed
to finish a hat. All of the work is done in-house,
and each product passes the hands of several
people.
Key Products
The main products are hats, caps and berets of
any kind, for both men and women. Sales are
done at the downtown Belgrade store, but also online, mostly over Instagram and their own
website. They are certain that the best recommendation of their products is done through
word of mouth between their clients. Customers are extremely diverse, from those who
need hats for medical reasons, to those looking for a fresh style or maintaining a habit of
wearing hats. Some customers are also visiting
the store for generations.
At the same time, they work for designers
and local clothing brands, so at times they enter a minor scale serial production. Finally, they
work a lot with film industry and theatre when
exquisite or historical pieces of costumes are
needed for sets.

Workshop and Space
The sales point is the emblematic little shop in
downtown Belgrade, which has not changed
much since its opening in the 1950s. However,
the production takes place in a more spacious
workshop outside the center, where Goran
works hard with his dedicated team, surround-
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Studio Vilenica Textile and Wallpaper Design
After returning from Germany to Serbia in 2017, Maja Jakšić sourced a temporary, spacious 200 m² workspace in an old industrial facility in lower Dorćol
neighbourhood. She intended to set up a silk-screen printing studio, in which also
other designers could come to execute their own designs. That is how Vilenica
studio was born.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Studio Vilenica, dizajn tekstila i tapeta
Type of Craft
Textile and wallpaper design
Knowledge Holder
Maja Jakšić

Processes
Silk-screen printing, painting, collage
Members / Employees
1
Education of the Craftsperson
Degree in textile design
KEY PRODUCTS

Location
Molerova 62a, 11000 Belgrade, Serbia

Best-selling Product
Custom-made wallpapers

Type of Business
Newly-established business

Average Time of Production
Varies and depends on the scale

Year of Establishment
2017

Average Price per Item
100 EUR/m²

RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
200 m²

About
Maja Jakšić graduated in Textile Design at the
Academy of Applied Arts in Belgrade. She pursued her MA degree in Germany, where she
attended Stuttgart State Academy of Art and
Design and enrolled in the fine art course. After
the school, she immediately looked for a job in
the industry and worked at Rasch Textile. She
worked as a designer and values the experience
of working in a big company. However, she always
wanted to work with hands, and after two years
living in the far north of Germany continued to
pursue her goals independently. She started her
own studio in Germany and worked for another
five years, doing design for various companies.
After returning to Serbia in 2017, she sourced a temporary, spacious 200 m² workspace
in an old industrial facility in lower Dorćol neighbourhood. She intended to set up a silk-screen
printing studio, in which also other designers
could come to execute their own designs. That
is how Vilenica studio was born, which is a nickname affiliated with her family. The studio is focused on handmade wallpaper production, as
well as textile design and production.
Besides working with individual customers,
Maja is looking into a bussiness-to-bussiness
direction, where she could have long-term associations with architectural studios, furniture
producers and alike. All of the sales and client
relations happen on recommendation, so no external marketing is involved aside from maintaining a regular website, Facebook and Instagram accounts.

Maja uses natural pigments for colours, as well
as self-made creams and paints. All work is done
manually, so no machines are used whatsoever,
beyond the primitive silk-screen printing system.
This is usually applied in textile production, but
in a freehand way. Depending on the client, the
process may take different amounts of time, with
many test samples being made and checked. A
good brief is also very important. For example,
10 m² of wallpaper can take up to a week to produce, mainly due to necessary drying processes
and application of multiple coats of colour.
Key Products
Wallpapers and textile are sometimes distinct
product lines for Maja, but often enough someone orders matching wallpapers with textile for
furniture or curtains. She also works for designers who create custom dresses and clothes,
delivering them the raw material for tailoring.
Maja does not have a catalogue of patterns,
all the products are custom-made. She has a
portfolio which showcases the diversity of possibilities, after which each case becomes unique.
She also works closely with the Serbian brand
Nitea and will be exclusively working with them
for interior projects.
The end customers are mostly upper-middle
class population who are (re)decorating their
homes. Custom-made wallpapers cost around
100 euros per m².

Workshop and Space
After running a 200 m² studio in the Dorćol neighbourhood, Maja moved uptown to Vračar. Her
studio usually requires lots of space, big tables
and natural light, as well as cleaning facilities
for the printing screens. This is also where she
welcomes her clients and customers, and the
entire production process is done in-house.

Materials
Paper and textile, colours — mostly imported
Technology / Tools / Machines
Hand-pulled silkscreen hardware, hand tools,
painting materials

Techniques and Processes
When it comes to wallpapers, silk-screen printing is not that much used, aside for the special
details. New effects and aesthetics emerge from
experiments, and materials vary depending on
the desired result. A variety of papers are used,
as well as textile-like paper boards. This all usually depends on the interior and the size of the
space.
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Tatjana+ Light & Interior Workshop
The origins of the business are in Zdravko’s original, small workshop he first ran
in Slovenia, and decided to move to Serbia after the breakup of former Yugoslavia, where he restarted the workshop together with his wife Tatjana, operating from within their home kitchen, already working on bigger projects prior
to moving to its current location.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Craft
Tatjana+ radionica za izradu svetlosnih tela
Type of Craft
Production of custom-made lighting
Knowledge Holder
Zdravko Kostanjevec
Location
Tošin bunar 166/4a, 11000 Belgrade
Type of Business
Family business

Members / Employees
6
Apprentices
Mostly employing metal workers, but no real
apprentices
Education of the Craftsperson
Degree in electrical engineering
KEY PRODUCTS
Best-selling Product
Custom-made lamps

Year of Establishment
1990
Successors
No
RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
170 m²
Materials
Sheet metal, aluminium tubes, brass, copper,
colours that are mostly local, while electronic
components are imported
Technology / Tools / Machines
Metal bending and cutting machines, painting
and polishing room, assembly
Processes
Bending, cutting, casting, welding, painting,
polishing, soldering.
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About
Zdravko and Tatjana Kostanjevec started their
workshop in 1990. The origins of the business
are in Zdravko’s original, small workshop he first
ran in Slovenia, and decided to move to Serbia
after the breakup of former Yugoslavia, where
he restarted the workshop together with his
wife Tatjana, operating from within their home
kitchen, already working on bigger projects prior to moving to its current location. The plus in
the company name was referring to their sons,
both of whom are now based in USA and have
pursued different professions. Thus, they expect
that the story of this craft in the family will resume with the two of them as the final chapter.
Zdravko was educated at an electrical engineering high school, and invests lots of creativity
and enthusiasm into developing products, while
Tatjana joined him as business support. Tatjana
used to be a representative of a Croatian company Dekor, factory for manufacturing interior
lights, while Zdravko worked for another Slovenian company. The first workshop of their own
was in Ptuj, in Slovenia. They were pioneers applying built in halogen lights into ceiling or walls
(for example at the first McDonalds restaurant
in Belgrade).
Overall, they are very happy with the work
they have been doing, and feel committed to
the craft. The number of employees varies: they
used to have as many as 18 employees, while
currently they work with only a couple of people.
They believe that there is still interest for original, well-designed and high-quality lighting, and
if it were otherwise, cheap Chinese products
would have taken over the market completely by
now. They are proud to say that they were always
up for the challenge of taking on tough jobs that
others would not, which usually involved lots of
experimenting or developing entirely new products based on original drawings of the architects
they are working with. They love collaborating
with Vesna Pejović and Studio AUTORI, who develop detailed drawings for them, and the results
are always exquisite. On the other hand, they are
noticing that most professionals tend to refer to
catalogues of established international companies and try to emulate the forms they find there.
They feel that the biggest work is behind
them and they do not plan to compete for big
jobs. They actually still run the business because
they enjoy making nice and well-made lightning.
They started selling some of the larger tools
to other workshops, but usually make an arrangement for co-sharing in case of any future
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jobs. They have always worked according to
their needs, so the biggest production was at
the time when their children were growing up.
They are happier with a smaller production because it brings less stress and, in a way, higher
income. Ultimately, the freedom to even refuse jobs if they feel it is the right thing to do, is
something they value the most at this point in
life and professional career.
Workshop and Space
The workshop is 170 m². It used to be a car mechanic’s shop, but they extended the facilities
more than once to accommodate new machines
and workplaces. It is a dynamic metal workshop
with all of the necessary heavy machinery, assembly room and a colouring chamber, as well
as a mini showroom where you can discuss design details with Zdravko. Still, some of the phases are occasionally outsourced to partnering
workshops.
Techniques and Processes
The mostly rely on decapitated metal sheets as
the base material, as well as aluminum tubes,
prochrome, chrome, brass, copper. Most of the
materials are local.
The technique is in most cases based on processing metal bars and poles, and this is mostly
done on their own lathe. They also use different
sorts of presses, to flatten, bend or cut out the
metal. They can do many things in-house, as well
as all finishing touches.
The time needed to complete a product also
depends on the investor and his timeline. Sometimes it can be two days, sometimes a week.
They can also do lamination in-house, as well as
powder coating, so they do not rely that much
on outside help. It is usually hardest to complete
the first piece in the series, after which production is organised and rationalised, always with a
dose of improvisation.
Key Products
The main products are lamps of different kinds.
They do a lot of custom orders, from single, unique pieces, to working with architectural studios on interior projects, which may be anything
from an apartment, restaurant or an entire hotel. They never develop their own product catalogue, but always work on demand. Each piece is
unique and was handled by hand. Some of their
main clients are store chains, like the bakeries
Hleb&Kifle, cosmetic shops Lilly or fashion outlet Extremo, which keeps the busy at all times.
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Xylon Woodwork
Sabina Simović and her brother Damir Krdžović are now the second generation taking care of the family business. Today, they are one of the leaders in the
production of tailor-made and children’s furniture on the Serbian market. With
lots of space and also their own transport and install team, Xylon are able to
handle entire interior projects, from sketches, over production, to installation.

GENERAL INFO
Name of the Crafts
Xylon Stolarija
Type of Craft
Furniture and custom interior design and
production
Knowledge Holder
Damir Krdžović, Sabina Simović
Location
Vojvođanska 401, 11271 Surčin, Belgrade,
Serbia

Processes
CNC cutting, polishing, painting, assembly
Members / Employees
40
Apprentices
New workers interested in the craft are
welcome
Education of the Craftsperson
Degree in Interior Design
Degree in Business and Marketing
KEY PRODUCTS

Type of Business
Family business

Best-selling Product
Custom-made furniture and interior solutions

Year of Establishment
1995

Average Time of Production
Varies

Successors
Yes

Average Price per Item
Varies

RESOURCES / FACILITY / PRODUCTION
Workshop and Sales Space
2000 m²
Materials
Various types of wood and board materials,
metal elements, colours
Technology / Tools / Machines
2D and 3D CNC machines, colouring and
sanding chamber, assembly line
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About
Xylon started in 1995, initially as a small family carpentry workshop. Today, they are among
the leaders in the production of tailor-made
and children’s furniture on the Serbian market.
They have been selling their furniture at different shops around Belgrade, while currently they
have a 150 m² showroom next to their factory in
Belgrade’s suburb of Surčin. The family recently purchased an old villa in the Senjak neighborhood, and they plan to create their special
showroom and concept store there, and use it
to launch their own luxury furniture brand. Sabina Simović and her brother Damir Krdžović
are now the second generation taking care of
the family business. Sabina is in charge of sales
and marketing, while Damir is taking care of the
design strategy and creative development. He
studied interior and furniture design, and received his MA at the Royal Danish Academy of
Arts in Copenhagen, while Sabina studies business and marketing in Vienna.
The entire company has as many as 40 employees, including five designers. They, and work
with three more technical advisors externally, in
order to complete the customer jobs they receive, which often means working on the entire
house or flat interior, and producing all of the
wooden elements and furniture.
They also regularly host interns from Faculty
of Forestry, but they mostly run their own program that is not adapted to the actual needs of
the company. Their plan is to involve carpentry
schools in order to secure few high quality and
motivated young professionals.
In terms of distribution, they mostly rely on
their own channels, with the exception of kids
furniture which was distributed via selected
stores in the country. With their future designer furniture brand, they would like to tackle the
global market. Their customers are coming
form the upper-middle class population, and
the products are priced accordingly. A big part
of the jobs they do comes from architectural
studios with whom they have ongoing collaborations.
Workshop and Space
The workshop, almost like a factory, takes up
around 2000 m², with very nice surroundings
and good conditions for the workers.
Xylon team seems to be working as one organism, handling multiple jobs and phases of
production in parallel.
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There is a real teamwork feeling across the
rooms, with CNC machines and wood stock
taking up most of the space, alongside a coloring and sanding chamber and carefully aligned
departments of assembly, polishing or other
phases of wood treatment, with the use of some of the latest machinery. The design studio
is in a separate building alongside the management, but just next to the production line, so the
conversation between the designers and the
makers is direct and collaborative.
Techniques and Processes
Xylon collaborates with other workshops when
it comes to materials such as glass or metal, as
their workshop is dedicated to the full cycle of
working with wood. Despite the fact that due
to the volume of work they would need to work
with other colleagues from the wood processing field, they are hesitant and careful to make
that step because their goal is maintaining their
recognizable quality.
Their primary material is MDF. All of the machines they installed are set in a way to work
mainly with this material, above all the three
large CNC cutters, including one that can cut in
3D. They are regularly working with other sorts
of wood as well.
The workshops is very methodically split between different phases of production. With lots
of space and also their own transport and install team, Xylon are able to handle entire interior projects, from sketches, over production,
to installation.
Key Products
Forthcoming brand of Xylon — Tekstura — will
work with more than 10 designers from Serbia
and from abroad, which is at the same time their
biggest project to date. So far, they have been
focused on producing unique pieces, but in this
project they would like to test serial production
and enter the global market.
In recent years, they are increasingly doing
work on entire apartments, even outside of Serbia. Prior to that, they were mostly focused on
kids furniture which they developed themselves
as a mini-brand, with great success. In addition,
they are constantly working on individual pieces
of furniture, as well as custom kitchens and any
other furnishing elements made of wood.
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CAN SOCIAL DESIGN
STIMULATE LOCAL
PRODUCTION IN
ORDER TO BUILD
A STRONGER COMMUNITY?
Right before our eyes small craft shops are, one by one, disappearing from towns and cities
due to the globalisation processes and overwhelming quantities of low-cost goods that are
pushing out more expensive local products. Gentrification, together with general uniformity
in visual communication, both in the digital and in the physical realm, has become an expected
outcome. And designers and artists are more often than not, part of it. On the other hand, craft
is not market driven. In most cases, craftspeople produce the same product over the years,
whereas in the case of design, the market decides what to produce. Thus, design will continue
to be part of the problem unless there is a shift in understanding what design can do to turn the
emphasis from the profit towards the community and knowledge exchange.
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BUILDING A COMMUNITY
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INTERVIEW
CRAFTS AND
DESIGN
WITHIN THE
REACH OF A
BIKE RIDE

ANDREA DE CHIRICO
SUPERLOCAL

SUPERLOCAL, 0 miles production is a global network that promotes local manufacturing. It fosters
a future vision on crafts and more in general on production. Starting from the fab lab network, it
elaborates a further layer, embracing also traditional manufacturing techniques. It is through the
mix between new and old manufacturing techniques that every object is made. SUPERLOCAL's
final goal is to become a movement of people connecting resources and labour locally but having a
global impact. After being implemented in four different locations in Europe, the system develops
through a constellation of activities, including local productions, production tours and lectures internationally. In doing so, it helps local economies, promotes local craft traditions and encourages
new manufacturing mentality.

ADC: ANDREA DE CHIRICO, KP: KARLA PALISKA, IB: IVANA BOROVNJAK,
PHOTO: FEDERICO FIORDIGIGLIO

Andrea de Chirico was born in Rome and is based in Bolzano (IT). He got a MA in Social Design at
Design Academy Eindhoven and BA in Industrial Design at ISIA in Rome. His work focuses on the
intersection between convention, traditional and modern making. He designs tools, systems and
objects with social and environmental awareness, always linked with a rigorous analysis of the
context. His practice is open and accessible, creating a platform to connect with different groups
internationally, remodelling everyday products for different contexts.
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KP: SUPERLOCAL — 0 MILES PRODUCTION, IS ALL ABOUT ALTERNATIVE
PRODUCTION SCENARIOS, AND SHIFT TOWARD, AS YOU CALL IT CONSTRUCTIVE CAPITALISM THAT ADDRESSES THICK VALUE WHICH IS AUTHENTIC, MEANINGFUL AND SUSTAINABLE. HOW DO YOU DEFINE AND
CREATE THICK VALUE?
ADC: What I mean is that we cannot continue measuring our success in
economic terms just by the efficiency, which in other words is the profit.
I think that we should consider also other aspects in order to define the
success of a business. I don’t mean at all that profit is not important, but
there are also other important aspects that we cannot avoid taking into
consideration. For example, the social and ecological aspects are two
of them. There is no perfect formula that defines how to produce thick
value. It depends on a number of factors. The golden rule for me, which
I also share with my students, is to avoid binary thinking at all cost. For
example, if we speak about materials, there are no good or bad materials.
I think it is a matter of having a critical approach towards things in order
to understand the whole picture.
KP: WITHIN YOUR DESIGN PRACTICE YOU TEND TO CONNECT TRADITIONAL CRAFTS AND DIGITAL MANUFACTURING. THE PRODUCTION PROCESS
HAPPENS MOSTLY IN LOCAL FAB LABS THAT CAN PROVIDE 3D PRINTERS,
LASERS, MILLING MACHINES ETC., BUT AS YOU POINTED OUT, THEY RARELY
ADDRESS LOCAL CONTEXT WITHIN THEIR PRACTICE. THEN AGAIN, THERE
ARE TRADITIONAL LOCAL CRAFTS WHICH DISPOSE SPECIFIC KNOW-HOW
AND SKILLS, YET THEY HAVE BEEN BYPASSED BY DIGITAL MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES. HOW CAN THOSE TWO BE CONNECTED? HAS THIS BEEN
ADDRESSED WITHIN THE SCOPE OF YOUR PROJECT AND HOW?
ADC: I look for diversity, to continue with my previous answer. Diversity
in terms of contexts, approaches, materials and so on. Fab labs often (not
always) don’t address their context, and probably that is the downside of
digitally based manufacturing. However, each fab lab, even if it embraces a
global network, is a story in itself. I visited many of them in various parts of
the world, and it really depends. My impression is that there has been a big
hype around new technologies and their potentials (such as 3D printing),
but very little creation of meaningful objects through their applications. I
think digital and traditional techniques really need to communicate and
be interlinked with each other. I want to avoid crafts nostalgia on one side
and nerdy all-digital approach on the other. I’m looking for the in-between,
where the digital is reinforced by the traditional techniques and vice versa.
This is the point in which things start to become interesting.

GREB IS AN EXAMPLE OF THE CITY WITH A STRONG DECLINE IN TRADITIONAL CRAFTS, THE UNWILLINGNESS OF CRAFTSPEOPLE TO SHARE
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS AS WELL AS POOR FAB LAB CULTURE. FOR MADE
IN WORKSHOP IN ZAGREB WE CAREFULLY PROPOSED BOTH CRAFTSPEOPLE AND YOUNG DESIGNERS OPENED TO COLLABORATIONS. ARE THERE
ANY SPECIFICITIES TO THE CONTEXT THAT YOU COULD POINT OUT AS
INTERESTING IN COMPARISON TO OTHER PLACES YOU CONDUCTED SUPERLOCAL WORKSHOPS?
ADC: SUPERLOCAL wants to be as flexible as possible concerning the
context in which it is operating. Selected craftspeople and organizations in
Croatia were great in terms of diversity and talent. Diversity is something
we always look for in the projects, both in terms of mixing new and old
materials as well as manufacturing techniques. There are many things I
find inspiring and interesting about collaborations with the craftspeople
we did in Zagreb. For example, Darko from Močvarni Hrast Master Carpentry making bog oak pipes, Mario from Lapidarium Jewellery Making
jewellery always seeking for collaborations, Darko Škrgatić with his small
but very well-equipped hat making workshop, were all very inspiring, just
to name a few. But most importantly, all of them were very passionate
about their work, which I believe is very important. Regarding the fab
lab culture, it is true that it is not as developed so far, but those kind of
changes need time. Therefore, I hope that the SUPERLOCAL initiative will
contribute to making a shift towards that kind of mentality.

FORMS FOLLOW CONTEXT.
I STRONGLY BELIEVE IN THIS.
IN MY PRACTICE THE OBJECT
LITERALLY EMERGES FROM THE
CONTEXT, ALMOST BY ITSELF.

IB: HOW FLEXIBLE IS YOU PROPOSED SYSTEM WITHIN DIFFERENT CONTEXTS — AREAS WITH SCARCE RESOURCES OR LACK OF FAB LABS? ZA-

KP: YOU DESCRIBE SUPERLOCAL AS AN APPLIED DARWINIST THEORY ON
OBJECT PRODUCTION PROCESS — WHERE OBJECTS OCCUR ACCORDING
TO THE CONTEXT AND DEVELOP THROUGH PROCESS OF NATURAL SELECTION. CAN YOU DESCRIBE THE PROCESS OF NATURAL SELECTION WITHIN
THIS PROPOSED SYSTEM?
ADC: Forms follow context. I strongly believe in this. In my practice the
object literally emerges from the context, almost by itself. Of course, there
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are many decisions to be made on the way, but still there is a lot of room
for things just to happen by themselves. If we apply this to the object development, you may say that they are strongly linked to the present situation,
to the materials available, and to the suppliers and active craftspeople. If
the conditions change, the work will change accordingly, and eventually
the object becomes extinct like other species do. This thought changes
the way we look at objects. We start to see them as part of a dynamic flux
of elements. All of a sudden, they are not as important for what they are,
but for what they can become while adapting to an ever fast changing
reality. I find this fascinating.

I AM SURE THAT IN THE FUTURE,
WHEN THE REPETITIVE WORK
WILL BE ROBOTIZED, WE ARE
GOING TO REDISCOVER THE
BEAUTY OF MAKING THINGS
BY HAND.

On the other hand, the future of crafts is a huge question and I would like to have
a clear answer, but that’s not the case. I personally like to combine techniques,
and search for diversity, as mentioned before. I admire people who have a lifelong
focus on one material or technique to fully master them. Instead, I like to connect
different techniques and have a more general overview. In any case, I think crafts
have a future, and it is something that many people are saying. The contact with the
material is inherent to us as humans. I am sure that in the future, when the repetitive
work will be robotized, we are going to rediscover the beauty of making things by
hand. The Craftsman by Richard Sennett is a great book about this topic, another
one is Futuro Artigiano by Stefano Micelli.

KP: IT SEEMS THAT MUCH OF THE ANNOUNCED FABRICATION REVOLUTION
AROUND 3D PRINTING HASN’T BEEN REALIZED AND THE FAB LAB HYPE
HAS BEEN STEADILY DECLINING. WHAT IS YOUR PERSPECTIVE ON THE FUTURE OF NETWORKED, SHARED AND PERSONALIZED PRODUCTION THAT
DIGITAL FABRICATION INDUCED? AND IN THAT RESPECT WHAT IS YOUR
PERSPECTIVE ON THE FUTURE OF CRAFTS IN GENERAL?
ADC: Well, I cannot predict the future. I can say by observing that even
if a company starts with very good intentions in terms of keeping the
technology as open as possible, eventually it faces the reality of current
economic system. Therefore, Ultimaker for instance, which started giving
away the files to reproduce 3D prints, is becoming ever more closed in
terms of design. 3D printing is a technology with a great potential, not yet
at the point where it can really make an impact, as it is not yet that efficient
in terms of production timing. Though, I’m pretty confident that we’ll get
there soon. A key point is the education around such technologies. Having
a great tool doesn’t necessarily mean that you’ll make great stuff out of
it. We really need to focus on the education behind these tools, especially
with the new generations.

KP: SUPERLOCAL PROJECT IS BASED ON PRODUCTION OF GOODS WITH
LOCAL RESOURCES IN CLOSE COLLABORATION OF LOCAL RESIDENTS AND
CRAFTSPEOPLE. IN THE SCOPE OF THE PROJECT, YOU SHIFT FROM DESIGNER AS A FORM GIVER TO DESIGNER OF SYSTEMS. WITHIN THIS SHIFT, IS
THERE A SPACE IN THE PROJECT WHERE THESE TWO ROLES MEET? AS YOU
INVOLVE AMATEURS IN THE PRODUCTION AND DESIGN PROCESS, HOW
CAN THEY, WITHIN THIS PROCESS, LEARN AND FACILITATE TRADITIONAL
KNOWLEDGE OF PRODUCT DESIGN IN ORDER TO PRODUCE ERGONOMIC,
AS WELL AS FUNCTIONAL AND USEFUL PRODUCTS?
ADC: In the last years, with the occurrence of the open design movement
there has been a misconception that everyone can become a maker. In
my opinion, to become a maker involves all sort of skills and knowledge
that is not easily accessible to just anyone. There is a professionality
connected to being a designer that cannot be ignored. Giving a form to
something has many consequences, comes with responsibility and needs
preparation and experience, which is probably true for most professions.
The design profession has shifted a lot in the last decades and is not so
linear anymore. By linear I mean that it is not just about giving form to a
mass-produced object. I think the highest role of a designer is to offer
alternative systems to the already existing ones, to quote Buckminster
Fuller. This brings higher levels of complexity to the equation, but it also
makes it more exciting.
On the other hand, I love form giving, I’m passionate about it. If you
place it within a system it can reinforce the storytelling. So, aesthetics
is also another point worth raising, especially in the Greek meaning of
aesthetics, where good and beautiful are part of the same concept. While
working I am often inspired by Giuseppe Penone, a great Italian artist
from Arte Povera, who said that if the aesthetic of an object is linked to
the logic of its creation, it can survive time and trends. For instance, every
part of a tree follows the radical logic of its existence, and this makes it
beautiful. I try to embrace this in my practice as well. That’s why for instance the first SUPERLOCAL hair dryer has a glass transparent casing.
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The production is transparent and therefore the given form follows the
logic of its creation.
Getting back to your question about dealing with amateurs. Yes, I work with them
through the events I organize, but I don’t want to teach them product design. I
want to inspire them to think about materials and production in general. I really
see the tours as windows or portals towards local production. It is up to them,
to get deeper into it.
KP: THE PROPOSED PRODUCTION SYSTEM IS BASED ON PERSONALIZATION, ACTIVE PARTICIPATION OF THE USER IN THE DESIGN AND LOCALLY
BASED PRODUCTION AS SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGIES. BESIDES JUST
DESIGNING THE OBJECT, THE DESIGNERS ARE NOW FOCUSING ON THE
PROCESS OF DESIGN AS WELL AS PRODUCTION SYSTEM AS THOSE ENTAIL
ECOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL EFFECTS. YET, FOR MOST OF THE DESIGNERS
WORKING WITH AND WITHIN THE INDUSTRY, INTERVENING IN THE EXISTING STRUCTURES, AS WELL AS PROPOSING NEW TECHNOLOGIES IS
BEING MOSTLY DISCOURAGED. CAN YOU DESCRIBE SOME OF THE WAYS
IN WHICH DESIGNERS CAN INFORM THEIR PRACTICE WITH DIFFERENT
STRATEGIES AND/OR ADDRESS THICK VALUES, TO MAKE IT MORE SUSCEPTIBLE FOR THEIR CLIENTS, PRODUCTION COMPANIES, USERS, INVESTORS AND SO ON?
ADC: Firstly, I don’t think all designers should focus on working on alternative scenarios, weather economic, social or production. Secondly, I
don’t think that working in that field excludes working with companies.
Actually, it’s almost the opposite, if you really want to make a change, you
need to collaborate with a number of organizations, institutions and also
with companies. However, sometimes I get the feeling that you either make
business without thick value or you make thick value without business. I’m
simplifying now, but I think half way is possible as well. It is not easy but it is
possible. Also, for SUPERLOCAL I’m looking for partnerships with companies, like two years ago when we worked with BMW to suggest future
scenarios for urban environments in Shanghai. We’ll see what comes next.
Again, there is no formula, but on the other hand I think that if you want
to be a designer in 2019 you need to take into account also the social and
environmental aspects of your practice. I take this for granted, otherwise
it would mean that you’re designing thinking you’re living in another planet,
which by the way might be the case in a few years.

Sottsass Jr. saying this speaking about the Memphis movement. Personalization is something that industries are already embracing for some
years now, like Nike website allowing you to personalize your shoe. Probably the keywords are awareness and education. I think that most of the
people are simply not aware of the consequences of their actions. Buying
something instead of something else defines who you are as a consumer
and maybe sometimes also as a person. In other words, it is a political
act. Knowledge and education are the key and the more I think about it
the more I’m convinced in that. On the other hand, building connections
with your material surroundings speaks about resilience and can offer a
different perspective on consumption in general.
IB: WHAT QUALIFIES A CERTAIN DESIGN PROJECT AS SOCIAL DESIGN?
ADC: If we have to call a certain kind of design social it means there is a
problem with all the rest of the design produced. Victor Papanek wrote
in Design for Society: “The action of the profession (of design) has been
comparable to what would happen if all medical doctors were to forsake
general practice and surgery and concentrate exclusively on dermatology,
plastic surgery and cosmetics”. I think this quote sums up what happened
quite well. Design should be social by definition. It is not a negotiable aspect
of design because it is part of its DNA. That is also true for other aspects
such as the interdisciplinary for example. Therefore, without the social
aspect there is no design basically. It is also true that the word social itself
is often overused, especially lately, with social media and so on.
I’m against definitions or labels in general. They reduce freedom of expression. I’m
not interested in discussions about the difference between art and design, neither
the ones about the difference between communication or product design and so
on. I’m aware that sometimes you cannot avoid getting a label on what you do, but
I never do it when I think about my practice. In this sense I’m a fan of the Dutch
Design, which works very little with definitions compared to the Italian one for
instance. The less we put things into boxes the more we can push the boundaries
of the design discipline into new interesting fields of expression.

KP: DO YOU THINK PERSONALIZATION BY CREATING A STRONGER CONNECTION BETWEEN THE USER AND THEIR MATERIAL SURROUNDINGS IS
THE KEY STRATEGY IN FIGHTING CONSUMER CULTURE?
ADC: Any time in history there was something made in order to fight
consumer culture, it was embraced by industry itself. I remember Ettore

DESIGN SHOULD BE SOCIAL
BY DEFINITION. SOCIAL IS
NOT A NEGOTIABLE ASPECT
OF DESIGN BECAUSE IT IS
PART OF ITS DNA.
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WORKSHOP
SUPERLOCAL,
CRAFTING
THE
EVERYDAY
Bogoak Artist Book
Ivy Castellano, Clara Bunge
in collaboration with Darko Franjić,
Močvarni Hrast Master Carpentry

Cuff
Lucija Mandekić, Marko Mišković
in collaboration with Mario Nokaj, Lapidarium
Jewellery Making & Fine Metalsmithing

Bulrush Talk
Ela Meseldžić, Andreja Lovreković
in collaboration with Stjepan Zagorščak
Wickerweaving and Vesna Hrkač,
Knjigovežnica 1924

Talking Objects
Marin Nižić, Sara Dobrijević
in collaboration with Dražen and Luka
Radotović, Havel Metal Spinning and Aldo and
Lovro Krizman, Mala Arta Ceramics Studio

Color Lab
Lola Buades
in collaboration with Dražen and Luka
Radotović, Havel Metal Spinning and
Darko Škrgatić, Škrgatić Hat Making

Travelling Book
Anđela Brnas, Lucija Matić
in collaboration with Vesna Hrkač,
Knjigovežnica 1924

Mentors: Andrea De Chirico (SUPERLOCAL),
Ivana Borovnjak, Maja Kolar (OAZA)
Organised by: Ivana Borovnjak, Maja Kolar
(OAZA) and Koraljka Vlajo (MUO)

Project Partner: Faculty of Architecture,
School of Design, Zagreb
Photos: Miran Krčadinac, Bojan Mrđenović,
Lola Buades, Clara Bunge
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The City Centre of Zagreb is characterized by inevitable gentrification processes that are especially affecting marginalized
groups, including craftspeople, freelance artists and designers.
The basic premise of the Old School Ilica project launched by
design collective OAZA in 2013 (nanotourism, BIO50) was to
commence communication with craftspeople and small manufacturers on the longest street in Zagreb, in order to support
their economic situation by producing some of the self-initiated
design products. The project soon outgrew its initial intentions
and now proposes a bottom up model for the development
of a self-sustainable local community whose currency is the
exchange of knowledge, that is, the education of both designers and craftspeople and the general public, through various
workshop formats. In order to raise the methodology from
a theoretical level, OAZA invited The SUPERLOCAL project,
initiated by Andrea de Chirico, who uses a similar approach
to local manufacturing, and also considers the capabilities of
digital technologies and emerging makers communities.
Six groups of young designers were, through a period
of several months in collaboration with craftspeople, working on various topics and have raised important questions
about: the values and use of local tools and materials and their
repurposing; the importance of building close relationships
within the community; intersections in production processes
and material capacities of different workshops; authorship
in the crafts-design collaboration processes; the meaning of
preservation of old forms of products and media. Projects in
the form of concepts, narratives and experiments are intended to contribute to the debate on establishing new models of
collaboration that address the activation of urban production.
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MANUFACTURING NETWORK
ZAGREB CITY CENTRE
1
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3

1

2

3

4
5

6

Darko Franjić,
Močvarni Hrast Master Carpentry
Ssamoborska cesta 97C
Aldo and Lovro Krizman, Mala Arta
Ceramics Studio
Britanski trg 5
Mario Nokaj, Lapidarium Jewellery
Making & Fine Metalsmithing
Radićeva 10

4

Stjepan Zagorščak Wickerweaving
Temporary workstation, Dolac

5

Vesna Hrkač, Knjigovežnica 1924
Martićeva 5

7

6

7

Dražen and Luka Radotović,
Havel Metal Spinning
Vlaška 76
Darko Škrgatić, Škrgatić Hat Making
Heinzelova 2A

1 km
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Visits to the crafts workshops around the Zagreb City Centre
Photos: Miran Krčadinac
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COLOR LAB
LOLA BUADES
IN COLLABORATION WITH DRAŽEN AND LUKA RADOTOVIĆ, HAVEL
METAL SPINNING p. 60 AND DARKO ŠKRGATIĆ, ŠKRGATIĆ HAT MAKING p. 90
The research focuses on intersections between hat making and metal spinning
crafts, and is represented through colors and surfaces of felt and metal, with
emphasis on the potential of an external but natural process of oxidation.
In the hat making process, the felt needs time and moisture to be shaped
over a mould, usually a wooden one. By adding external chemicals during the
shaping process of felt over a formed metal part, the two alien worlds interact
creating unsupervised new finishes.
This project wants to catalogue and showcase the power of joining different techniques in unexpected conditions. The intrigue with the intersection
comes from the idea that both craft workshops are located in the same neighbourhood in Zagreb, yet the craftspeople running the workshops never interacted or collaborated.

Process of experimentation
Photos: Lola Buades
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Left: Metal spinning, felt moulding
Right: Various oxidation processes
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TALKING OBJECTS
SARA DOBRIJEVIĆ,
MARIN NIŽIĆ
IN COLLABORATION WITH ALDO AND LOVRO KRIZMAN,
MALA ARTA CERAMICS STUDIO p.78 AND DRAŽEN AND LUKA RADOTOVIĆ,
HAVEL METAL FORMING p. 60

Talking Objects is a project based on three methodology stages: Reflecting, Imagining, and Crafting. Reflecting is about talking. Stories craftspeople carry with themselves mark the workshops’ life as much as their own. What can be created from
just having a chat? Imagining is about conceptualizing. Connecting the semantics
of a story with an object. How to translate it as honestly as possible? Crafting is
about making. A craftsperson creating a narrative object by implementing their
production methods. Throughout the process, a variety of feelings, obstacles
and conclusions emerged. A prevailing finding was that the anecdotes are reminiscences existent in the memories of the craftspeople, and are not completely
truthful. Considering that, we can develop a sense of closeness without crossing
boundaries. We achieve this by creating nonexistent tangible materials, and mixing
them with existing collected ones, where the narrative embedded in the heart of
the particular craft is communicated. The stories remain truthful yet fascinating.
Talking Objects consists of two separate pieces imagined in collaboration with,
and crafted by craftspeople — Replica and Hampar.

Right: Replica and Hampar models
Photos: Bojan Mrđenović
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TRAVELLING BOOK
ANĐELA BRNAS,
LUCIJA MATIĆ
IN COLLABORATION WITH VESNA HRKAČ, KNJIGOVEŽNICA 1924 p. 48

Traveling book conveys the atmosphere of the Bookbindery 1924 craft, through
tactile and visual experience of a book and through audio experience of the sounds
from the workshop.
Process, time and humanity as the main craft concepts, are losing their
meaning and values in the contemporary consumer society. Therefore, the intention of the Travelling book project is to encourage people to think critically about
the craft status, values, relationships and its future and to transfer the knowledge
about the humanity, process of making and time invested in the development of
craft products, through interaction with an analogue object.
As the book travels together with the MADE IN exhibition, stories from people
visiting the exhibition are gradually building its content, offering different opinions
and sharing insights about the craft in general, but also about the bookbinding craft
and the future of books in highly digitized society.

Right: Bookbinding tools and Travelling Book
Photos: Bojan Mrđenović
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CUFF
LUCIJA MANDEKIĆ,
MARKO MIŠKOVIĆ
IN COLLABORATION WITH MARIO NOKAJ,
LAPIDARIUM JEWELLERY MAKING & FINE METALSMITHING p. 66
Starting from browsing the Lapidarium workshop’s archives, this project questions the boundaries of co-authorship and possibilities of co-creation between
designers and craftspeople. Research gives a closer look into the metamorphosis
process of using digital manipulation and 3D modelling, by which way new physical properties and symbolic values are added to the collection.
Seven selected originals from the archives were initially scanned and processed through hybrid merging and surface recalculation. These state transformations were followed by variuos experiments that allowed a newly modified
ring in its characteristic organic form to appear, distant to its origin. Model was
thereafter 3D printed and cast in silver, returning to the jewellers’ hands for
manual polishing and becoming a valuable addition to the Lapidarium’s collection.

Left: Editorial campaign for the collection
Right above: 3D printed models, casting tools
Right below: Modified ring in different finishes
(rough to satin)
Collaborators: Luka Jecić, Jani Pamić
(3D modelling), Dejan Gotić (3D animation),
Noa Balen (video and editing)
Photos: Bojan Mrđenović
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BULRUSH TALKS
ANDREJA
LOVREKOVIĆ, ELA
MESELDŽIĆ
IN COLLABORATION WITH STJEPAN ZAGORŠČAK WICKERWEAVING p. 96
AND VESNA HRKAČ, KNJIGOVEŽNICA1924 p. 48
Bulrush is a plant that grows in wetlands. In Northern Croatia, in the vicinity of
Lepoglava, it is part of a number of stories related to the historical, social and
economic context.
Today, these stories are conveyed by the Zagorščak family, who is involved
in the entire cycle of the bulrush plant; from searching for it in the surrounding
villages, picking, drying, and finally weaving it on the loom.
The focus of the Bulrush Talks project is on optimizing the process that takes
place after the harvest: traditional weaving on the loom is replaced with the production of a new material obtained from remains of the bulrush plant, or that of
a poorer quality. The process of mixing them with binders has resulted in new
composite materials which propose the potential contemporary uses of bulrush
plant. The accompanying cookbook contains simple processes of material production from the leftover of bulrush plant mixed with various binding agents and
natural colorings.

Right above: Detail of the new composite
material
Right below: Natural contents used for
processing and binding the remains of
bulrush plants
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BOGOAK ARTIST
BOOK
CLARA BUNGE,
IVY CASTELLANO
IN COLLABORATION WITH DARKO FRANJIĆ,
MOČVARNI HRAST MASTER CARPENTRY p. 84

Bogoak Artist Book tells a story of bogaok tree or abonos, the fossilized wood
exposed to a long process of maturing in the depths of river basins, in the water
deprived from oxygen, whose properties change under exposure to minerals,
turning its surface from light to deep bronze or black. Found timber dates back
several thousand years, with completely black logs being up to 8.000 years old,
being of high density if dried and treated properly upon recovering from the
river valleys.
This one-off photobook shows the beauty of such fossilized oak, often used
in the practice of Močvarni Hrast Master Carpentry, visually highlighting different features of the material through its coloring, textures, details and other
interesting aspects that appear during fossilisation. Photography medium is
hereby materialising the contrast between dual aspects this process embbed,
highlighting its past and present, darkness and light, stillness and movement,
under and above the water. The book is as an invitation to the intriguing world of
the bogoak wood.

Right: Details of fossilized wood surfaces in
different maturing stages during process of
mineralisation
Photo: Clara Bunge
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HOW CAN DESIGN AND
NEW TECHNOLOGIES
CHANGE OUR RELATIONSHIP TOWARDS
PRESERVATION OF
CRAFTS?
The craftsmanship is defined, among other things, by transmission of knowledge from master to
apprentice. But what happens when that link is broken, and the knowledge is (about to be) lost?
While museums, of course, cannot take over the artisan’s teaching role, they could, besides preservation of material heritage, try to preserve the knowledge of the process, the tools and artisan workspace. Contemporary media technology and design provide us with tools to capture the
motion, the story, the knowledge of the tools used in the making processes. They could as well be
employed to change our relationship towards preservation of crafts.
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INTERVIEW
CHANGING
ROLE OF
CRAFTS AND
DESIGN IN
THE DIGITAL
ERA
STUDIO UNFOLD
(CLAIRE WARNIER AND
DRIES VERBRUGGEN) &
ALEXANDRE HUMBERT

Studio Unfold
What is the role of the designer and how is it changing in a time when design and manufacturing
become increasingly more digitized? This question is key to understanding the work of design
studio Unfold. The studio, founded in 2002 by Claire Warnier and Dries Verbruggen after they
graduated from the Design Academy Eindhoven, develops projects that investigate new ways of
creating, manufacturing, financing and distributing in a changing context. A context in which we
see a merging of aspects of the pre-industrial craft economy with high tech industrial production
methods and digital communication networks. A context that has the potential to shift power, from
industrial producers and those regulating infrastructure to the individual designer and the consumer. Based in Antwerp, Unfold’s works have been presented internationally and are part of the
collection of Design Museum Gent (Be), Centre Pompidou Paris (Fr) among others.

SU: STUDIO UNFOLD, AH: ALEXANDRE HUMBERT, IB: IVANA BOROVNJAK

Alexandre Humbert
“As designers, we are storytellers, we are not designing chairs but ways of sitting.”
Alexandre Humbert (1989, FR) is a director and conceptual designer focusing on filmmaking as a
design practice. Since graduating from the Design Academy Eindhoven, Alexandre has collaborated with a broad range of designers and cultural institutions to animate things through motion
picture. His understanding of the design process guides him to explore the close relationship that
exists between humans and objects through installations, fiction and experimental films. Based in
Amsterdam, his works have been presented internationally and are part of the collection of Design Museum Gent (Be) and MUDAM Luxembourg (Lu). In parallel with his practice Humbert is a
mentor at Design Academy Eindhoven, Head Geneva and HDK Göteborg.
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IB: YOUR WORK IS ALWAYS PREOCCUPIED WITH QUESTIONING DIFFERENT
ASPECTS OF THE DESIGN PROFESSION. IN MANY OF YOUR PROJECTS, YOU
HAVE BEEN INVESTIGATING DIFFERENT MODES OF PRODUCTION IN THE
DIGITIZED WORLD. HOW AND WHEN DID YOUR INTEREST IN NEW TECHNOLOGIES START AND WHAT TOPICS HAVE BEEN IN YOUR FOCUS DURING
THE LAST DECADE?
SU: We started with a project that was about unfolding of very complex
shapes. We scanned our bodies, unfolded them digitally to flat patterns
and remade them again in different materials. Through this project and
over the years we developed an interest in the malleability of the digital
medium, but also in the tangibility of materials in contrast to the ephemeral state of the digital content. At the same time, we are not attracted
to the screen, instead we are trying to move from it into the realm of the
physical world. We are probably best known for 3D printing of ceramics,
but why it interests us is because ceramics is almost one of the oldest
materials that mankind used to create objects. So, there is a superrich
heritage of making that we tapped into and built on top of that.
We are not so much excited about new technology because of the radical new
things you can do with it, but instead in how it actually belongs to the history of
making and how these new tools are just a continuation of mankind’s interest
in redeveloping, making and changing new tools. For example, at one point the
pottery wheel was also representing automatization of a hand building process,
but today we see it as a tool that belongs to the craft potter.
IB: NEW MODELS OF WORKING AND NEW MODES OF PRODUCTION ARE INEVITABLY CHANGING THE ROLE OF CRAFTS IN TODAY’S SOCIETY, BUT ALSO
OUR RELATIONS TO IT. WHAT IS THE ROLE OF CRAFT TODAY AND HOW DOES
CRAFT INFORM NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN YOUR DESIGN PRACTICE?
SU: We have noticed that craft is struggling for its identity for many
years now. Many crafts have difficulties to evolve in changing roles. We
became aware of it after we did l’Artisan Électronique. In 2009, we
bought a 3D printer because we were curious on how to implement this
technology into our design practice. We quickly changed this self-built
3D printer to print with clay as a material much more valuable than
plastics. In the same year we were also asked by Z33, an art house in
Belgium, to make an installation for their exhibition Design by Performance. We made a virtual pottery wheel, with which visitors could throw
a pot in the digital manner and then on the other side of the installation
print it with a 3D printer. The ceramic 3D printing is in a way a continuation of the traditional pottery making — you stack rolls of clay on
top of each other to make a shape, and the printer is actually doing the
same, only in miniature. So, it is kind of a logical way to make pots. A lot
of institutes, and especially schools were struggling how to bring crafts
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into contemporary practice, and this was one of the projects that really
embodied this tendency.
The common misconception of our work actually often comes from craftspeople,
who perceive it as a sort of gamification of their making skills. We on the other
hand were trained as designers. During our studies, we learn how to use 3D
modelling tools, and consequently the language of the objects you make with them
is usually the same. Our work evolved out of this frustration of not being able to
influence the making of the tools we use, like craftspeople do.

WE ARE NOT SO MUCH EXCITED
ABOUT NEW TECHNOLOGY
BECAUSE OF THE RADICAL
NEW THINGS YOU CAN DO
WITH IT, BUT INSTEAD IN HOW
IT BELONGS TO THE HISTORY
OF MAKING AND HOW THESE
NEW TOOLS ARE CONTINUATION
OF MANKIND’S INTEREST IN
REDEVELOPING, MAKING AND
CHANGING NEW TOOLS.
IB: YOUR PROJECTS EXPLORE METHODS OF MANUFACTURING AND DISTRIBUTING DESIGN IN THE DIGITAL ERA. FOR INSTANCE, STRATIGRAPHIC MANUFACTURY REPRESENTS A NEW MODEL FOR THE DISTRIBUTION
AND DIGITAL MANUFACTURING OF PORCELAIN, WHICH INCLUDES LOCAL
SMALL MANUFACTURING UNITS THAT ARE GLOBALLY CONNECTED. HOW
IS THIS MODEL FUNCTIONING IN PRACTICE?
SU: When we developed the ceramic 3D printer we also decided to share
it with the open source network and put all the plans online, so that other
people can start building it and make objects on their own. The Stratigraphic Manufactury project was born out of that.
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The interesting part of digital files is that you can send them to anyone around
the world. You don’t have to transport them as physical goods from one place to
another. So, we asked people that were already using 3D printing with ceramics
to print the set we have designed. We also asked them not to change the digital
file, but to use their own local clays and materials, which are always different
depending on their locality. In that sense you involve the maker or craftsperson
in the production of mass-produced items, but you also involve the very specific
local material and cultural context in it so that you get this range of all similar
but also all different objects. It is interesting that with this approach you can get
together lots of different people with the same interest very easily.
Today we see a special kind of interest in return. A lot of things were lost
in the transition to the industrial age. For instance, craft is rather holistic — making, financing and client relations are all embodied in one person,
while in the industrial age a lot of that was stripped out. However, in the
last 20 years, many designers are moving back into those lost territories.
They are promoting and making their own work again. For us a lot of that
is being made possible by digital tools — like the way the internet has
removed the barriers to communicate. You don’t need the magazines or
trade fairs anymore. You can actually publish, promote, finance and manufacture your own work. This small-scale local manufacturing — taking
back the responsibilities and aspects of making and then combining that
with high-tech manufacturing tools or new materials, is very interesting.

provide for their own needs. This was interesting to see as well. In Belgium, those
crafts are usually practiced nowadays as hobbies or in connection to specific
art practices.
IB: WHEN WE FIRST INVITED YOU TO COLLABORATE ON MADE IN PROJECT
IN ZAGREB, YOU QUITE QUICKLY, AFTER SOME RESEARCH, SUGGESTED TO
WORK WITH ANTUN PENEZIĆ, THE CROATIAN LAST COMB MAKER. WHAT
ATTRACTED YOU TOWARDS THIS SPECIFIC CRAFT?
SU: What attracted us most to Antun was his story. It is quite dramatic
in a way. It both tells something very personal, but also something about
how we address crafts in general. We noticed that Antun was trained as
the master craftsman for three years, learning the craft by doing. Very
soon after his training and after only a few years of practicing, the craft
disappeared. The ironic part is that then he started working in the plastic
industry which replaced horn as the material, and then after his retirement he started doing the craft again. He is so passionate and happy with
it, but at the same time he is not finding someone who wants to take the
effort to invest time to learn it and make it into the future.
This contradiction is happening on a larger scale as well. At one point Antun
also mentioned this is partly because of the new technologies. On the contrary,
in virtual space, there is a big revival of craft today, due to tutorial culture and
YouTube, where people document how they do things. So maybe it is hard to find
somebody in your neighbourhood who wants to learn something in particular,
but much easier on the internet, across the world. It in a way represents this
somewhat lost idea of master/apprentice relationship. We wanted to investigate
this further.

IB: YOU HAVE RESEARCHED AND COLLABORATED A LOT WITHIN DIFFERENT CONTEXTS WITH OTHER DESIGNERS AND CRAFTSPEOPLE ACROSS
THE WORLD. WHAT DO YOU FIND INTERESTING IN ZAGREB THAT MIGHT BE
DIFFERENT FROM WHAT YOU ARE ACCUSTOMED TO SEEING ELSEWHERE?
HAVE YOU NOTICED ANY LOCAL SPECIFICITIES CONCERNING CRAFTS,
CRAFTSPEOPLE AND LOCALITY?
SU: Small manufacturing in the city that you see so nicely here in Zagreb
is completely lost in most of central and western Europe. We were totally
amazed by how many and how tiny the workshops around the Zagreb city
centre are in comparison to Belgium for instance. Also, workshops are
often still rooted in the places where they started a hundred years ago.
We often talk about how with digital manufacturing and 3D printing we
will hopefully see the return of manufacturing to the city, but it is always
good to see the places where it was never forced out of the city. The
problematic part that you always hear then is that there is a tendency,
here and in other places like Turkey, to redo the mistakes that places like
Belgium and The Netherlands made in the last 50 years, only to discover
you want to bring the previous situation back.
Also, in Croatia the craftspeople make very utilitarian quality objects, and then
the work they do is also part of their lifestyle, the way they sustain their living and

IB: MANY CRAFTS ARE BEING SO TO SAY CONSERVED IN MUSEUMS
AROUND THE WORLD. ANTUN’S COLLECTION OF COMBS AND HIS WORKING PROCEDURES HAVE BEEN FILMED AND MADE THEIR WAY TO THE ETHNOGRAPHIC MUSEUM IN ZAGREB. ALSO, PARTS OF HIS WORKSHOP AND
TOOLS HAVE BEEN ON DISPLAY IN OLD VILLAGE KUMROVEC FOR SOME
YEARS NOW. DESPITE THE FACT, WE KEPT WONDERING WHAT HAPPENS
WITH THE KNOWLEDGE, AND ESPECIALLY THE EMBODIED KNOWLEDGE
THAT CANNOT ACTUALLY BE TAUGHT OR LEARNED FROM A MUSEUM COLLECTION, BUT RATHER ACQUIRED BY CONTACT WITH THE PRACTITIONERS. THIS SEEMS TO BE A STARTING POINT FOR YOUR EXPERIMENTATION
WITH NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN THE PROJECT. WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN NEW TECHNOLOGIES, SPECIFICALLY THE ROBOTIC ARM THAT
YOU WORK WITH, AND ANTUN’S CRAFT, AND WHAT ROLE DOES IT PLAY
IN YOUR PROPOSED SCENARIO?
SU: We were basically trying to replicate Antun’s tasks in his little studio,
we tried to copy them and let the robot redo them or do the similar tasks.
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At first, before coming to Zagreb we already did the initial part of the
project at the University in Antwerp because they already had a robotic
arm that we wanted to use. The software itself was not so difficult to use
because of the apps that are already pre-programmed. So, there are a
lot of small actions that you can add and put together so that they make
a sequence of movements. Actually, that was really nice, because the
technology behind the robot we worked with is quite new. Programming
is the hardest part, but it is approachable.
Our intrigue however, goes back to the main premise of the project and the fact
that there is supposedly a big interest in crafts and hand-made products, vs.
the mass manufactured ones. So, if Antun can’t find an apprentice human to do
it, we want to question who can do it and how can we preserve this particular
craft. And we think that’s kind of the role of the robot in our project. On a bigger
scale, we are questioning the motivation of humanity. Why do we want a product,
but not the work involved? This is a zone of inquiry that we are trying to wander
through and not necessarily give answers, but travel with Antun and audience
of the film through this space of questioning.
In the film, we use the robot as a character, an actor. Robotics and digital
technology could be used by makers as tools for innovation and experimentation. They could bring the craft in a new era. We see crafts as something nostalgic, something that is stuck in time and that doesn’t evolve.
But obviously, this is not what craft is about. It is developing, changing
and innovating as well. And that’s probably the only way for it to survive.

IN THE FILM, WE USE THE
ROBOT AS A CHARACTER,
AN ACTOR. ROBOTICS AND
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY COULD
BE USED BY MAKERS AS
TOOLS FOR INNOVATION AND
EXPERIMENTATION. THEY COULD
BRING THE CRAFT IN A NEW ERA.
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IB: BOTH UNFOLD AND ALEXANDRE HUMBERT ARE USING DESIGN METHODS AND TRANSLATING THEM INTO VARIOUS TYPES OF MEDIA. IN THE
CASE OF THE COMBMAKER’S TALE IT IS ALEXANDRE’S FOCUS IN FILMMAKING AS DESIGN PRACTICE. WHAT WAS YOUR POINT OF INTEREST WHILE
WORKING TOGETHER AND HOW DID YOU START THIS COLLABORATION?
SU: It was rather natural since we know each other for some time now.
Alexandre is doing super nice short videos in which he projects different
identities, emotions and stories on inanimate objects by using voice overs
and other techniques. We thought in this case it’s the same. The robot
already has some kind of animistic quality, and so we wanted to mix its
story with Antun’s story and convey it through the film.
AH: “We don’t have an object but rather we have the story that we don’t know
how exactly to tell, but we think the film is a good way to approach it.” This is
how it began, with an email and a concept I received. Basically, in this project
the object is a tool to tell the story but not the one creating the story. And design
is in communicating that story. With the film and a specific approach in which
we are, for example, using the robotic arm to film from the perspective of the
robot, we are creating a feeling of ambiguity of not really knowing who is doing
the craft, whether it is Antun or the robot, whether it has already happened or
is it happening in the future. We are also posing a question of who is filming. This
is something you cannot communicate through a documentary only.
HOW WERE ANTUN AND DANICA PENEZIĆ REACTING TO YOUR PROPOSALS
AND WAYS OF WORKING?
They were a bit sceptical about how horn as a material could be really
picked, mapped, recognized and processed by a robot. On the other hand,
we are aware that the technology is not that far yet so that the robot can
absolutely replicate the craftman’s work. But all in all, Antun and Danica
are very keen on seeing a new generation that could revive the craft, and
innovate it to make it relevant again.
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RESIDENCY
A COMBMAKER’S
TALE
STUDIO UNFOLD
(CLAIRE WARNIER AND DRIES
VERBRUGGEN) & ALEXANDRE
HUMBERT IN COLLABORATION
WITH ANTUN PENEZIĆ,
COMBMAKER

Design studio Unfold from Antwerp had been for many years
now questioning the role of crafts in the contemporary society. In their latest project, they have partnered with Alexandre
Humbert, a designer and filmmaker from Amsterdam, to collaborate with a combmaker Antun Penezić from Zagreb, on
a project about preservation of crafts and its relationship to
new technologies.
In a short film A Combmaker’s Tale, we follow the story of
two passionate makers, and wonder what we can learn from
them. Antun Penezić, 82, is Croatia’s last living combmaker
and will retire this year without a successor. Franka, a brandnew robot, is dedicated to follow in his footsteps and learn as
much as it can from Antun in order to preserve this age old
craft from disappearing.
The two are the protagonists in a tale that questions humankind’s relation with both crafts and technology, a tale that
challenges its audience to reconsider their assumptions. Do
we need to preserve an age-old craft? When is something ‘hand’
made? Why do we value labour intensive hand-made objects,
but not the labour involved? Why do we fear robots taking over
our work if there is so much work that nobody is interested
in pursuing?
While Antun’s oral history is documentary, his robot apprentice is fiction. For now …
In a series of interviews with various specialists, ranging
from artificial intelligence to social history, the artists further
unravel the manifold of threads woven into A Combmaker’s Tale.

p. 42

Starring: Antun Penezić,
Mara Danica Penezić and Panda
Sound: Arnaud Pujol
Organised by: Ivana Borovnjak, Maja Kolar
(OAZA) and Koraljka Vlajo (MUO)
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With the generous support of:
Creative Industries Fund NL, The Flemish
Government, Creative Europe Fund,
Kultura Nova Foundation and Franka Emika
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Process and project development in
Antun Penezić’s workshop, Zagreb
Photos: Unfold & Maja Kolar
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Process and project development: testing and experimenting with Pandaby Franka Emika at the
University of Antwerp and studio Unfold; Photo: Unfold
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Stills from A Combmaker’s Tale short film; Photo: Unfold & Alexandre Humbert
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A Combmaker’s Tale film poster; Photo: Unfold & Alexandre Humbert
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Above: prof. dr. Ann Dooms (BE),
Research group Digital Mathematics, VUB
Photos: Unfold & Alexandre Humbert
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Below: prof. dr. ir. Bram Vanderborght (BE),
Brubotics, VUB
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Above: Gareth Neal (UK), designer-maker

Below: dr. Tanya Harrod (UK), crafts historian
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HOW CAN RESEARCH
INTO LOCALLY
SOURCED MATERIALS
ADDRESS WIDER
SOCIAL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND POLITICAL
CONDITIONS?

Throughout the world, the reasons for the disappearance of the traditional crafts are often not
the transfer of knowledge or the lack of interest of the younger generations but also the issue of
raw materials that craftspeople need for their products. The leaves of hybrid or genetically modified maize, for example, are no longer suitable for weaving, so makers need to set up new cycles
of raw material sourcing and distribution that include new stakeholders and collaborations. Also
the earth as primal and omnipresent material has always been crucial for local craft traditions.
What is the potential of earth as locally sourced material in our current condition? Can unveiling
the complex world of raw materials from sourcing, legislation, production to social and financial
networks creates a response that envision new and sustainable ways of using natural resources?
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INTERVIEW
LOCALLY
SOURCED
MATERIALS
AND
RESOURCES

LW: LUKAS WEGWERTH, MV: MAJA VARJDAN, PHOTO: FRITZ BÖNSEL

Lukas Wegwerth is a Berlin-based designer whose work focuses on the potentials of connection-making in a variety of expressions. Inspired by his background in joinery and the Shaker
Movement he seeks to connect a hands-on approach and concept creation.
The tension between the coincidental and the controllable as well as the repurposing of natural materials are a core part of his experimentations that expand into a number of contexts —
object-related, social and environmental.
In this framework he developed Three+One — a modular connector system that he uses as a
platform for exchange and collaboration. Like his other projects, Three+One is built around the
idea of creating sustainable material cycles from the very local to the global.
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MV: CRAFT HAS BEEN EXPERIENCING A REVIVAL WITHIN A DESIGN
FIELD IN RECENT DECADES. WHAT ARE TRADITIONAL CULTURES OF
MAKING BRINGING TO THE FIELD OF DESIGN?
LW: What strikes me most is the relation to locally-sourced materials and
resources. In traditional forms of making we see that people build from
what their surroundings provides them with. They create sustainable
and elaborate cycles around particular materials. This principle is more
import than ever. We need to study the intrinsic methods employed in
crafts carefully to improve our ways of making.

ICAL LIGHT ON THE COMPLEX WORLD OF RAW MATERIALS, THE USE OF
NATURAL RESOURCES, SOCIAL NETWORKS AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION.
HOW IS THIS FOCUS RELATED TO TRADITIONAL CRAFT?
LW: Crafts are always a logical consequence of their particular environment — the availability of resources and the social framework. Like other
expressions of culture they shape and express local identity. Since resources can be scarce and hard to reclaim, craftspeople seek to make the
most of raw materials. The crafted object is not to be wasted or treated
carelessly — it will be valued as a precious reification of social affiliation.

IN TRADITIONAL FORMS OF
MAKING WE SEE THAT PEOPLE
BUILD FROM WHAT THEIR
SURROUNDINGS PROVIDES
THEM WITH. THEY CREATE
SUSTAINABLE AND ELABORATE
CYCLES AROUND PARTICULAR
MATERIALS. THIS PRINCIPLE
IS MORE IMPORT THAN EVER.
WE NEED TO STUDY THE
INTRINSIC METHODS EMPLOYED
IN CRAFTS CAREFULLY TO
IMPROVE OUR WAYS OF
MAKING.

MV: YOU ONCE DEFINED DESIGN AS FINDING A SOLUTION TO A PROBLEM,
EXCHANGING IDEAS, LEARNING FROM FAILURES, MAKING. COULD YOU
ALSO RELATE OR APPLY THIS DEFINITION TO THE MADE IN WORKSHOP?
LW: The craft we focused on in the MADE IN workshop is a very well established one, therefore there is no problem to solve per se. I wanted to
set a frame for experimenting with raw material without the expectation
of a finished product or object. Through making we gather experience
and failure as an essential part in the process of learning. The advantage
gained in experimenting in a group is the opportunity to discuss and
reflect on successes or failures together, and being able to benefit from
each other’s knowledge.

MV: THROUGH YOUR PROJECTS YOU OFTEN EXPLORE THE QUALITIES OF
CRAFT PROCESSES AND THEIR ROLE IN ADDRESSING SOCIAL, POLITICAL
AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES. IN THE MADE IN PROJECT YOU CAST CRIT-

MV: THE WORKSHOP AT URBAN MAGUŠAR’S WORKSHOP IN RADOVLJICA
WAS CONCEIVED AS AN OPEN-ENDED EXPERIMENT. SUCH A PROCESS
DIFFERS QUITE A LOT FROM THE CONVENTIONAL IDEA OF DESIGN AS
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THROUGH MAKING WE GATHER
EXPERIENCE AND FAILURE AS
AN ESSENTIAL PART IN THE
PROCESS OF LEARNING.
MV: HOW DID YOU ORGANIZE THE CREATIVE PROCESS THAT LED YOU TO
THE INITIAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE MADE IN PROJECT?
LW: There are values beyond the craft itself that make it more relevant
than ever. Crafted objects are made to stay. They are precious expressions of culture and local identity. I am mainly interested in understanding
the circumstances and methods of these particular objects and therefore
made the backstage the main topic of the workshop.
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FUNCTIONAL, USEFUL OBJECT. HOW DO YOU INTERPRET THE NOTION OF
USEFULNESS?
LW: Understanding the characteristics of the material you work with
is essential. Learning about the chemical makeup, the energy footprint,
the history and origin of a material can be a fundamental step in creating. Knowledge is always useful, and it builds through reflection and
experimentation.
MV: IN WHAT WAY DID YOUR RESEARCH AND THE MADE IN WORKSHOP
DEMONSTRATE ANY NEW POSSIBILITIES AFFORDED BY THE CRAFT
PROCESSES?
LW: Firstly, it shifts the view from the learned strategy of sourcing traded
materials to looking at our surroundings in a new way: resources in our
environment become visible as raw materials. Secondly, it is the strategy
of making that constitutes new possibilities: can the knowledge of the
values of craft influence our use of modern technology?

MV: YOUR PRACTICE IS BASED ON MAKING AND SKILL SHARING. COULD
YOU DESCRIBE THE PROCESS OF KNOWLEDGE SHARING DURING THE
WORKSHOP, THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE POSITION OF THE AMATEUR AND THE PROFESSIONAL?
LW: In the framework of an experiment the amateur and the professional
can work on the same level, sometimes they even change roles. When
working, the cross-disciplinary experience is very diverse, and we all
benefit from each other’s knowledge. I am very happy that we were able to
learn from Urban Magušar’s rich knowledge of the material and making,
and the application of the large-scale practice of BC architects to every
participant’s individual approach.

CRAFTS ARE ALWAYS A
LOGICAL CONSEQUENCE
OF THEIR PARTICULAR
ENVIRONMENT — THE AVAILABILITY OF RESOURCES AND
THE SOCIAL FRAMEWORK.
LIKE OTHER EXPRESSIONS OF
CULTURE THEY SHAPE AND
EXPRESS LOCAL IDENTITY.
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WORKSHOP
CRAFTING
DATA, SOURCING THE
MATERIALS &
EXPERIMENTS
LUKAS WEGWERTH (MENTOR),
CASPAR FROWEIN (MENTOR
ASSISTANT), PATRICIA BASCONES,
Organised by: Maja Vardjan, Cvetka Požar,
Nikola Pongrac (MAO)
Photos: Luka Karlin
Special thanks: Mojca Makovec Haložan,
Tanja Horvat, ZRP Pomelaj, z. o. o.; Franc
Jaklič; Franc Žuk; Janez and Andreja Bojc,
Lončarstvo Bojc; Katja Žagar, Tina Zajc Zver,
Rokodelski center Ribnica
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Creativity, operated by the Museum of
Architecture and Design in Ljubljana and cofinanced by European Union from European
Regional Development Fund and by the
Republic of Slovenia
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PATRIK BENEDIČIČ, EMILY
DIETRICH, FLORIAN FEND, ROK
OBLAK, JOANA SCHMITZ, EVA
ŠTRUKELJ, JERA TRATAR IN
COLLABORATION WITH
URBAN MAGUŠAR,
MANUFAKTURA , KRISTINA
RUTAR (ASSISTANT)
AND GUEST ARCHITECT
NICOLAS COECKELBERGHS,
BC ARCHITECTS
p. 162

The workshop was dedicated to the vastly neglected material
earth. It was an attempt to study possibilities of facilitating it
in the context of design and architecture.
The cross disciplinary group of participants and potter
Urban Magušar, architect Nicolas Coeckelberghs and designer
Lukas Wegwerth approached the matter through a hands-on
exploration by sourcing raw material in the direct surrounding,
processing and firing samples. Alongside this process the group
held round tables and lectures.
After building a fundamental understanding and filtering research questions, the participants worked on individual
experiments that utilized locally found materials in a defined
range of processes.
The resulting samples form a grid that shows the wide
potential of earth as a resource in the current discourse on
authenticity and environmental challenges.
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Left and following spread:
Sourcing the material near Radovljica
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Above: Speculations on the local clay,
scheme developed by the participants
of the workshop
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Below: Investigation in the use of earth
as a constructional material
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Above and below:
Individual experiments with the local clay
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Investigation in the use of earth
as a constructional material in
Urban Magušar workshop, Radovljica
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WORKSHOP
CRAFTING
DATA,
RESEARCH
FILM

Crafting data is a multi-perspective approach to a range of
professions for which earth and its properties are central to
their daily activity.
The focus of observation are the widely invisible systems,
structures and methods associated with the material.
We examine the material earth, the stakeholders who are
working with the material and their interests in it. We look at
ways these professionals are approaching earth, which manual, mechanical or intellectual gestures they perform towards
it and for which reasons they are moving and processing it into
information, into bricks or into objects.
Conceiving our practice as an ongoing work in progress,
digging deeper and deeper, we propose a continuous discovery of an omnipresent yet mostly neglected material and its
relation to geological history, economy, design, crafts, tradition,
experiment, building, ecological destruction, sustainability and
circularity.
Instead of presenting fixed knowledge, but resembling
bricks of information condensed in different semantic layers
of the material, generates a diverse understanding of its complexity and meaning.

LUKAS WEGWERTH, GIULIA
BRUNO IN COLLABORATION
WITH GIUSEPPE IELASI
Director: Giulia Bruno
Sound: Giuseppe Ielasi
Editing: Giuseppe Ielasi, Giulia Bruno
Assistant: Paola Raheli
Photos: Giulia Bruno
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Contributors: Štefan Zelko, Saša J. Mächtig,
Miloš Bavec, Duška Rokavec, Bogomir Celarc,
Mirka Trajanova, Geological Survey Of Slovenia
Partner: Geological Survey of Slovenia
Special thanks: Miha Špiček, Slovene
Ethnographic Museum
With the generous support of:
The Ministry of Culture, Republic of Slovenia
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Extraction maps,
Geological Survey of Slovenia, Ljubljana
© Giulia Bruno, 2019

Samples,
Geological Survey of Slovenia, Ljubljana
© Giulia Bruno, 2019
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Working earth,
Slovenian Ethnographic Museum, Ljubljana
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Digging site, Slovenia,
© Giulia Bruno, 2019
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Laboratory for clay, Slovenia,
© Giulia Bruno, 2019
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Crafting data,
stills from the research film
© Giulia Bruno, 2019
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CAN DESIGN RECONNECT WITH
RAW MATERIALS THROUGH
CRAFT?
The crafted objects often communicate their origin through the materials used in their process
of making. On the contrary, contemporary design objects very rarely disclose the origin of materials and processes in which they are made. Generic nature of such objects leads to the impoverishment of the relations we maintain with our everyday objects, which is one of the reasons for
increased interest in traditional cultures of making. Questioning the sourcing, processing and exploitation of raw materials has become urgency in the current environmental crisis. Through revitalization of old making techniques with advanced design thinking the objects can regain power
to communicate this pressing environmental issue.
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INTERVIEW
NATURAL
RESOURCES
COMMUNICATED
THROUGH
OBJECTS

M’T: MISCHER‘TRAXLER, MV: MAJA VARDJAN, PHOTO: LUKA KARLIN

Mischer‘traxler Studio, based in Vienna, develop and design objects, furniture, processes, installations and more, thereby focusing on experiments and conceptual thinking within a given context.
Their designs are often playing with uniqueness and some of their projects are poetic records
that interact with the viewer and evoke unexpected reactions. By using their outcomes as well as
a mean of communication, the studio tries to show that design can be functional, good and beautiful not just in objects, but as well in the ideas they represent.
Katharina Mischer (1982) and Thomas Traxler (1981) completed their BA-degrees in product
and furniture Design at the NDC St. Pölten and at Kingston University London and continued with
MA for conceptual design in context at the Design Academy Eindhoven. After graduating in June
2008 and several years of collaborating on various projects, Katharina and Thomas founded mischer‘traxler studio in 2009.
Projects by mischer’traxler are displayed in exhibitions on contemporary Design and Art in
museums such as the Boijmans van Boiningen, the Design Museum London, the Triennale Milano,
Cafa Art Museum Bejing, Mudac Lausanne and more, as well as on International festivals and fairs
and can be found in the permanent collections of the Art institute Chicago, the Vitra Design Museum and the MAK Vienna, among others.
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MISCHER‘TRAXLER STUDIO
(KATHARINA MISCHER AND
THOMAS TRAXLER)
INTERVIEW: MISCHER‘TRAXLER STUDIO
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MV: GENERALLY SPEAKING, PEOPLE ARE DRAWN TO PROTECT ENDANGERED CRAFTS, AND MOST OF THE PROJECTS RELATED TO CRAFT ARE
SIMPLY RECYCLING THE PAST, TECHNICALLY AND FORMALLY. YOUR WAY
OF WORKING IS MORE CONCEPTUAL. YOU TREAT THE DESIGN PROCESS
AS A MEANS OF RESEARCH AND INTELLECTUAL ENQUIRY. HOW DID YOU
RELATE TO THIS WITHIN MADE IN PROJECT?
M’T: The great thing about craft is that it is directly related to a material.
The masters know their material — the sources and its value. Thus, craft
opens a path to an appreciation of material and production and what it
actually takes to turn that material into an object. For us, this is an aspect
of transparency and re-valuating things. We have the feeling that people
are becoming increasingly disconnected from the facts — about how
many resources, production steps and transportation arrangements an
object requires before it reaches the end-user. Consequently, we tend to
buy objects we don’t need, or things that just satisfy certain temporary
trends — and then everyone ends up emotionally unengaged. Linking an
object to someone who made it, like a craftsperson, and connecting it to
the material’s origin might help develop a proper appreciation for objects
in our consumer culture.
MV: WHERE DO YOU SEE THE POTENTIAL OF CRAFT PROCESSES TODAY?
IS THERE A SPACE FOR INVENTION?
M’T: There is definitely space for further development. On the one hand,
there are surely interesting aspects to linking analogue and digital possibilities. Next to that there is a lot of potential in custom made projects —
if paired with good design. Nevertheless, it requires a lot of freedom,
space, time and budget for experimentation to push craft processes
further, and in order to experiment freely one does need, unfortunately,
an economic buffer.
MV: IN THE MADE IN PROJECT YOU CAST CRITICAL LIGHT ON SOME STRIKING FACTS RELATED TO RAW MATERIALS, TO METAL AND STONE IN PARTICULAR. HOW IS THIS FOCUS RELATED TO NATURE — WHICH SEEMS ONE
OF THE KEY SOURCES OF YOUR INSPIRATION, AND IN SOME PROJECTS LIKE
THE IDEA OF A TREE EVEN AN EXPLICIT ELEMENT IN YOUR WORK?
M’T: When looking at nature, one has to realize that everything is connected and has an effect on something else. In ecosystems, no matter
how big or small, everything balances out. It’s truly inspiring to see that
every detail in nature is well designed, fulfils functions and purposes while
also being beautiful at the same time. In nature, everything reacts to its
immediate surroundings — records, adapts and changes. Obviously we
often try to bring these views on nature into our work. We as humans have
to understand our huge impact on our natural surroundings in terms of
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the way we live and consume. Every piece we make, use and own comes
from some natural resource, which is further processed and transported,
and therefore the world and nature is continuously transformed by us.
MV: IT SEEMS THAT EXPERIMENTATION, TESTS AND DRY RUNS DETERMINE
YOUR WAY OF WORKING. HOW DID YOU ORGANIZE THE PROCESS THAT
LED YOU TO THE DEFINITION OF THE MADE IN PROJECT? DO YOU HAVE A
STANDARD METHODOLOGY?
M’T: For the MADE IN Project we actually made far fewer experiments and
trials with the material itself than we did with some of our other projects.
Maybe because we trust in the dialogue with Beno (our stonemason), and
the flexibility we have in being able to visit him and knowing we still can
change things.
We think we somehow have a methodology. Usually we first make a conceptual/
theoretical framework for the project. This includes what we would like to communicate and achieve with the project. These guidelines make it easier for us
to come up with the design, since we can always re-check whether it fulfils our
framework. This helps prevent us from getting lost during the process, and to
judge the design objectively.

LINKING AN OBJECT TO
SOMEONE WHO MADE IT,
LIKE A CRAFTSPERSON, AND
CONNECTING IT TO THE
MATERIAL’S ORIGIN MIGHT
HELP DEVELOP A PROPER
APPRECIATION FOR OBJECTS IN
OUR CONSUMER CULTURE.
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MV: THE TRANSLATION OF DATA INTO PRODUCTS IS ALSO A RECURRING
TOPIC IN YOUR WORK. ARE OBJECTS TOOLS FOR COMMUNICATION?
M’T: Yes, definitely. Sometimes we even call ourselves 3-dimensional
communication designers. We extended our understanding of the functionality of objects and also believe that the layers of communication are
an important aspect of a project. We also think that when data become
tangible, it is much easier understood. Then one can grasp the scale of
the facts or circumstances, or what effect a number really has in reality
and thus start relating to it.

SOMETIMES WE EVEN CALL
OURSELVES 3-DIMENSIONAL
COMMUNICATION DESIGNERS.
WE EXTENDED OUR
UNDERSTANDING OF THE
FUNCTIONALITY OF OBJECTS
AND ALSO BELIEVE THAT THE
LAYERS OF COMMUNICATION
ARE AN IMPORTANT ASPECT OF
A PROJECT.
MV: THE INPUT OF KNOWLEDGE AND DATA FROM THE EXPERTS AT THE
GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE WAS CRUCIAL FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
PROJECT. IT SEEMS THE CONVERGENCE OF DISCIPLINARY FIELDS HAS
BECOME A NECESSITY IN DESIGN PROJECTS THAT ADDRESS SOCIAL, POLITICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES. HOW DO YOU SEE YOUR PRACTICE
IN RELATION TO MULTIDISCIPLINARY COLLABORATIONS?
M’T: We are very open to collaboration, but to be honest we just start to
look for collaborators once we need them or when we are approached
directly. We never start a project with the goal of explicitly collaborating.
We think that design as a discipline has always been based on collaborations — in the beginning more between craftspeople and industry; now,
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luckily the field of design has opened up to different types of collaborators,
such as scientists and other experts from all kinds of fields.
MV: COULD YOU OUTLINE YOUR COLLABORATION WITH THE STONEMASON
BENO OGRIN? WAS THERE SOMETHING SPECIFIC IN YOUR COLLABORATION OR IN THE LOCAL CONTEXT?
M’T: It’s really nice, and interesting to see that Beno is not just doing his
job. He is very passionate about it and also very curious and open to trying
out new things. Because of this approach of his we could also propose
working with ores and stones that have certain limitations.
He also joined us on the visits to the mines, and we were searching together with
him for some stones in the forests. These experiences and the time he dedicated
to the project before he actually got working on the stones itself already made
it a special collaboration.
From a design and production point of view we tried to bring his skills and
potentials into the project, and hope he’s not depending a lot on other
companies or big external machinery, and that he can make as much as
possible in his workshop.

GEOLOGY CAN BE SEEN AS
VERY PHILOSOPHICAL AND
POETIC WHEN DESCRIBED IN
THE RIGHT WAY.
MV: WHAT HAVE YOU FOUND MOST INTRIGUING IN THE PROJECT SO FAR?
M’T: That so many different institutions and people are working together
to make this project happen. It shows that everyone thinks that it is an important topic to tackle. And that geology can be seen as very philosophical
and poetic when described in the right way.
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Organised by: Maja Vardjan, Cvetka Požar,
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and Design
Photos: Luka Karlin, Jure Horvat,
Mischer’Traxler Studio, Beno Ogrin
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Stone is quarried in order to construct buildings and monuments. It is cut up and polished to make wonderful statues, objects and interior finishes, but stone is also extracted, mined,
pulverised or burnt in order to extract minerals of many kinds
to produce a great amount of the objects that populate our
daily lives. Nevertheless, we hardly think of stone when we
touch iron, unwrap food from aluminium foil or hold a battery
in our hands. The design project Ratio embraces crafts in order to tell a story about stone and its hidden metallic mineral
components.
Each piece in the series reveals the proportion of metal contained in a specific metal ore by combining it with its
metallic equivalent in the form of metal sheeting. The size of
a metal sheet 3 mm thick is always as big as the resulting
material one would get when theoretically processing the
stone into the metal.
Craftsmanship brings us closer to a material and what it
actually takes to turn it into an object. To turn a rough stone into
a piece of furniture requires many refined production steps by
a skilled stonemason. Ratio pushes this aspect of transparency
even further by revealing more aspects of the use of stone in
our cultures. By making data tangible, the project highlights
the fact that it takes a great amount of stone to turn it into a
pure metal (as well other materials). Extracting stone requires
a big amount of energy and changes a lot of landscapes. Thus,
we as consumers should properly value and appreciate the
things around us and choose wisely what we need and want.
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Research, process and project development
Photos: Mischer'Traxler Studio, Luka Karlin, Beno Ogrin
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Visual presentation of the research topics,
Mischer'Traxler Studio
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600 g of Bauxit
ore from
Celarje-PodlipaSmrečje Mine +
145,8 g of
Aluminum (24,3 %)

Top: Mežica Lead and Zinc Mine
Left: Sovodenj Copper Mine
Right: Celarje-Podlipa-Smrečje Iron Mine
Photos: Luka Karlin
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600 g of Copper
ore from
Sovodenj Mine +
13,2 g of
Copper (2,2 %)

600 g of Bauxit
ore from
Celarje-PodlipaSmrečje Mine +
99 g of
Steel (16,5 %)

600 g of Zinc
ore from
Mežica mine +
4,8 g of
Zinc (0,8 %)

Cores of metal ores with the proportions of the contained metal
Photo: Jure Horvat
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Above: Process and project development;
Engraving in Beno Ogrin workshop in Vrhnika
Photo: Luka Karlin
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Below: Piece of furniture from Zinc and
Copper and Zinc ore, Ratio series
Photo: Jure Horvat
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Piece of furniture from Copper and
Copper ore, Ratio series
Photo: Jure Horvat
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Ratio series
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Photo: Jure Horvat
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WHAT CAN DESIGNERS
LEARN FROM THE PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE OF
CRAFTSPEOPLE & THEIR
LONG-LASTING RELATIONS TO OBJECTS?
By simply being used, crafted objects and items become more beautiful over time. Repairing
and maintaining them adds layers of patina and creates long-lasting relationships between objects and subjects. While the traces of use and repair are regarded as value and integral part
of crafted objects, design objects most often require everlasting newness and perfection.
When designers experiment with the materiality and immateriality of such relationships and
look into techniques and methodologies of doing things informed by the practical knowledge
and the daily routines of craftspeople, design puts forward renewed attention to dimension of
time and human values over form and profit.
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INTERVIEW
AS VISUAL
ESSAY
THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN
OBJECT AND
SUBJECT
RM: RIANNE MAKKINK, MK: MIRIAM KATHREIN, PHOTO: BART KIGGEN
FOR COFFEEKLATCH

Rianne Makkink (1964) studied architecture at the Technical University of Delft and from 1991 led
an office of urban planning and architecture: Max.1. In 2002 Makkink started Foundation Sloom
with fellow architect Herman Verkerk to initiate activities advocating the revaluation of slowness.
In the same year she founded design office Studio Makkink & Bey with designer Jurgen Bey. In their
eyes, urban planning, architecture and landscape architecture are firmly tied to product design.
The bulb has influenced architecture, the built home affects the interior and skyscrapers could
never have existed without the elevator. In more than 200 projects, commissioned by museums,
galleries, art or government institutions, companies and individuals, and in many lectures, a vision
on culture and design emerges in which form is tailored to its context. Makkink and Bey combine
socially relevant subjects and their own stories, from a product scale with slower, architectural models. While thinking from networks and systems, connections between context, parts and
functions emerge. Through sharp analysis and programming, the potential of a neighbourhood, a
building or product is capitalized to the utmost potential. Key subjects such as the consumption of
energy and raw materials, dual-use, food, social and economic systems belong to the repertoire.
One example is the study of the informal economy of India in response to economic headwinds in
Europe. Rianne Makkink was advisor and jury member on various committees, worked as an editor
of journals in the field of design, architecture and urbanism and was mentor to several universities
within the Netherlands and abroad. Also, the last six years she was teaching at the Master Social
Design at the Design Academy in Eindhoven.
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MK: WHAT KIND OF IMPACT DOES THE ALLIANCE WITH CRAFTSPEOPLE
HAVE ON YOUR DESIGN PRACTICE?
RM:

HOW DO YOU DEAL WITH KNOWLEDGE YOU ACQUIRE THROUGH WORKING CLOSELY WITH CRAFTSPEOPLE AND THEIR METHODS OF CRAFTING?
RM:

Above: Werkraumhaus Andelsbuch
Photo: Peter Loewy

Setting up a temporary workshop for ideation, experimantation and production
at the Werkraumhaus
Photo: Matthias Dietrich, Rianne Makkink
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Below: Walking, cleaning, exploring —
a fieldtrip in Andelsbuch
Photo: Thomas Geisler
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MK: WHAT IS AT STAKE FOR CRAFTING AND DESIGNING IF WE DON’T PAY
ATTENTION TO CLEANING, MAINTAINING AND CARING?
RM:

WHAT ARE THE MOST CHALLENGING ASPECTS OF COLLABORATIONS BETWEEN CRAFTSPEOPLE AND DESIGNERS?
RM:

Acquiring practical and material knowledge through observing, repeating and making
Photo: Peter Loewy
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WORKSHOP
CRAFTING,
CLEANING
AND CARING
mr. beer & the besenvesen
Halligrimur Arnason, Lukas Kopf
in collaboration with Nikolaus Beer
Cosmopolitan Cheese
Anastasia Eggers, Philipp Kolmann
in collaboration with Peter Lässer,
Josef Schwärzler, Johannes Kaufmann,
Tischlerei Mohr
Gestures in Handicraft
Theresa Binder, Julia Obermüller

Mentor: Rianne Makkink, Studio Makkink & Bey
Co-mentors: Renate Breuss, Markus Faißt,
Helmut Fink, Thomas Geisler, Miriam Kathrein
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cARe
Michael Dorfer, Anna-Amanda Steurer
in collaboration with Juppenwerkstatt
Riefensberg
Schindel Cabinet
Anna Gramberger, Sandra Holzer
in collaboration with Florian Bär (production),
Verena Giesinger and Simon Gramberger
(audio)

For one week twelve young designers were working on the
Crafting, Cleaning and Caring theme, together with different
craftspeople from the Bregenzerwald region and members of
the Werkraum Bregenzerwald association in the Werkraumhaus in Andelsbuch. The workshop was led by Rianne Makkink
and was based on the project Cleanliness is next to Godliness
by Studio Makkink & Bey, which consists of a product range
decorated with five domestic scenes that celebrate the value
of housework.
As an act of practice-based research and reflection of
one’s own practice the designers started each day with a cleaning ritual to foster special attention to gestures and tools used
in the process. Through gathering samples, filming evidence
and collecting materials related to the act of cleaning found
in the region and the work environments of the craftspeople
involved in the project, they developed a design concept revolving around the act of cleaning. The outcome of Crafting,
Cleaning and Caring are five research-based products and
interventions as products, which re-think the process and design within the capacities of the different regional craftspeople,
their practice and production processes at their companies at
hand. The results of this collaborative approach are presented
in wooden crates, a display methodology developed by Studio Makkink & Bey. This form of presentation allows for easy
transport and at the same time supports the act of exhibiting
the work in a simple and effortless way within the context of
a traveling exhibition such as MADE IN. The form of the crate
increases the awareness of the content displayed, and in regards to the project on hand enhances the perception of the
act of cleaning.

Organised by: Werkraum Bregenzerwald
Photos: Roswitha Schneider
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Käse
Milch

Küfer

Sennerei
Küferei

Butter

Fell
Holzwerkstatt

Milchwirtschaft
Joghurt

Textil

Schneiderwerkstatt

REINIGEN
&
PFLEGE

sanding

Holzschuherzeugung

sandblasting

polishing

Holz

Oberflächenbehandlung

Tischlerei

coloring

Uniform
Holzschutz

Ofenbauer
Kleidung

Licht

Metal

natürlicher

Holzfenster
Baumeister
chemischer

Keramik

physikalischer

Gips
Beton

Sichtbeton

Infrastruktur
Tiefbau
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MR. BEER &
THE BESENVESEN
HALLIGRIMUR
ARNASON,
LUKAS KOPF
IN COLLABORATION WITH NIKOLAUS BEER, BRUSH BINDER
The project took on the form of a brush and broom research, which started
online and then went ethnographic. Following the visit findings, through improvisation with tools and techniques, the project offers a collection of newly created
brushes, and insights into the legacy of a dying craft.
“We stood face to face with what, sadly, is only the echo of a craft of brush
binding that now faces extinction. We tracked down Mr. Beer, the son of the last
master of the craft in the Bregenzerwald, who passed on a great amount of information regarding production methods, the craft’s history and its demise, and who
also showed us an amazing collection of handmade pieces from his father and him.”
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COSMOPOLITAN
CHEESE
ANASTASIA EGGERS,
PHILIPP KOLMANN
IN COLLABORATION WITH PETER LÄSSER, JOSEF SCHWÄRZLER,
JOHANNES KAUFMANN, TISCHLEREI MOHR

Metropolitan Cheese looks at how the local identity of cheese is constructed
through a place’s specific bacteria and its reactions when travelling across
borders. Seeing cheese as a medium that connects land, animals and humans
and as a representative of the relationships and interdependencies between
them, the project investigates, tracks and archives the touchpoints between
cheese and bacteria.
At every location of the travelling exhibition, local craftsmen create a cheese
that is placed in the speculative cheese cellar for ripening. Cheeses and whey are
applied to the walls of the mobile cellar, contributing to the bacterial culture each
time the cellar is moved. This way, truly cosmopolitan conditions develop — ready
to influence the cheeses’ ripening process.
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GESTURES IN
HANDICRAFT
THERESA BINDER,
JULIA OBERMÜLLER
People from the Bregenzerwald were asked to have a typical hand gesture of
their craft moulded. There are specific gestures to each handicraft, to all cleaning and caring activities. The artefacts at hand, however, also show less obvious
ones. Also, customer care was included in the list of ‘care activities’ and represented in a typical gesture as well. Can the gestures of the plaster moulds be
clearly assigned to a certain craft or activity? Can care and cleaning be separated from crafting? The lines are blurred.
White plaster puts the gesture in the spotlight and makes the hands more
anonymous. At the same time, the objects show every fingerprint, every pore of
the skin so that the respective person’s identity is inscribed in the object. Again,
the work plays with the blurry lines between generalisation and differentiation.
Working in handicrafts can and will cause scrapes or even cuts on the hands,
meaning that scars are part of the craft. This is why they can also be seen on the
objects. In the course of the travelling exhibition, the plaster hand sculptures will
undergo this process as well and likely end up with scars and scratches.
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cARe
MICHAEL DORFER,
ANNA-AMANDA
STEURER
IN COLLABORATION WITH JUPPENWERKSTATT RIEFENSBERG
In the Bregenzerwald, for festive occasions, women wear traditional costumes
called Juppe. They are counted among the oldest and most valuable garments in
Europe. The Juppenwerkstatt Riefensberg produces the fabric for this fascinating, stern-looking piece of clothing. But despite requests from all corners of the
world, the small factory will not reveal how the fabric is made; local people are
very identified with their traditions and the factory’s philosophy is not to sell home.
cARe is about the mystery of the recipe and the grandness of this particular
textile with its deep black, shiny surface and small pleats. Scan the link with a
mobile phone and the box will reveal its content by means of Augmented Reality.
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SCHINDEL CABINET
ANNA GRAMBERGER,
SANDRA HOLZER
IN COLLABORATION WITH FLORIAN BÄR (PRODUCTION SCHINDELN),
VERENA GIESINGER AND SIMON GRAMBERGER (AUDIO)
The Schindel (shingle) is a distinctive, formative ornament in the architectural
compositions that constitute the villages of the Bregenzerwald. At the same time,
it plays an important role in the region’s knowledge on culture and craftsmanship that is handed down from one generation to the next. In its original function,
the Schindel serves as a protective shield against the influence of the elements.
Apart from this and the aesthetic value it adds to the villages of the Bregenzerwald, it can also be seen as an object standing for itself: Its raw surface, its smell
of wood, the sounds that come with its production and the personal histories
behind the production process make it special and interesting. In its function as
an architectural design object, the Schindel preserves family narratives and acts
as storyteller about life in the Bregenzerwald.
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HOW CAN DESIGNERS
REINTERPRET TRADITIONAL CRAFTS BY
USING NATURAL AND
CULTURAL RESOURCES OF THE REGION?
Nature, landscape and local traditions provide a wide range of inspirations and experiences that
can be transferred into the process of design. From the perspective of reinterpretation, designers might include specific traits of the whole region in their projects. Working in close relation
with the craftspeople they can create new and sustainable ways of using the resources of the region's landscape and its architectural language. The craftspeople's stories and material knowledge explains the specific use, functionality and characteristics of various regional types of wood
and materials. This can result in objects that reflect the ideas and aesthetics that have become
apparent to the designers while exploring the region.
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INTERVIEW
THE MANUAL
SKETCH

MK: MIRIAM KATHREIN, MC: MACIEJ CHMARA, PHOTO: CHMARA.ROSINKE

Ania Rosinke and Maciej Chmara were both born in Gdynia, Poland and studied interior architecture, interior and design strategies and architecture in Gdansk, Linz and Vienna. Their designs
are remarkable for their simplicity, ecological awareness and a poetic language of forms that
traces the objects back to their archetypes. Different sensory aspects are quite consciously linked
together in their ideas — haptics, sense of smell, acoustics — and pose the question as to how
much simplicity, humour and sensuousness an object needs. It is often only after interaction that
their still creations become utility objects and thus a dynamic experience. The studio projects are
always embedded in the differentiated context of design, art and architecture and are formed on
the basis of functional as well as socio-cultural aspects.
Their focus currently lies on the design of kitchens and its context. Besides their design work
they are also engaged in research on kitchens and their future. Delight, design and the social context are the keywords concerning the projects around the kitchen. Their studio is based in Vienna
and Berlin.
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CHMARA.ROSINKE
(ANIA ROSINKE AND
MACIEJ CHMARA)
INTERVIEW: CHMARA.ROSINKE
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MK: IN YOUR WORK YOU FOCUS ON THE TRANSLATION OF SOCIO-CULTURAL ASPECTS INTO THE OBJECTS YOU ARE CREATING. WHAT DID YOU
OBSERVE DURING YOUR TIME AS AN ARTIST IN RESIDENCE HERE IN THE
BREGENZERWALD THAT FOUND ITS WAY INTO YOUR DESIGN?
MC: The main inspiration for our project is the image of the table set in
the kitchen. In this region, the kitchen table serves as a social hotspot.
People at this table are coming and going and the door is always open.
I find it very interesting that this almost archaic idea of sitting in the kitchen
— a meeting space that’s always open, the center of the house where
we find warmth and food — still plays an important role in contemporary
architecture. Here, we find a very linear development from the early days
to contemporary versions without the modernist interruption of trying to
separate the kitchen from social life and transforming it into an efficient
workshop. In form and content we incorporated and mixed shapes and
materials that we found in the nature of the Bregenzerwald and in the
region’s crafts and architecture.
MK: CREATING SOMETHING THAT IS DURABLE AND SUSTAINABLE AND
FUNCTIONAL TAKES TIME, IT CAN TAKE YEARS FROM IDEA TO PROTOTYPE TO FINAL PRODUCT. DUE TO THIS EXHIBITION’S VERY RESTRICTED
TIMEFRAME, WE, TOGETHER WITH THE CRAFTSPEOPLE OF WERKRAUM
BREGENZERWALD, CAME UP WITH THE IDEA OF THE MANUAL SKETCH.
CAN YOU DESCRIBE THE MEANING OF THIS TERM AND THE PRODUCTION
PROCESS?
MC: Sketching is the most interesting part of the creative process, whether it is in applied or in fine arts. In the history of fine arts it took quite a
while until historians and collectors started to appreciate the quality of
sketches. In the discipline of design we still have mixed feelings about
sketches, especially when they are three dimensional. And I don’t mean
mockups or the like. I am talking about physical sketches with their very
own character, beautiful in their early-stage imperfection. We work like
this on a regular basis when an idea comes up. We quickly throw it on
paper, then go directly to the workshop and build it the same day. This is
also about skipping the process of development and showing the initial
idea. Let’s say we are talking about a chair: It will likely not be very comfortable or perfect in detail, but it will always have its very own appeal.
Since craftspeople are rather used to repeating techniques until they
reach perfection in manufacturing, we tried to show them a bit of how we
work sometimes and encouraged them to mix techniques or use them in
a different context and be playful. The role of the designer changed a lot
in the last two decades, and the role of craftspeople is changing as well
and will continue to do so.
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SINCE CRAFTSPEOPLE ARE
RATHER USED TO REPEATING
TECHNIQUES UNTIL THEY
REACH PERFECTION, WE TRIED
TO SHOW THEM A BIT OF HOW
WE WORK SOMETIMES AND
ENCOURAGE THEM TO MIX
TECHNIQUES OR USE THEM IN
A DIFFERENT CONTEXT AND BE
PLAYFUL.
MK: ONE ASPECT OF YOUR WORK IS TO PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE
EMOTIONS THAT OBJECTS AND SPACES CONJURE UP IN PEOPLE. FIRST
OF ALL HOW DO YOU INCORPORATE THESE MOMENTS OF EMOTION? AND
WHICH ONES DID YOU PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO IN THE WORK CREATED
HERE IN THE BREGENZERWALD?
MC: We do not perceive objects and spaces only visually. The first impression of a space is perceived by our brain through the acoustic sense.
Acoustics are a topic in architecture, but they are always treated secondary, meaning that only very few architects or designers really think
of acoustics when designing a space. Instead they try to correct their
mistakes at a later stage by, let’s say, acoustic panels. We often forget
that even the geometry or choice of the finishing of a chair or a table can
influence the acoustics of the space. Obviously, haptics are also very
important in furniture design, but one sense we also forget very often
when we think about designing a space is the olfactory sense. I am not
talking about interior perfumes. I am talking about the smell of the wood,
of an untreated table, of oily metal or the the complex smell of an old hut
up in the Alps, where you have wood, sometimes clay, a patina created
by smoke from the oven… When reading these descriptions of smells,
probably most of us will have a very clear olfactory image in their head
and many will also remember in a very precise way situations from their
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past that are connected to these smells, interiors, materials. Taste and
smell are the senses with the closest connection to the emotional sector
of our brain. We often forgets about these things. We are trying to include
these memories and emotional connections when we choose materials
and finishes.
MK: YOU SAY THAT AESTHETICS ARE AN IMPORTANT ASPECT OF SUSTAINABILITY. WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY THAT AND HOW DOES THIS INFLUENCE
YOUR PRACTICE AS A DESIGNER?
MC: People throw away functional and ugly things rather than impractical
and beautiful things. Some of the greatest pieces of modernist architecture did not really work; actually, some have even been disastrous for
their users. But these buildings survived because they are incredibly
beautiful and have consistent design. Don’t get me wrong, we need to
design functioning things, we have to design ecologically perfect and
perfectly working objects. But when it’s about function or sustainability,
it seems as if designers often forget about the importance of beauty and
the function of beauty itself.

HELPING EACH OTHER, SHARING
MACHINES, SPACES, AND
KNOWLEDGE IS SO IMPORTANT
IN TIMES IN WHICH CRAFT
PROCESSES AND PRODUCTION
METHODS ARE GETTING MORE
COMPLEX.
MK: BESIDES BEING A DESIGNER, YOU ARE ALSO A TRAINED CRAFTSPERSON. HOW DOES THAT CHANGE YOUR APPROACH TO THE CREATION OF
OBJECTS OF USE?
MC: I don’t have a real education as a craftsman. I took some metal and
wood classes at university. But my father’s practice and his business
probably had a huge impact on me. He runs a small company that employs
craftspeople like metal workers, carpenters, electricians and many more.
I was in a very comfortable position that allowed me to go and ask these
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people whenever I had a problem, wanted to learn about crafts or just
use the workshop facilities. These options and possibilities changed my
design approach very much. I abandoned a strictly formal-driven form
of design. You can’t truly design things if you don’t know exactly how they
work or if and how they can be produced. If you look closer you will find
that’s it’s quite common among designers to have some sort of background in crafts.

I ABANDONED A STRICTLY
FORMAL-DRIVEN FORM OF
DESIGN. YOU CAN’T TRULY
DESIGN THINGS IF YOU DON’T
KNOW EXACTLY HOW THEY
WORK OR IF AND HOW THEY
CAN BE PRODUCED.
MK: THE CRAFTSPEOPLE HERE, AS MEMBERS OF THE WERKRAUM BREGENZERWALD, DECIDED 20 YEARS AGO TO REPLACE COMPETITION BY
COLLABORATION AND COOPERATION. THIS BUILDS THE VERY CORE OF
THE ASSOCIATION. IN THIS SENSE, CO-CREATION AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF
A COOPERATIVE AND COLLABORATIVE APPROACH, PLAYS AN IMPORTANT
ROLE IN CREATING NEW OBJECTS AND INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS WHILE
STILL KEEPING UP TRADITIONAL MODES OF PRODUCTION AND CRAFT
PROCESSES. HOW DOES THIS INFLUENCE THE WAY YOU WORK ON THE
MADE IN PROJECT?
MC: I have known the Werkraum Bregenzerwald for years now and I have
always found the collaborative approach both very logical and impressive. Helping each other, sharing machines, spaces and knowledge is so
important in times in which craft processes and production methods, like
many other things, are getting more complex. We tried to integrate this
idea as far as that no object in the MADE IN exhibition was made by one
craftsperson alone. We mix materials and finishes in a way craftspeople
wouldn’t normally do. These objects would look very differently if they
were made by one craftsperson only, if she or he would have done it on
their own. At the same time, things can get quite tricky to coordinate when
people from different fields are working on the same object.
THE MANUAL SKETCH
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RESIDENCY
MOBILE
KITCHEN
CHMARA.ROSINKE
IN COLLABORATION WITH
HOLZWERSTATT MARKUS
FAIßT , HOLZHANDWERK
HELMUT FINK , MOHR
POLSTER, OBERHAUSER &
SCHEDLER BAU , OFENBAU
VOPPICHLER , TISCHLEREI
WOLFGANG LÄSSER,
VMZ KLAUS TSCHANN
p. 178

p. 190

The Bregenzerwald region comprises various environments
providing a wide range of inspirations and experiences that
can be directly transferred to the design process. In order
to create a better understanding of the region, its aesthetic
essence and rich tradition of crafts, chmara.rosinke went on
workshop visits and research trips to the Werkraumhaus and
its permanent collection, to exhibitions of crafts objects and
on hikes and walks in the surrounding area. The duo set out to
document the region’s flora and fauna as well as its architecture and the development of the built environment over the last
centuries. The personal exchange with craftspeople proved
to be essential to the research process. Their stories and material knowledge explained the specific use, functionality and
characteristics of various regional types of wood.
In their research, the designers eventually focused on
the kitchen and dining area, a space they identified as a home’s
social hub. From the perspective of a reinterpretation, chmara.
rosinke sought to include specific traits of the Bregenzerwald in
their design process. Together with a group of craftspeople, all
of them members of Werkraum Bregenzerwald, they designed
a formal kitchen setting that showcases the characteristics
of the region’s landscape and its architectural language. Each
object is defined by an unusual mix of crafts or materials and
reflects the ideas and aesthetics that have been apparent to
the designers during their time as artist in residence in the
Bregenzerwald.

p. 208

p. 226

Organised by: Werkraum Bregenzerwald, Photos: © chmara.rosinke
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CHMARA.ROSINKE, MOBILE KITCHEN
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Visual and material research in surrounding area: textures, formations and color study
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CHMARA.ROSINKE, MOBILE KITCHEN
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Material research, workshop facilities

432

Traditional setting of dining area, spatial research
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Moodboard of materials, textures and colors
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Design sketch, materials: black sheet, stainless steel, concrete, wool fabric, maple
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Mobile kitchen modules
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Mobile kitchen modules
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WHAT MAKES
AN EQUAL AND
INVESTIGATIVE
DESIGN— CRAFT
RELATIONSHIP?
Human touch is at the centre of any collaborative interaction. In order for it to occurs need to
leave their individual presuppositions aside, and open the space for genuine understanding of
“the other”, a space of true empathy. In this case, empathy is not just an emotional category, but
a cognitive one, enabling both sides to understand the other’s needs, context, motivation and
the goal. Once this is enabled, and with a pinch of that raw emotion — true magic can unfold.
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INTERVIEW
EMPATHY AS
A PROBLEMSOLVING
TOOL

TP: TAMARA PANIĆ, RB: RELJA BOBIĆ, PHOTO: NEMANJA STOJANOVIĆ

Tamara Panić is an industrial designer based in Belgrade, Serbia. She is currently working as an
Assistant Professor at the Faculty of Applied Arts in Belgrade, at the Department of Industrial
Design, where she teaches at Undergraduate and Master studies. Tamara is also a Ph.D. student
at the academic study program Applied Arts and Design, at the same Faculty. From 2008 to 2012,
she gained experience in several design studios, at the position of an industrial and graphic designer, working on various projects including graphic communications, visual identities, packaging
and product design. In 2013, she co-created Design studio Oblikus, founded with the intention of
creating electronic products, everyday objects, furniture, and packaging design. With the studio,
she had come a long way from setting up concept designs through the development of functional
prototypes to optimization and preparation for serial production. Some of these projects were
awarded the prestigious Red Dot Concept design award: Best of the Best and A Design Award.
Studio’s projects were exhibited in Italy, Netherlands, Slovenia and Germany. The project Moonlights
was part of the exhibition A preview of the Future, as a permanent feature at the newly opened
Red Dot Museum in Singapore.
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RB: THE DOMAIN OF CRAFTS HAS BEEN ATTRACTING A LOT OF ATTENTION
OVER THE PAST YEARS WITHIN THE DESIGN FIELD. HAVE YOU BEEN AWARE
OF THAT PROCESS, AND WHAT DOES IT TELL YOU?
TP: Of course. In the contemporary approach to design the accent is put
on the design as user interface and design as an experience, which is
speeded up by the constant development of technology. This has brought
us into the smart era, with more and more automatization and less and
less manual work. Creatives are craving for tactile, research-based and
experiments with the materials, and the craft skills are an immense inspiration in that context.
RB: DO YOU THINK IT IS AT ALL POSSIBLE TO DIVIDE THE TWO FIELDS—
MAKING/CRAFTING AND DESIGN? IT SEEMS THAT THERE IS SO MUCH IN
COMMON, BUT YET SO MUCH THAT IS DIFFERENT.
TP: Design and crafts have, in their basis, a common goal — the embodiment of an idea that is supposed to enrich people’s daily lives, in a functional and aesthetical ways, as well as in the user experience itself. It seems
that the craftsperson is more free in that process and that he/she creates
his/her own rules, while in the designers’ process limitations are present
at the very start, in order for the product to fulfil the requirements of
production and the market.

CREATIVES ARE CRAVING FOR
TACTILE, RESEARCH-BASED
AND EXPERIMENTS WITH THE
MATERIALS, AND THE CRAFT
SKILLS ARE AN IMMENSE
INSPIRATION IN THAT CONTEXT.

ing their knowledge, in order to help the optimization of the production
process. Their skills and tricks made a big difference and enriched the
idea, each time.
RB: YOU ARE WORKING WITH STUDENTS A LOT. HOW ARE, IN YOUR OPINION,
NEW GENERATIONS PERCEIVING THE POSITION AND ROLE OF CRAFTS IN
THE DOMAIN OF DESIGN?
TP: It is absolutely clear that young creatives are fascinated with new
technologies, the possibilities of 3D printing and advanced software, with
which they can effectively communicate and realize their ideas. It is a reflection of the times that they are living in. But still, in recent years much
more focus within the design community is put on the process and how an
idea comes into being. There are more and more exciting conversations
about behind the scenes aspect of the development of any given product.
RB: DESIGN IS INCREASINGLY BECOMING A METHODOLOGICAL TOOL
EMPLOYED IN DIFFERENT DOMAINS, SUCH AS BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT
OR EDUCATION. WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THIS, AND IS THIS SOMETHING THAT DESIGN STUDENTS ARE RECOGNIZING AND EMBRACING?
TP: Industrial design is an economic category and its business component
is essential for its sustainability on the market. Students are getting better
and better in understanding that a good product needs to strike a balance
between the people’s needs, technological and technical feasibility, and
eventually market results.
RB: IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT DEFINES A PROCESS OF MAKING AS A CRAFTING PROCESS? IS IT THE MEANS OF PRODUCTION, THE PERFECTION (OF
THE RESULTS) OR THE OVERALL APPROACH TO A PROJECT?
TP: I would say it is the overall approach to a project. Designing and crafting are mental processes that involve thinking, and the path that a creative
professional covers on the path from an idea to its realization reflects this
metamorphosis of the idea into an act of creation in the best possible way.
RB: HOW DO YOU SEE THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DESIGN(ERS) AND
CRAFTS (PEOPLE)? WHAT IS THE ROLE OR EMPATHY IN THAT EQUATION?
TP: That relationship needs to be based on trust, mutual respect and
the capability to leave the comfort zone. Empathy plays a key role in this
connection, which should in itself have the goal of achieving better problem-solving capabilities, and a bolder approach to a creative challenge.

RB: WHAT WAS/IS THE POSITION OF CRAFTS OR CRAFTING IN YOUR OWN
DESIGN OUTPUT?
TP: Being an industrial designer is an exciting position, among other
reasons because each new project brings new rules in working with a
new material, and its proper utilization dictates the level of quality of a
given project. In the process of realization of functional prototypes that
I was involved in, crafts people played an important role, selflessly shar-

RB: WHICH PARTS OF THE CRAFTING PROCESS YOU FEEL ARE RELEVANT
FOR THE PROCESS THAT DESIGNERS USUALLY GO THROUGH? AND ALSO,
THE OTHER WAY AROUND?
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TP: Designers should be encouraged to start exploring and testing ideas
directly in the material very early on, while crafts people could be inspired
by the work methodology that each designer goes through in a typical
project development, relying on design thinking and human-centred approaches.
RB: WHAT DREW YOU TO GET INVOLVED WITH THE MADE IN PROJECT?
TP: A huge motivation was to, together with the participants, explore the
world of crafts, to get to know the individual stories of the craftspeople
and what inspires them to achieve excellence in their respective skills. I
was sure that it would be a good polygon to learn a lot from them, and
above all to get inspired.

IN THE ABSENCE OF SUPPORT
FROM THE SIDE OF PUBLIC
INSTITUTIONS, ENTHUSIASM
AND RESPONSIBILITY ARE
DOWN ON THE CREATIVES,
WHO NEED TO FIGHT FOR THEIR
VALUES AND THE SOCIAL SPACE
THAT BELONGS TO THEM.

RB: IN THE END, WHAT WOULD BE THE LESSONS LEARNED, ASIDE FROM
THE ACTUAL PROJECT(S) THAT THE WORKSHOP RESULTED IN?
TP: Personal contact breeds magic. The meetings of people and exchange
of ideas definitely open new roads.
RB: DID THE MADE IN EXPERIENCE BRING YOU TO ANY NEW THOUGHTS
ABOUT HOW TO NURTURE THE DESIGN/CRAFTS CROSSOVER IN THE FUTURE, SPECIFICALLY IN RELATION TO THE SITUATION IN SERBIA, OR THE
WIDER REGION? WHAT IS MISSING (ASIDE FROM THE STRATEGIC APPROACH
AND SUPPORT FROM THE SIDE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, WHICH USUALLY GOES WITHOUT SAYING)?
TP: A huge applause for Nova Iskra and all of the project partners for
creating this project, which is absolutely necessary in order to raise
awareness about the importance of supporting local design communities,
the valorisation of craft skills, tradition and creative collaboration. In the
absence of support from the side of public institutions, enthusiasm and
responsibility are down on the creatives, who need to fight for their values
and the social space that belongs to them.

RB: WHAT WAS THE STARTING POINT AND THE INTENTION OF THE WORKSHOP YOU FACILITATED WITHIN THE PROJECT?
TP: The starting point were meetings with the craftspeople and building
of trust; then exploration, listening, understanding, researching… Through
these encounters, enthusiasm naturally followed, on whose wings a fantastic working atmosphere came to life.
RB: WHAT WAS YOUR IMPRESSION OF THE CRAFTSPEOPLE WHO WERE
MAPPED IN THE INITIAL RESEARCH DONE FOR THE PROJECT?
TP: It is a fan of phenomenal people who are preserving tradition in a very
authentic way, and by nurturing those skills they often add a modern twist,
which is all truly refreshing in our era of hyperproduction.
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WORKSHOP
DESIGN<BY>
DOING
The Symbol
Strahinja Kolobarić, Đurđa Garčević,
Milena Stanimirović in collaboration with
Marija Đorđević, Naša posla

The Ritual
Marija Kojić in collaboration with
Zdravko Kostanjevec Tatjana+,
Tatjana Parađanin and Julija Draškoci,
Blatobran, Andreja Georgievski,
Object Constructors

Mentor: Tamara Panić
(Faculty of Applied Arts in Belgrade)
Co-mentor: Relja Bobić (Nova Iskra)

Organised by: Nova Iskra
Photos: Nemanja Knežević, Marija Kojić
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Design<by>Doing was a call to action, crossbreeding of creative forces. The workshop focused on the cross-pollination of
the strengths of crafts people and young design professionals,
with a particular intention of creating and opening new ideas
through the actual process of making. In this creative effort,
design as a mental process in itself served as the very act of
creation (opposed to the approach of redesign), which brought
the participants out of their comfort zones.
Two sides joined forces in the exchange of ideas and skills,
overcoming the entrenched images of one another. The image
of a craftsperson, as a romantic figure from times long past,
one that requires help and who the designer will salvage from
fading away, and that of the designer who generates ideas outside of the making process. Thus, empathy was one of the key
tools and starting points.
The curiosity of the designers to understand the skills
was crucial. Observing, listening, empathy and pattern recognition were all employed in order to spot the space for offering
new responses and creation of a new approach to a traditional skill. Through a specific example of a good collaboration,
we wanted to raise the awareness that the designer and the
craftspeople can ennoble both the skill and the product, and
defy the cacophony of mass-produced goods.
Two narratives emerged. The story of a new concept of a
ritual and tradition, and the second one relating to the symbol of
a buckle, at the same time serving as a symbol of the encounter
of the creative worlds — between the artistic, a connection between the artistic and the functional. Four participants worked
collaboratively on both projects, sharing the various stages of
the process. What followed was a dance between 2D and 3D,
of divergent and convergent thinking through numerous prototypes, both abstract and functional. The mimicry of the work
process of the craftsperson — generating ideas through the
material.

DESIGN<BY>DOING
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Workshop participants
Photo: Nemanja Stojanović
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THE SYMBOL
STRAHINJA
KOLOBARIĆ,
ĐURĐA GARČEVIĆ,
MILENA
STANIMIROVIĆ

play around with the idea of an entirely new buckle design that could take the
place of the one that graces all of the fronts of Naša posla leather bags, and to
dwell into that process together with the craftspeople who are handmaking
and self-distributing the bags.

IN COLLABORATION WITH MARIJA ĐORĐEVIĆ, NAŠA POSLA p. 260
How to sneak upon the craft person’s process of creating unique leather bags,
or simple forms, high-quality stitching and materials? The ideal point for the
intervention — the buckle — as the meeting point of the designer and the crafts
person. Does it need to be simple and almost invisible in order not to ruin the
beauty and textures of leather, or like jewellery — an accent that enhances the
beauty of the existing design? Can the designers, with a minimal intervention,
improve the standard solutions used by the craftsperson, or motivate them to
implement entirely new ones?
Most of design disciplines are gravitating towards smart products and
processes that are doing all the work for us, but we are still deeply connected
to our evolutionary need to develop ourselves as beings, in a tactile way and
channel our emotions through manual work. Empowerment of that tactility
enforces the creative juices and strengthens the expressions of ourselves.
In this case, there was a practical, yet speculative aspect to the project.
Naša posla workshop and brand has been successfully producing recognizable
handmade leather bags for a number of years, to critical acclaim and a dedicated customer following. Most of their products feature an emblematic buckle,
the kind that had been widely used in the production of military bags in socialist
Yugoslavia. The producers and suppliers of this particular model of buckles
will inevitably slowly fade out, as is the case with most small manufacturers
from the end of the 20th century. The participants of the workshop wanted to

The starting point (emblematic buckle)
and its iterations
Photos: Nemanja Stojanović
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Work process at the Naša posla workshop
and at the Faculty of Applied Arts
Photos: Nemanja Stojanović
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Prototypes of newly developed buckles
Photos: Nemanja Stojanović
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THE RITUAL
MARIJA KOJIĆ
ZDRAVKO KOSTANJEVEC, TATJANA+ p. 290, TATJANA PARAĐANIN AND
JULIJA DRAŠKOCI, BLATOBRAN, ANDREJA GEORGIEVSKI
OBJECT CONSTRUCTORS
(Re)thinking the tradition and the notion of a ritual. How does it look like to pair up
two crafts? Can the tradition of producing fruit preserve, which is at the same
time a ritual of welcoming a guest into your home, be brought back to contemporary daily life through carefully designed ceramic pots, while accepting the
rules of the ritual itself? Is it possible to nurture those values, but to enrich the
ritual with a crash between completely different materials, textures and forms?
Working with craftsperson is a ritual in itself. The first step is to create the
working environment, mutual respect and understanding. When the relationship
is established, the creation process runs smoothly. Each step forward, but also
any mistake, strengthen the connection and enrich the project. The welcoming
ritual of serving fruit preserve to guests is also an appropriate reflection of the
relationship between the designer and the craftsperson.
As serving fruit preserve is a very old tradition across Serbia, it is less and
less present nowadays, or in the case of younger generations even completely
forgotten. Putting this problem into the context of time, materials and crafts that
are present today, a new set of utilities emerges, one that is easily readable for
the new generations. One of the tasks was also to remove any practical misapprehensions that have been following this process, for example the differentiation
between clean and used spoons.
The duality and yin-yang play between the designer and the craftsperson,
ritual and function, is symbolically depicted in the relationship between the black
and white colours, the cold metal plates and the warm textures of wood, between
the ceramic trays and the homemade fruit preserve.

Fruit preserve serving set revisited
Photo: Nemanja Stojanović
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Ceramics production at Blatobran workshop
Photo: Marija Kojić
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Initial sketches and final prototypes
Photo: Nemanja Stojanović
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CAN OBJECTS
CAPTURE THE
ESSENCE OF
DESIGN—CRAFT
COLLABORATIONS?

Within the design scene, as well as on a general level, awareness of the role of design in the problematic systems of mass production and supply chains is growing. Twenty or thirty years ago designers dreamed of working for established market giants and seeing their concepts multiplied
into millions of mostly dispensable and non-degradable items. In last decades traditional crafts
have come to be seen as opportunities for contemporary design, bringing social value and historical depth to projects that are based on studio production and diverse collaborations with master craftsmen. These complex, but rewarding processes are often embodied as the essence of
the designed object.
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INTERVIEW
STUDIOADAPTED
INDUSTRIAL
PROCESSES

JN: JENNY NORDBERG, RB: RELJA BOBIĆ, PHOTO: NEMANJA KNEŽEVIĆ

Jenny Nordberg works exploratory and interdisciplinary to expand the contemporary notion of
design, and of the designer. Her practice is always driven by a search for alternatives and counter-strategies to irresponsible mass production. Navigating between art and design, her research
and studio work focus on how we produce and consume today, how we have done so historically
and how this can be done differently in the future. By exploring questions such as these, Nordberg
seeks to transform the preconditions of design and encourage it to take a more engaged position.
The research and design studio of Jenny Nordberg mainly works with studio production, small
series, limited editions and site or context specific commissions. She is also the initiator of the
project S-P-O-K, which mapped the crafts eco-system in the Skåne region of southern Sweden.
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RB: COULD YOU TELL US SOMETHING ABOUT YOUR MOTIVATION TO INITIATE A PROJECT LIKE S-P-O-K, AND WHY DID YOU FOCUS ON THE REGION
OF SOUTH SWEDEN — SKÅNE?
JN: It all started in 2014. There was so much talk in the news how Swedish
manufacturing industry is dead because of the movement of production
to China, but for me as someone who is involved in production, I knew
there were many manufacturing facilities left. Quite a lot, actually, in the
southern part of Sweden. I got a bit irritated, as usual, and wanted to
show that this is not the truth and that we still have production facilities
left. So, the question was how to show this and how to make it available
not just for an exclusive crowd.
We set up a web platform, and today we have almost 200 registered workshops
and manufacturers. This is also because this area of Sweden is traditionally
known for having many production facilities, but also because we got funding
from the region. I also wanted to do it in a small geographic area, to show that
even in such a context, we can have all these possibilities. I think it is also connected to IKEA and H&M, because they are the ones who moved their production
away quite early on. That is the general idea of Swedes about what happened
with production in our country.
RB: ON A PERSONAL LEVEL, AS AN AUTHOR AND DESIGNER, WHAT WAS
YOUR RELATIONSHIP TO THE PRODUCTION PROCESS AND WHAT WERE
YOUR EXPERIENCES IN THOSE TERMS?
JN: I always try to work as local as possible, because it goes faster. I also
love building relationships with all these very skilled craft persons. I work
both with very small, one-person companies, and with the quite big ones
that might have 200 or 300 employees. I know I can do almost anything
if I have a good relation to those persons, so I try to look for those (good
relationships). Not everyone is a nice person, so you have to skip many.
But then you find these amazing people, and now it is like a collection for
me. I know that we can solve anything together, so it is definitely about
finding and building relationships.

as the Swedish production world is not that interested in experimental
production. However, the clients and customers that they have are super
interested in these experimental production ways.
RB: HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE POSITION OF CRAFTS IN YOUR PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE OVERALL?
JN: It’s included somehow in almost everything I do. Projects or objects
are either made partly or entirely by myself. My workshop has a lot of
possibilities and I can produce almost anything. I have no intention to
make things that come across as craft, though. Maybe being able to make
things is more a tool for me than a purpose. A lot of the techniques found
in my workshop are industrial methods being adapted to my studio, I call
it Studio Adapted Industrial Processes.
RB: WOULD YOU AGREE THAT, GENERALLY SPEAKING, THE SWEDISH (PRODUCT) DESIGNERS ARE INCREASINGLY CREATING IN A PECULIAR MIDDLE
GROUND THAT IS BETWEEN ART AND DESIGN, ENDING UP WITH SOMETHING
BETWEEN A FINE ART OBJECT AND A DESIGN OBJECT? OR OBJECTS THAT
ARE SEEMINGLY UTILITIES GET RE-CONTEXTUALIZED INTO A MORE AESTHETICIZED ITEM. WHERE DO YOU THINK THIS IS COMING FROM?
JN: I think it is something that has grown stronger in the past ten years,
and it is connected to politics. A lot of Swedish designers don’t want to
work with these big, global brands. This comes from a sustainable perspective, both socially and environmentally. And then you have this other,
design scene, where you don’t work with IKEA or H&M, but you do some
kind of studio production. You can also make a living from that, and it
brings much more freedom. You don’t have to be involved in all this capitalistic shit, that a lot of Swedish designers are not interested in anymore.
That is one of the reasons, it is quite political, I would say.

RB: WHAT IS, THEN, THE PLACE OF THE PRODUCTION PROCESS IN YOUR
PROJECTS AND WORKS? VERY OFTEN IT IS THE ACTUAL WORK IN YOUR
CASE, NOT THE FINAL OBJECT THAT MIGHT BE EVENTUALLY EXHIBITED.
JN: I often have an idea that is based on an industrial technique, and I go
to some manufacturers and they often say ‘No, we can’t do that’ or ‘No,
we don’t want to engage in that type of experimental work’. I then usually
go to my studio and do a studio-adapted version of this industrial production item. Then I go back to manufacturers and say ‘Look what I did in
my studio, it is possible!’. And then there is a collaboration starting. I see
that more and more often. It seems that this is how it needs to be done,

RB: SOMETHING WE RECOGNIZED WHILE WORKING ON THE MADE IN PROJECT THERE ARE MANY GRAY AREAS THAT POP UP ONCE YOU START
THINKING ABOUT WHAT IS DESIGN, WHAT IS CRAFT, WHERE ARE THE
OVERLAPS, IS THE CRAFTSPERSON ALSO A DESIGNER ETC. THERE IS A
MULTITUDE OF APPROACHES TO HOW CRAFTSPEOPLE OR DESIGNERS
WORK. SOMETIMES IT SEEMS THAT DESIGN SEES CRAFT PURELY AS A VENDOR, A POINT OF A SERVICE PROVIDER. DID YOU STUMBLE UPON THESE
GRAY AREAS IN YOUR WORK, ESPECIALLY HAVING IN MIND THAT MANY
DESIGNERS HAVE ALSO TURNED CRAFTSPEOPLE, AND ARE PRODUCING
THEIR OWN WORKS?
JN: I have been called an industrial designer and a craftsperson. Last year
I got an award for the craftsperson of the year. But, you know, I am not a
craftsperson. Or I am, I don’t know... For me it is not important to make
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definitions, I am not interested in them. I am interested in what comes out
of it. If it is the best welder that we have, or it is the best designer — I really
don’t care. I know that for some people it is really important to have the
correct recognition, but I could not care less.

FOR ME IT IS NOT IMPORTANT
TO MAKE DEFINITIONS, I AM
NOT INTERESTED IN THEM. I AM
INTERESTED IN WHAT COMES
OUT OF IT.
RB: WHEN SOMEONE MENTIONS CRAFTS, MOST PEOPLE PROBABLY IMMEDIATELY RECALL A STEREOTYPE OF AN OLDER MALE IN A DUSTY WORKSHOP WITH SOME TOOLS. ON THE OTHER SIDE, CRAFT CAN BE VIEWED AS
AN APPROACH, WHEREAS A PROGRAMMER MIGHT BE A CRAFTSPERSON,
DEPENDING ON HIS/HER SKILL AND THE WAYS IN WHICH HE/SHE IS USING
THEM. WHAT IS YOUR TAKE ON THAT — IS IT ABOUT THE APPROACH OF
DOING SOMETHING, OR IS IT ALSO DEPENDING ON THE PROFESSION AND
THE SOCIAL CONTEXT?
JN: In Sweden there is also the third definition — craft art — which is often quite contemporary. If I needed to have a definition, I would say that
I am a craft artist. Maybe. But I would prefer to say that even someone
working with tech and software might be a crafter, or even a scientist
dealing with mathematics. Because it is about some kind of freeness in
the brain. But on the other hand, we have some craftspeople who are
super skilled in a technique, but not creative at all. And they are also in
the craft field. Maybe it is the ability to make, or build, or code something
that could unite everyone.
RB: COMING BACK TO S-P-O-K AFTER ALL THAT WE DISCUSSED, HOW DID
YOU STRUCTURE THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR IT? DID YOU IN ANY
WAY LIMIT WHAT SORT OF WORKSHOPS SHOULD BE COVERED BY IT?
JN: There was only one criterion. The manufacturers, no matter if they
were small or large scale, needed to be willing to produce something for
someone else. There were no requirements of having a company, or any
certain level of turnover or anything like that. Finally, it is a mix of workshops that provide services, but also those that at the same time have
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their own design production. I just come back to the idea that if you can
build a nice relationship with them then it is all that matters.
RB: DO YOU SEE CRAFT AS SOMETHING RELATED TO THE NOTION OF HERITAGE? DO YOU SEE ANY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN OLD AND NEW CRAFT,
OR IT IS ALL ONE CONTINUUM THAT IS NOW GOING TO NEW HORIZONS?
JN: I would say that there is a strong division between traditional craft
persons and the more contemporary ones. And that has to do with heritage. These two groups are not always on same terms, and quite often
they are in conflict, which I think is a bit silly. The old school craft persons
usually think that the younger ones do not respect the heritage. I think
there needs to be development in everything, and development is not
always bad. I think those conflicts and ongoing conversations around
them are very interesting.
RB: SWEDEN HAS A PRETTY DEVELOPED SUPPORT MECHANISM FOR THE
DOMAIN OF CRAFTS, WHEN IT COMES TO EDUCATION AND SUPPORT TO
PRODUCTION. KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER IS ONE OF THE KEY POINTS HERE,
AND STILL IS PART OF THE SWEDISH EDUCATION SYSTEM.
JN: I would say that it is very established. If you want to learn a specific
kind of craft, there is education for it. If I, for example, want to work with
copper, there is an education for it. But, of course, I need to know about
it myself. I would say that the skilled craft persons in Sweden are really
the winners. There are so many designers, and some of them are facing
difficulties in finding a job in Sweden. But if you are a very skilled craftsperson — then there is always work. And this is really, really interesting.

THERE ARE SO MANY
DESIGNERS, AND SOME OF
THEM ARE FACING DIFFICULTIES
IN FINDING A JOB IN SWEDEN.
BUT IF YOU ARE A VERY SKILLED
CRAFTSPERSON — THEN THERE
IS ALWAYS WORK.
STUDIO-ADAPTED INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES
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RB: ARE THERE ANY SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS, IN THE CASE OF SWEDEN?
JN: If you are a skilled craftsperson then you have high social status. But
if you are self-taught, or more hobby enthusiast, then your status is not
so high. The ones who make a lot of money today in Sweden are the ones
who know a specific craft. I am maybe talking about the wider definition:
if you know how to make a steel roof in a more traditional way, then you
are so well off. If I would recommend to a young person today which profession to choose, one that they would enjoy and both make money from,
it would be traditional handcraft-oriented work.
RB: ARE MANY PEOPLE GOING FOR SUCH PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES?
JN: No. Because they haven’t seen that yet. Persons who are 30 to 40
years old are often re-educating themselves for these types of professions now. In a way this could be compared to re-educating yourself to
become a programmer through a three-month crash course. The bottom line is that knowing something very specific is very important today.
For persons who know everything, like I am a DJ, photographer, fashion
designer and..., I would say that it is not so much sought-after nowadays.
RB: THE CIRCLE IS MAYBE CLOSING AGAIN? SOME TEN YEARS AGO, MULTITASKING WAS PRAISED.
JN: I think that is slowly fading out now, also from a mental perspective. If
you work too much, burn out, and the quality of what you deliver is not as
good as it could be. If one is working in too many things, doing too much,
the brain is overwhelmed. This has been a big problem in Sweden, many
people were sick or away from their jobs for years due to burnouts. The
effect of that is that people go into much more focused work habits now,
and this is also what is sought after. Being a country like Sweden, very
privileged and with opportunities, this is maybe the other side of it. Which
I think is healthy, like moving out to the countryside.
RB: WHAT HAS DRAWN YOU TO COME BACK TO BELGRADE AND WORK WITH
THE LOCAL CRAFTS(PEOPLE)? DID IT FOLLOW UP ON SOME OF YOUR PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE WITH THE CITY, OR IT WAS SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW?
JN: Last time I was in Belgrade I visited a few crafts persons. A shoemaker, the brush-making sisters, the perfumer Sava, fashion makers
and a stamp maker. I also saw a lot of craft at the markets for example at
Bajloni greenmarket. But then also women and men from the outskirts
of Belgrade selling their handmade items at the bus station Zeleni Venac.

JN: During my first visit to Belgrade I realized that there is a closeness to
craft that is missing where I live. People are still making stuff, either it is
a skilled crafts person or simply for your own personal needs. This has
gone lost in Sweden but we are now experiencing a re-growth of craft
and it’s very much up and coming again. Serbia still has it, craft never
disappeared — congratulations!
RB: COULD YOU SAY SOMETHING ABOUT THE EXPERIENCE AND YOUR
LEARNINGS FROM YOUR EXCHANGES WITH NENAD JOVANOV AND XYLON
WORKSHOP?
JN: They are two totally different enterprises but both are built on family
heritage. I can’t say our collaborations differed much from when working
with manufacturers and makers in Sweden. There is still a person you
have to get along with, and with some you have an immediate connection,
while with others you need to work a little bit more on.
RB: DO YOU THINK THERE COULD BE VALUABLE CROSS-CULTURAL COLLABORATIONS BETWEEN THE (WESTERN/NORTHERN) EUROPEAN CONTEXT
YOU COME FROM, AND THE BALKAN CONTEXT IN TERMS OF CRAFTS? IS
THERE ANYTHING SPECIFIC THAT THE CRAFTS (PEOPLE) IN THIS REGION
CAN OFFER, THAT IS MISSING ELSEWHERE?
JN: Oh, yes. Even though much is similar, Serbian craft and manufacturing sometimes have different materials and techniques. I also sensed a
different attitude but maybe that was because I had Nova Iskra as door
openers, so much was possible. At first, I also thought the prices were
low compared to Sweden, but I then realized that that more seemed to
be related to old vs. new, city vs. countryside and small vs. big.
RB: ON THE METHODOLOGICAL LEVEL, WHAT WAS YOUR IMPRESSION OF
THE MADE IN PROJECT OVERALL, AND WOULD YOU PROPOSE ANY CHANGES IN THE APPROACH OR THE STRUCTURE OF THE PROJECT?
JN: I think the arrangement was super professional. Very well prepared.
When I have done similar projects in Sweden, I have just gathered 25 designers and 25 manufactures who were willing to collaborate, and then
matched them together letting them do the rest within each collaboration.
Many of these collaborations came out really well but some of them also
failed, much related to the personal chemistry. I had to act as a guide or
mentor for some of those miserable teams, and that is what you sort of
took care of already from the beginning, being so involved in the process.

RB: WHAT WAS YOUR IMPRESSION OF THE SITUATION WITH CRAFTS IN BELGRADE, OR SERBIA? WHAT WOULD BE THE MAIN DIFFERENCES IN TERMS
OF UNDERSTANDING THE FIELD BETWEEN SWEDEN AND SERBIA?
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RESIDENCY
THE GHOST

JENNY NORDBERG IN
COLLABORATION WITH
SAVA PERFUMERY,
XYLON CARPENTRY AND
GRBOVIĆ BOOKBINDING
p. 272

p. 296

p. 254

Am I a ghost?
For several years, Johnny Ståhl has held a position at my studio.
His primary task is to send emails, especially to manufacturers
and subcontractors of various kinds. The responses he gets
are always helpful, quick and polite. Whenever someone wants
to talk to Johnny though, he is never there.
He hasn’t even got a phone. Whenever someone wants to
include him in a meeting he’s always home, often with sick kids.
Even if Johnny Ståhl doesn’t seem to be very present, he still
deserves some credit since he saves the studio a lot of time
and hassle. Johnny is hard to meet in person, the only way one
can reach him is via email. By making this perfume dedicated
to him, one can at least perceive his presence in the room.
The Ghost is a scent made in collaboration with perfumer Nenad
Jovanov. Nenad is the last perfumer in Belgrade and runs the
Sava Perfumery, which has been in his family for three generations. Nenad was asked to compose a scent for the ghost
Johnny Ståhl. He came up with nine different directions and
we continued working with one of them ending up with the final
scent — The Ghost. Sava’s standard perfume bottle is used for
The Ghost, but the cap has been replaced by a wooden piece
manufactured by the Belgrade-based Carpentry Production
Xylon, which is also a family business, and is now run by Sabina
Simović together with her brother and uncle. The company has
developed from a traditional carpentry into also having a hightech machine park.
Johnny Ståhl was invented after having problems getting
in contact with manufacturers and subcontractors. Very few
replied and even after a contact was established, it was often
problematic getting the right information or even closing the
deal. The Johnny-character solved all of this.
If you would like to get in contact with Johnny, please
email johnny@jennynordberg.se.

Organised by: Relja Bobić; Photos: Nemanja Knežević
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Process of development of the scent:
Jenny Nordberg and Nenad Jovanov
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Process of the development of the perfume
bottle cap with Xylon team
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Packaging production at
Grbović Bookbinding Workshop
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PROJECT PARTNERS,
CRAFTSPEOPLE, DESIGNERS,
ASSOCIATES
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Project Partners and Team Members
MUSEUM OF ARTS AND CRAFTS ZAGREB
WWW.EN.MUO.HR
Museum of Arts and Crafts (MUO) was established in 1880 and has the largest and richest
collection in Croatia of fine and applied art: in
total over 100,000 items are cared for by the
museum. Crafts, art and design are key focus
of the museum. The main museum activities
include promotion of local artistic and craft
mastery and quality design projects through
collection and preservation of items, organisation of exhibitions and various educational and
promotional activities. The MUO is one of key
design institutions in Croatia, tightly collaborating with professional design/applied artists
associations in promotion and research of local design heritage and contemporary design
issues. Since 2010, MUO in collaboration with
Croatian Designers Association organizes
biennial exhibition of Croatian design.
Koraljka Vlajo is the Head of Design Collections in Zagreb Museum of Arts and Crafts
(MUO). She is the author of many exhibitions
and catalogues, among them: Porcelain Gleam
of Socialism (MUO, 2010), on Jugokeramika’s design department, Maria’s Industry of
Beauty on Croatian graphic designer Marija
Kalentic (MUO, 2013), Hidden Design on Rade
Koncar’s design department (CDA — Croatian
Designers Association, 2011). She is coauthor
of the exhibition Design for the New World at
Belgrade Museum of Yugoslav History (2015).
Koraljka coauthored following exhibitions at
the CDA: Zvonko Beker i poslijeratna ekonomska propaganda (2015), Davor Grunwald:
Retrorama industrijskog dizajna (2017),
Baggizmo 2015- / Making of (2018). She is the
author of section on Industrial design for the
catalogue and the exhibition Sixties in Croatia
(MUO, 2018). She has been appointed by the
Croatian Ministry of Culture as the curator
of exhibition In a Nutshell (2012 — 2020), a
touring exhibition on contemporary Croatian
design.
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OAZA
WWW.O-A-Z-A.COM
OAZA is Zagreb based Art and Design Collective co-funded in 2013 by six designers (Nina
Bačun, Ivana Borovnjak, Roberta Bratović,
Tina Ivezić, Maja Kolar and Maša Poljanec.
Since then, OAZA had been continuously involved in art and design research based
projects mostly in the domain of the independent cultural sector, self-initiated design
projects (curatorial practices, social design,
strategic and conceptual design, publishing,
design education). Some of the more prominent self-initiated projects include: Made in
Ilica, Handed Down Collection, aBook publishing, Female Design History in Croatia, which
have all been showcased internationally.
Ivana Borovnjak is a researcher, designer,
and design curator at OAZA Art and Design
Collective. After graduating from the Design
Academy Eindhovein in 2007, she has been
working on various collaborative projects in
the field of product design and visual communications together with designers, artists
and cultural organisations in Zagreb and
Amsterdam. From 2013 — 2017 she acted as
a president of Croatian Designers Association, where she has been actively involved in
creative direction, curation and management
of various initiatives, platforms, festivals and
educational projects, such as Design Tourism, D-Day, Practicing Design, Balkan Design
Network.
Maja Kolar is an independent designer working
within the field of research, curation, contextual and social design. She holds an MFA degree
from Konstfack University of Arts, Crafts and
Design in Stockholm. From 2013 onward she
acts as a creative co-director in OAZA Art
and Design Collective in Zagreb, whose studio
practice can be placed at a cross-over between design research, publishing and education. Some of her larger recent collaborations
include Utopian Collective shown at the London
Design Biennial, Serendipity Searcher commissioned for 26th Biennial of Design in Ljubljana,
Forum for Future Museum speculative design

project displayed in Kunsthaus Graz and
KUMU in Tallinn and Female Design History, a
digital critical historiography project produced
for Croatian Designers Association.
MUSEUM OF ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN
(MAO), SLOVENIA
WWW.MAO.SI
MAO preserves and archives works from
prominent architects and designers of the
20th and 21st centuries, constituting a rich
history of creative ideas, vision and production. MAO organizes and shares this source
of inspiration and exploration of architecture
and design through its compelling exhibitions,
publications and diverse programme, which
is aimed at a broad circle of visitors. At the
same time it is opening itself as a space for
everyone who wishes to research, study, and
learn more about how we inhabit our living
space, how we organize it, change it, design
it and make it our own. MAO serves as a dynamic forum for the exchange of ideas, knowledge and dialogue for and among a wide range
of visitors. MAO is also leading the Centre for
Crativity (CzK), an interdisciplinary platform
that connects, promotes and supports the activities and developments of Slovenia‘s cultural
and creative sector. Since 1963 the museum
organizes Biennial of Design (BIO), the oldest
European design biennial with a strong international presence and positioning.
Maja Vardjan is a curator at the Museum of
Architecture and Design, where she researches Slovenian architectural and design
production of the 20th century and contemporary creative practices. She has cooperated
in the preparation of numerous exhibitions
and publications, among them Under a Common Roof: Modern Public Buildings from the
Museum’s Collection and Other Archives,
Saša J. Mächtig: Systems, Structures, Strategies and Stanko Kristl. Humanity and Space.
Since 2013, she has actively cooperated in
the development of the new format of the
Biennial of Design (BIO). As a co-curator, she
conceived BIO 50: 3, 2, 1 … TEST and BIO 25:
Faraway, So Close, for which she received the
ICOM Slovenia award.

Cvetka Požar, PhD, is an art historian and
curator at the Museum of Architecture and
Design. In her work, she studies design, especially visual communications. She is the author
of the exhibition and the book The Century
of the Poster. Slovenian Poster Design in the
20 th Century (2015). She was the curator of
To the Polling Booths! The Poster as a Political
Medium in Slovenia 1945 — 1999 (2000) and
BIO 50: Biennial of (Industrial) Design over
50 Years (2014). She was the co-curator
of several exhibitions: Art for Everyday Life:
Modernist Glass Design in Slovenia (2017),
BIO 50: 3, 2, 1, … TEST (2014), Iskra: NonAligned Design 1946 — 1990 (2009). She has
edited and co-edited several books, among
them Architectural Epicentres (2008),
Sustainable Alternatives in Design (2009)
and On Information Design (2016).
Nikola Pongrac graduated in Art History at
Faculty of Arts Ljubljana in 2009. Since then
he worked as a project coordinator and later
became curator for the exhibitions at the
Museum of Architecture and Design. He is
project manager, among others, of Slovenian
Pavilion at Venice Architectural Biennale and
exhibition of Biennial of Design Ljubljana.
In 2019 he co-curated exhibition Living with
Water — Southern Fringe of Ljubljana.
WERKRAUM BREGENZERWALD
Werkraum Bregenzerwald is a craft and
trade association of currently 90 business
members established in 1999, uniting craftsmen of different guilds, promoting cooperation and exchange of ideas. WR strives for
sustainable development of crafts and trade
of the region through: Economic sustainability by maintaining and creating local jobs and
training opportunities; Ecological sustainability by producing long-term goods for daily use; Social sustainability by establishing
trusting relationships and personal connections; And cultural sustainability by preserving the quality of crafts and ensuring cultural continuity. WR has established its own
venue for exhibitions and events designed
by Swiss architect Peter Zumthor. Opened
in 2013 in Andelsbuch the “Werkraumhaus”
serves as space for exhibitions, workshops,
lectures, seminars and symposiums.
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Miriam Kathrein is a designer, curator and
writer with Austrian/Dutch roots. She is the
director of the crafts and trade association
Werkraum Bregenzerwald, where she curates
exhibitions and organizes initiatives which
focus on the role of craft in society and craftspeople as agents of change, who are capable
of fostering economic innovation, sustainability and societal transformation. Before that, at
the creative centre departure at the Vienna
Business Agency, she has been responsible
for program development, knowledge provision and network activities for design professionals in the fields of architecture, design and
fashion. She has been teaching Museum and
Curatorial Studies, Typography and Technical
Methodology at the department of Contextual
Design and Art and Communication at the
Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna. She established
her curatorial practice at Kunsthaus Bregenz
and Witte de With, Center of Contemporary
Art, Rotterdam. She also worked as a curator
at the Kunstverein Hamburg and TBA21
in Vienna. In her work she is interested in
post-disciplinary, processual and collaborative practices.
Thomas Geisler is an Austrian design curator
and cultural producer who curated international exhibitions for the Vienna Biennale,
London Design Biennale, Vitra Design Museum, and many others. He is the director of
the Museum of Decorative Arts — Dresden
State Art Collections (SKD). Before that he
was the director of the Werkraum Bregenzerwald — the crafts and trade initiative of the
Bregenzerwald region — where he was leading
exhibitions and other initiatives, overlapping
innovative craftsmanship, design and architecture. He was also the curator and head of
the Design Collection at the MAK Vienna. He
played a pivotal role in establishing the Victor
J. Papanek Foundation at the University for
Applied Arts Vienna and is a co-founder of
Vienna Design Week. He recently curated the
BIO 26 — Common Knowledge (26th Biennial
of Design, 2019 Ljubljana).
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NOVA ISKRA
WWW.NOVAISKRA.COM
Nova Iskra is a pioneering creative hub in the
Balkans, created with the idea to incite tangible connections between creative industries, technology and the people, with the goal
to support critical thinking, nurture ideas,
design organizations and develop businesses that are future-proof, while remaining
sensible to the ever-changing present. Nova
Iskra creates spaces, initiates collaborations
and designs education programs for innovators, entrepreneurs, researchers, activists, students, professionals, organizations
and companies who are interested in taking
an active role in shaping the way we will live,
learn and work in the future. Throughout this
process, Nova Iskra collaborates with local
and international companies, civil society organizations, stakeholders and other groups
or individuals interested in these subjects, or
already active in these fields. Nova Iskra is
very active in the domain of international cooperation, and has been realizing a number
of projects together with organizations from
Greece, the UK, Germany, Spain, Portugal,
Italy, Belgium, Slovakia, Slovenia, Croatia,
Turkey, France, Sweden, Bosnia and Hercegovina, North Macedonia, Montenegro and
many others. Hundreds of public, educational and capacity-building programs have been
realized so far, as well as numerous international activities and collaborative projects.
Relja Bobić is an independent curator, manager, producer and music promoter, occasionally
translator, copywriter, editor and freelance
journalist. Since 1999 he was the author and
collaborator on numerous projects in Serbia
and abroad, from the domains of contemporary music, art education, visual culture
and related fields. He was the initiator and
artistic director of the festivals “Dis-patch”
(2002 — 2010) and “+++” (2015). Through the
activities of his organization and festival “Dispatch”, he was the curator and producer of
several projects that had its world premieres
in Belgrade, and in which contemporary
authors from various countries collaborated
on new artistic productions. He is one of the
co-founders of Nova Iskra, where he is focused on the development and management of
education programs and international cooperation in the fields of art, design, new technolo-

gies, entrepreneurship and creative business.
He is also one of the founders and team member of European Creative Hubs Network. He
is still active on presenting events, exhibitions
and co-productions in the domains of contemporary music and visual arts.
MIKSER
WWW.MIKSER.RS
Mikser Association is a multidisciplinary
cultural platform that promotes a sustainable model of urban and cultural development
which relies on community involvement and
participatory design. Mikser Association
organizes exhibitions, conferences, presentations, lectures, screenings, creative
workshops, competitions, forums, public
discussions and other forms of cultural activities and knowledge exchange. As a relevant
factor in building a sustainable and innovative
society, Mikser focuses on the development
and promotion of new talents in the fields
of social innovation, urban design, architecture, product and service design, through
transnational mobility of young professionals; enhancing business and entrepreneurial
skills of young designers, up-skilling them to
cooperate interdisciplinary and internationally, and offering new educational models and
exchange programs between young creative
players. Mikser is recognized as one of the key
promoters of the Balkan sustainable design,
creative entrepreneurship and talent, as
well as a catalyst for the sustainable urban
revitalization of neglected and underused urban areas, fostering social inclusion, cultural
exchange and culture of participation of all
interested stakeholders.

er and creative director of Belgrade's Mikser
organization and Mikser Festival dedicated to
urban culture and sustainable development.
As an urban designer educated at Columbia
University in New York, Maja advocates for
participatory urban practices and nature-based solutions in cities. She is collaborating frequently on international cooperation
projects connecting social inclusion with
actions against climate change and circular
economy. She is the initiator of the regional
platform Young Balkan Designers, an activist
of the international initiative Blue Green Solutions, a co-founder of Women Architects Association in Serbia and regional Balkan Design
Network. Under Maja’s leadership, Mikser
organization received European Citizenship
Award 2016 for Social Campaign of the Year
by European Civic Forum, as well as Contribution to Europe Award by European Movement
International.

Maja Lalić is an architect and urban designer,
expert in gender equality and climate change,
with rich experience in cultural management
and environmental dimensions of urban
planning. Having graduated from Architecture
and Urban Design at Columbia University in
New York in 2000, she developed an interdisciplinary regional practice based in Belgrade,
focusing on participative architecture and
urban design, climate smart urban planning
and social inclusion by cultural mediation and
cultural management. Described by The New
York Times as Belgrade's "most cutting-edge
homegrown architect", Lalić is also the found-
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Associates
Renate Breuss, art Historian, lives in Rankweil
in Vorarlberg, Austria. After studying history
of art she gained a doctorate on the topic of
measurement in cooking (Das Maß im Kochen,
1999, newly edited 2019, Edition Löwenzahn).
Until 2016, she was a managing director of
the Werkraum Bregenzerwald, where she
was involved in initiating and supervising the
establishment and programme development
of the Werkraumhaus. Since 1999, external
lecturer teaching culture, design and perception in the Intermedia Course at the University
of Applied Sciences Vorarlberg. She has published books and articles on building culture,
craftsmanship and the theory of cooking.
Giulia Bruno is an artist based in Berlin and
Milan. After her MA in Biology, she studied
Photography (CFP Bauer) and filmmaking
(CSC, Milan). Her artistic practice focusses
on identity, technology, language, architecture
and on the contradictions occurring in the
interaction between these areas. Over the
last ten years she has been collaborating with
Armin Linke. Her last exhibition Ripetizione
Spaziata focused on language and technology was part of I-DEA during the year of
Culture in Matera Italy. She has taken part in
the HKW project The New Alphabet. She has
been participating in the exhibitions (selection
2018): Taking Time (The Esther Prangley Rice
Gallery), DIP/INTO, with Giuseppe Lelasi and
Maria Grasso Cannizzo at Venice Biennial;
Prospecting Ocean with Armin Linke and Giuseppe Lelasi, at CNR-ISMAR (Venice), Disappearing Legacies: The World as Forest, Raum
für forschende Ausstellungspraxis Humboldt
Universität zu Berlin.
Nicolas Coeckelberghs, BC Architects,
architect and material technologist is a
member of research-based architecture
office BC architects & studies, which aim is to
interrogate the act of building by broadening
their design process to include material production, contracting, storytelling, knowledge
transfer and community organization. BC
stands for Brussels Cooperation and points
to how BC architects, studies and materials
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Craftspeople
grew, embedded within a place and people.
With three legal entities, BC starts, in 2006,
from architecture, and through research,
experimentation and development of expertise moves to material production and
contracting. As a hybrid office, BC maneuvres
the boundaries of these disciplines in ‘a doer‘s
manner’.

AUSTRIA

CROATIA

Georg Bechter
Bechter Licht
www.georgbechterlicht.at

Thomislav Cerovečki
Cerovečki Umbrellas
www.kisobrani-cerovecki.hr

Daniel Devich
Devich Holzschuherzeugung
www.holzschuhe.at

Darko Franjić
Močvarni hrast
www.mocvarnihrast.com

Katarina Nahtigal is a graduate ethnologist
and cultural anthropologist. In 2014, she
passed the professional exam for museum
curator in the field of documentation, and has
been collaborating with various national museums; in Slovene Ethnographic Museum she
was working on the EU project Accessibility
of Cultural Heritage to Vulnerable Groups, as
curator-documentalist she was also collaborating with the Slovenian Theatre Institute — the Theatre Museum. She is currently
employed by the Museum of Architecture and
Design as editorial assistance of the catalogue
of the 26th Biennial of Design. She is also a
member of storytelling group Deveta dežela,
which reinterprets cultural heritage.

Markus Faißt
Holzwerkstatt Faißt
www.holz-werkstatt.com

Vesna Hrkač
Bookbindery 1924
www.knjigoveznica1924.hr

Helmut Fink
Holzhandwerk Helmut Fink

Aldo and Lovro Krizman
Mala Arta Ceramics
www.malaarta.com

Louise Schouwenberg studied psychology
(Radboud University Nijmegen), sculpture
(Gerrit Rietveld Academy Amsterdam), and
philosophy (University of Amsterdam) — a
variety of studies and practices that have
turned her into a theorist who links an understanding of the hands-on artistic process to
a philosophical research of artistic practices.
Her main interest is the close relationship between people and things, the intriguing ways in
which they mutually shape each other, and the
role materiality plays in these interrelations.
Schouwenberg heads the MA design department Contextual Design at Design Academy
Eindhoven. Apart from that, she writes on art,
design and craft, and has incidentally curated
exhibitions.

Tischlerei Wolfgang Lässer
www.wolfganglaesser.at

Manuela Maaß
Schneiderstüble Manuela Maaß
www.schneiderstueble.at
Tischlerei Mohr
www.tischlereimohr.at
Michael Pircher
Oberhauser & Schedler Bau
www.oberhauser-schedler.at

Christian, Heinz, Tone Rüscher
Tischlerei Rüscher
www.tischlerei-ruescher.com
Claus Schwarzmann
Schwarzmann — Fenster und Türen aus Holz
www.dasfenster.net
Ewald and Simon Voppichler
Ofenbau Voppichler
www.ofenbau-voppichler.at

Dalibor Lebarović
Clockmaker Lebarović
www.urar-lebarovic.hr
Mario Nokaj
Lapidarium Jewellery Making
and Fine Metalsmithing
www.lapidarium.eu
Antun Penezić
Combmaker
Dražen and Luka Radotović
Havel Metallspinning
www.havel.hr
Darko Škrgatić
Hat making Škrgatić
www.sesiri-skrgatic.hr
Stjepan Zagorščak
Wickerweaver

Josef Waldner
Sennerei Mühle-Hub
www.sennereimuehle.at
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Živorad and Branislav Bosiljčić
Bosiljčić Candy Makers
www.ratluk-bosiljcic.co.rs

Franc Jaklič
Woodenware and Vessel Making

Bojana Brkić
Boya Porcelain
www.boyaporcelain.com
Dragić Grbović
Grbović Bookbinding
www.grbovic.co.rs
Maja Jakšić
Studio Vilenica Textile
and Wallpaper Design
www.vilenicastudio.com
Nenad Jovanov
Sava Perfumery
facebook.com/parfemisava
Goran Milošević
Rade Hats
www.radehats.com
Zdravko Kostanjevec
Tatjana+
www.tatjanaplus.com
Damir Krdžović, Sabina Simović
Xylon Wodwoork
www.xylon.rs
Aleksandar Petrović
Petrof Bookbinding
facebook.com/KnjigoveznicaPetrof
Branislav Stajić
Bane Shoemaking
www.obucar.rs
Marija Đorđević and Snežana Veljković
Naša Posla Leatherworking

Silvo Jelenc
Art of Blacksmithing
Aleš Kacin
AK Alojz Kraner Shoemaking Workshop
Joži Košak
Straw Hat Making
Erik Luznar
Beekeeping
Urban Magušar
Urban Magušar Manufaktura Ceramics
Beno Ogrin
Beno Ogrin Stonemasonry
Petra Plestenjak Podlogar
Škofja Loka Baking Honey Breads
and Hand-carving Moulds
facebook.com/pletraplestenjakr
ocnorezbarjenje
Rural Development Cooperative Pomelaj
Weaving and Wickerworking
www.pomelaj.si
Štefan Zelko
Pottery

Designers
AUSTRIA

SERBIA

Crafts — Design Workshop
Mentor
Rianne Makkink
www.studiomakkinkbey.nl

Crafts — Design Workshop
Mentor
Tamara Panić

Participants
Halligrimur Arnason, Theresa Binder,
Michael Dorfer, Anastasia Eggers,
Anna Gramberger, Sandra Holzer,
Philipp Kolmann, Lukas Kopf, Anna-Amanda
Steurer, Julia Obermüller
Crafts — Design Residency
Chmara.Rosinke Studio
Ania Rosinke and Maciej Chmara
www.chmara.rosinke.com

Crafts — Design Residency
Jenny Nordberg
www.jennynordberg.se
SLOVENIA

CROATIA

Crafts — Design Workshop
Mentor
Lukas Wegwerth
www.lukaswegwerth.com

Crafts — Design Workshop
Mentor
Andrea de Chirico
www.super-local.org

Guest architect
Nicolas Coeckelberghs
BC Architects
www.bc-as.org

Co-mentors
Ivana Borovnjak, Maja Kolar
www.o-a-z-a.com

Workshop assistant
Caspar Frowein
www.casparfrowein.com

Participants
Anđela Brnas, Lola Buades, Clara Bunge,
Ivy Castellano, Sara Dobrijević,
Andreja Lovreković, Lucija Mandekić,
Lucija Matić, Ela Meseldžić,
Marko Mišković, Marin Nižić

Participants
Patricia Bascones, Patrik Benedičič,
Emily Dietrich, Florian Fend, Rok Oblak,
Joana Schmitz, Eva Štrukelj, Jera Tratar

Crafts — Design Residency
Studio Unfold
Claire Warnier and Dries Verbruggen
www.unfold.be
Alexandre Humbert
www.alexandrehumbert.com
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Participants
Đurđa Garčević, Marija Kojić,
Strahinja Kolobarić, Milena Stanimirović

Artist
Giulia Bruno
www.giuliabruno.com
Crafts — Design Residency
Mischer’Traxler Studio
Katharina Mischer and Thomas Traxler
www.mischertraxler.com
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Network
Atelier Luma
atelier-luma.org

Rokodelski center Ribnica
www.rokodelskicenter-ribnica.si

Biennial of Design, Slovenia
www.bio.si

School of Design,
Faculty of Architecture,
University of Zagreb
www.studijdizajna.com

Center for Creativity (CzK)
www.czk.si
Crafts Council Nederland
craftscouncil.nl
Croatian Chamber of Trades and Crafts
www.hok.hr
Design Museum Gent
www.designmuseumgent.be
Folkk
www.folkk.co
Geological Survey of Slovenia
www.prenit.geo-zs.si
Juppenwerkstatt
www.juppenwerkstatt.at
koFAKTORlab
lab.kofaktor.hr
Michelangelo Foundation
www.michelangelofoundation.org
RADIONA Makerspace
radiona.org
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S-P-O-K
www.s-p-o-k.se
Staro Selo Open-air Museum
www.sirogojno.rs
Woodoir
www.facebook.com/woodoir
NITI
www-niti.rs

THANK YOU!
Jan Boelen, Evelien Bracke, Matea Brkić,
Alex Coles, Matija Duić, Marija Đorđević,
Ivana Fabrio, Verena Giesinger, Gaella
Gottwald, Simon Gramberger, Tina Gregorič
and Aljoša Dekleva, Anna Gudmundsdottir,
Andrea Hercog, Willemien Ippel, Vesna Jurić,
Dujam Ivanišević, Linn Kårelind, Andreja
Kocijan, Ljubica Milutinović, Marion Poortvliet,
Damir Prizmić, Sanja Rotter, Emelie Röndahl,
Franziska Wicke, Primož Zorko

ORGANISED AND COORDINATED BY

Oaza
FUNDED BY

Co-funded by the
Creative Europe Programme
of the European Union

SUPPORTED BY

MUO PARTNERS

SPONSORS

MADE IN Crafts — Design Narratives
EXHIBITION 2020
www.madein-platform.com

CURATORIAL TEAM
Ivana Borovnjak, Maja Kolar, Koraljka Vlajo (Croatia);
Maja Vardjan, Cvetka Požar (Slovenia);
Thomas Geisler, Miriam Kathrein (Austria);
Relja Bobić (Serbia)
ART DIRECTION
OAZA
EXHIBITION DESIGN
Nina Bačun, Roberta Bratović, Maja Kolar, Tina Ivezić
SET UP DEVELOPMENT
Močvarni hrast Master Carpentry
ASSISTANCE
Josipa Tadić (Croatia);
Nikola Pongrac (Slovenia);
Heike Kaufmann (Austria)
EXHIBITION VENUES
Museum of Arts and Crafts (MUO), Zagreb
Museum of Architecture and Design (MAO), Ljubljana
Museum of Science and Technology, Belgrade
Werkraum Bregenzerwald, Andelsbuch
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COLLABORATION: WORKSHOP

COLLABORATION: WORKSHOP
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MADE BY
MADE FOR
MADE IN
MUSEUM OF ARTS AND CRAFTS / OAZA /
MUSEUM OF ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN /
WERKRAUM BREGENZERWALD /
NOVA ISKRA / MIKSER

MADE AFTER
MADE WITH
MADE IN
MADE AS
MADE FROM
MADE INTO
MADE BY
MADE FOR

